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ABSTRACT 

Because of the continuing need in combustion research for 

improved methods of investigating temperature, composition and 

velocity distributions the basis of a number of new optical 

diagnostic methods are proposed. The advent of lasers has made 

developments in this field particularly fruitful. 

The construction, properties and use of holographic replicas 

of conventional optical components have been investigated. 

Holographic optical components may be a useful aid to optical 

diagnostic methods on account of their relative cheapness and 

large sizes possible. 

A method of measuring the velocity of pure phase as well as 

solid objects and which combines the Doppler effect with schlieren 

and interferometric techniques is developed. Doppler shifts are 

measured using a beat frequency method and it is shown how the 

beat frequency signal may be interpreted as an interference fringe 

pattern moving across the front of a photodetector. 

A combined optical and ultra-sonic method of gas diagnostics 

is proposed and described that is based on deducing the velocity 

of sound from a shadowgram of the pressure fronts of a high 



frequency sound wave as it passes through a gas. The method 
	2 

has been used to measure gas temperatures up to 1000°K in systems 

in which the gas composition was known. 

Another diagnostic aid that has been developed is a 

particularly simple form of interferometer. By using holographic 

methods it can form interferograms free from boundary effects 

even, for example, when windows of poor optical quality are in 

the test space. 

All these methods have been tested experimentsily and 

their limitations assessed. 
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CHAPTER 1 	 6 

INTRODUCTION 

The suoject of chemical kinetics in reacting gas flows has 

developed along two different paths. One involves studies at a 

molecular level and is concerned with the identification of 

intermediaries, including radicals, which are formed during 

react:on, he energy required to dissociate molecules)  aLd the 

distribution of energy between the translational and various 

rotational)  vibrational and excitational states. The other is 

ii re concerned with the macroscopic investigation of temperature, 

composition and velocity distributions)  and overall heat release 

rates. There are numerous experimental techniques that may be used 

to obtain quantitative information on the magnitude of these various 

p:,raueters. For present purposed they may be conveniently divided 

into optical and non-optical methods. 

Optical diagnostic methods mai be classified according to 

whether the observed light originates from within the system or 

from an external source. Examples of the former are emission 

spectroscopy and pyrometry. Gaydon11  and Gaydon and Wolfhard2  

describe how spectroscopic methods may be used in combustion 

research)  while Hottel and Sarofim3, and Chandrasekhar4  review the 

problems involved in radiative heat transfer studies. Examples in 

which the observed light originates from an external source are 

absorption spectroscopy, particle scattering including flow 



visualif4aUon by the particle track method, schlieren and 

interferometric methods. A review of light scattering by 

particles in flames has been given by 'Topes 	 Schwar51  and 

I!einbergb  discusses in detail the theory slid practice of the 

E3hlieren and interferometric methods of studying combustion 

systems. bchwar and Weinberg7 have reviewed numerous new optical 

methods that have become possible with the ready availability of 

laser light sources. 

Non-optical methods generally necessitate the introduction 

of a solid body into the system being studied. Fristrom and 

Westenberg
8 have reviewed the whole subject of flame diagnostics 

and describe in detail the different methods that have been used. 

including sampling probes, thermocouples, Fitot-tubs and 

electrical probes. 

The perturbation caused by using optical diagnostic methods 

are usually insignificant in comparison with non-optical methods. 

They also have the advantage of being able to provide, in many 

cases, a permanent and instantaieous photographic record of the 

quantity being measured. There have not been many systematic 

comparisons between optical and non-optical diagnostic methods. 

This is partly due to the fact that the accuracy of the various 

methods are not generally comparable over the region in which they 

could both be applied. Bonne, Grewer and Wagner9 have compared 

spectroscopic and thermocouple temperature measurements in a low 

pressure (8 torr) stoichiometric methane-oxygen flame and obtained 

agreement to within 20°C for temperatures greater than 1500°K. Their 

spectroscopic temperature determinations were made on the 0-0 
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OH ab,:ol.ption bands around 30648. Although the first comparison 

between a deflection mapping method and a thermocouple measurement 

of the temperature distribution within a slow burning, flat 

lvdroger.-nitrogen-ovgen flame at atmospheric pressure, by Dixon-

Lewis _ 
 and 1.15.1.es

10  - was inconclusive a later studyll  by the same 

elithors suggested that the optical method was the more reliable. 

The tendency in combustion to work at ever higher temperatures 

and velocities (for example in augmented flames and standing 

detonations) has accentuated the need for new and improved methods 

of diagnostics, Fortunately the advent of the laser has helped to 

remedy this need. Their extreme brightness enables them to outshine 

highly luminous events, the possibility of Q-switching allows the 

photography of extremely rapid transient events, and their excellent 

coherency permits the development of a whole new range of optical 

interference methods. Three of the four major advances in optical 

diagnostics described in this thosis would not be possible without 

a light source having the excellent spatial coherency of a uniphase 

helium-neon gas laser. The fourth, although not relying on the 

vpecial properties of a laser light source, would have its range of 

application considerably extended if, for example, a Q-switched ruby 

la:er were used instead of the argon jet spark light source. 

The advances described in this thesis are concerned with 

iraprovements in instrumentation and with the development of new 

diagnostic methods involving velocity measurements of one sort or 

another. 

It is shown how conventional optical components such as lenses 



9 
can he ,t  ;placed by their holographLe equtvalents, These have 

advantages over conventional coppenento both from the point of 

view of eheapneee and in relative ease of manufacture. They are, 

hewever, less efficient. Nevertheless if they are used it., 

conjunntion tries a very brigh light source they could)  in certain 

circumstances be more comenient than lenses or mirrero, One 

instance would be in optical systems used for studying unconfined 

expleeions where components are likely to become damaged during the 

experiment. 

Another advance in optical instrumentatioli that is described 

is the design and performaaca of a particularly simple interfelo-

.111eter. It is shown that by using holographic techniques the 

instrument can be used to obtain aberration free 'infinite fringe' 

interferograms smd hence eliminate the problem of residual fringes 

that are usually present in other more conventional interferometers. 

Normally optical diagnostic methods for measuring the velocity 

of moving phase objects such as propagating flame fronts, detonation 

fronts, or shock waves involve using some form of visualization in 

conjunction with high speed eine or steak photography. Here a 

completely new method of measuring the velocity of phase objects 

described. It has the added advantage of being applicable to moving 
method 

solid objects. The/depends on using a schlieren system to select 

the angle through which a traneluminating light beam is deflected. 

The tingle of deflection is accurately defined by using a suitably 

designed selective 1.4ohlieren blind, and the shift in frequency is 

measured by the method of beats using an interference technique. 



The limi-6alons of the wthod lie in the required accul'aey of the 

volouity measuromen:.; i!.u/U and 4.:,;7„e z'estrictions in the distance wo  

ever which the velocity measurement is made, It is shown that the 

product wo(.46,10.0  is of the order of >, where > is the 

wavelength of the transluminating light and Q is the angle of 

dflcotion. 

Another diagnostic method that is described is basdd on the 

instantaneous photography of high frequency ultra-sonic waves using 

a shadow method of visualization. Temperature measuremerts have 

been made using this technique up to almost 1000°K ard they agree 

favourably with thermocouple measurements. The method has an 

advantage over other purely optical diagnostic methods in that by 

employing sound waves the markings are particularly easy to 

interpret and. correspood to the positions of the pressurefnnts; it 

does not require arty inversion procedure as is necessary when 

i,terpreting„ for example, interferograms of axially symmetric 

vstems. 

A list of the more important symbols used in the text is 

given in Appendix J. 
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HOLOGRAPHIC OPTIGAL ELEMENTS 

2,1. INTRODUCTIpN, 

The simplicity and cheapness of construction of holographic 

optical elements makes them a possible substitute for lenses or even 

mirrors. The great advantage of this in combusticn research is that 

expensive schlieren lenses may be replaced by their holographic 

equivalent. Applications in which this facility is highly desirable 

are the study of hot and explosive g7stems which, for one reason o 

az;other,'need to be in close proximity to otherwise costly optical 

components. The possibility of making very large holographic copies 

of lenses makes them particularly suited for studying combustion 

processes occupying large test spaces. 

It is demonstrated that the wavefront emerging from a lens can 

be stored as a hologram on a plane photographic plate and that becauoe 

cf the inherent focusing properties of a hologram the curvature of the 

reconstructed wavefront can be controlled by varying the curvature of 

the illuminating wavefront - see Figure 2.1 . In other words a 

hclogram of a lens not only contains the information about the 

original wavefront emerging from the lens, but it also behaves like 

a lens and can therefore be used in the same way as a convJntional 

imaging device. It differs from a lens or mirror in the way in which 

changes in wavefront curvature are brought about, i.e. by diffraction 

rather than by refraction or reflection. 



P C 

i I 	:7, 

Focusing properties of a point hologram showing the 
change in curvature of the primary,.?, and conjugate, 
Cl  waves with change in curvature of the incident 
wave, I. 

12 

FIGURE 2-1 
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The magnitude of the various disturbing effects introduced 

during the recto;: ding and illuminatian of a lens hologram are 

assessed together with an examination of the aberrations that may 

al-ise during its use. It is shown that as far as their application 

to schlieren systems are concerned these perturbing effects are 

usually quite small. It is also shown that lens holograms can be 

made very easily using either a Mach-Zehnder interferometer or the 

very much simpler type of interferometer described in Chapter 7. 

Examples are given illustrating the use of lens holograms for aiding 

the visualization of both phase and solid objects. 

9.2. THE HOLOGRAPHIC PROCESS. 

2.2.1. Introduction. 

The principle of reconstructing uavefronts by the process 

knowi as holography was first proposed and demonstrated by Gabor12 

iii 1948. LLeth and Upatnieks13  revived general interest in the 

subject during the sixties and the theory of holography is now well 

established14,15'1b  

The first step of the process involves recording the phase 

distribution of an object wave on a photographic plate by interference 

with a reference wave. When the processed plate, which is now refered 

to as a hologram, is illuminated by the original reference wave only, 

part of the light transmitted by the plate has a phase distribution 

identical to that which radiated from the original object. This 

reconstructed wave is known as the primary wave. There is also 

another wave, known as the conjugate wave, that forms an image of 

the object at a distance beyond the hologram equal to the distance 



14 

between the object and original recording plane. 

When the wave illuminating the hologram has a curvature that 

is different from the original reference wave there is a change in 

di7ection of propagation of the primary and conjugate waves
17
. These 

changes in direction are most conveniently expressed in terms of the 

focal length of the hologram. Below a lens hologram equation is 

derived that is analogous to the well known lens and mirror equationb 

relating object and image distances to the focal length of the optical 

element being considered. 

2.2.2. The basic hologram equation. 

In this section it is convenient to assume the focal region of 

a lens to be a point. This then allows one to consider tnat the 

wavefront emerging from a lens is part of a perfect sphere. The 

analysis given here, therefore, strictly applies to a point hologram. 

However, this does not matter as it is a simple matter to extend the 

final result to a lens hologram by considering the Airy disc at the 

focus of a lens to be simply a large collection of points. 

The shape of a reconstructed wavefront can be described in terms 

of its phase distribution over the plane of the hologram. It will be 

snown how this phase distribution is related to the phase 

distributions of the reference anti illuminating waves. 

Using Cartesian coordinates let the hologram be recorded in 

the plane z = 0. The object point source at (xolyo,z0) and reference 

point source at (x,,,yr $7, r
) produce complex amplitude distributions 

0(x,y) and R(xly) in the recording plane. Reconstruction is obtaine1 

using illumination from a point source at (xeyezo) producing an 

amplitude distribution C(xly) at the hologram. If the phase 
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distributions of the object, reference, and illumiaating waves at 

the recording plane are respectively 00(x,y), Or(x,y), and Oc(x,y) 

one may write 

0 = 00  exp(jOd ...la 

R = Rb exp(j9",) ...lb 

C = Co  exp(%0) ...lc 

The resultant amplitude distribution at the recording plane 

is due to the cobabined effect of the object and reference waves 

so that the distribution in exposure, E(x,y), over the photographic 

plate  is given by 

E(x,y) = 	(0 + R)(01' + RR) 	...2 

where the asterisk implies taking the complex conjugate. By 

operating on the linear portion of the plate's amplitude 

transmittance characteristic the resulting distribution of amplitude 

transmittance T(x,y) of the hologram is given by 

T(x,y) = k(0 + R)(0T4  + 	...3 

The complex amplitude distribution transmitted by the hologram 

when illuminated by the reconstructing wave is therefore 

A(x,y) = kC(0 + R)(03i  + 	 ...4 

Substituting equations 1 into equation 4 gives 

A(x,y) = k fC0Co2exp(jO'd + CoRo2exp(jcio) 

°J.PoexP(i°0 9O Vr))  

00R000exp(j(Ve  - 	4-  0 	...5 

which is the basic hologram equation. It is seen that the phase 

distributions of the last two terms are related to the original 

object wave - they are not, however, equal to it unless 00  is made 

equal to Or. 
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2.23. Foeusinp  yroperties of a point  hologram. 

The hologram theory proposed by Meier18  can be used as a basis 

for deriving a lens hologram imaging equation. To a first order 

approximation (0 + 0 - 0) and (' + 9O + ) represent the 

phase distribution of spherical wavefronts. However, this is only 

an approximation and is exaciay -6rue only when Sic  = Or. When this 

does not hold aberrations always exist in the reconstructed 

wavefronts. 

The phase distribution (0e + 0o 'r  - ) corresponds to the 

pri,aary wave which has centre coordinates (X 2Y 2Z
P 
 ) given by 

P P  
1 = 1_ 1 + 1 	...ba 
Z 	zo 	zr 	z 
P 	c  

+ 1 = 1 ro 	X
:x. 	

X  
-21 	...6b X 	Z 	zo - zr 	z 

P 	p _ 	c_i 

1 _,..._, 1 r370 y r Y -1  21 1 _ 	- 1  ........ 	+ - 
Y 	p L zo 	zr 	z 
P 	Z 	e

1 	
..06C 

The phase distribution 40  - 00  + Or) corresponds to the conjugate 

wave and has centre coordinates (Xe2Ye27.0) given by 

1 	1 
Ze 	ze 

1 r xc 
Z z c c 

ry. 
ze Lze 

+ 1 
zo 	zr 

x 	x-1 
- e  + -1:1 

zo 	z 1 ri 
yY ' r - + 
zo 	zr_ 

1 
Ye 

...7a 

—1 

—1 
...7c 

By analogy with the definition of the focal length of a lens an 

expression for the hologram's focal length can be found by locating 

the points corresponding to the centre of curvature of the 

reconstructed waves when the hologram is illuminated with a plane 

waie, i.e. by a point source at zo  = + OD. The primary and conjugate 
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focal points, f and fc
, are therefore given by equations ba and 7a 

by putting zc = a),andP 	P 
= f and Zc  = fc  . It follows that the 

hologram's focal lengths are given by 

1 _ ....1 _ 1 - 1 = +1 	...8 
- p 

 
fc — z 	z 	f o 	r 

If equation 8 is substituted into equation 6a and equation 7a 

and if Zp  and Zc are considered as image distances v and zc 
is the 

object distanceu the following equation is arrived at 

1 
	1 = ± 	...9 

Thus a point hologram behaves exactly like a lens except that it 

sjn,-Lltareously possesses a positive and negative focal length. 

2.. SIZE LIMITATIONS.  

2,3.1. Introduction. 

The sensitivity of a schlieren system depends on the diameter 

of the focal spot at the focus of the schlieren optical element. In 

the case of a lens hologram this spot size is determined by the 

effective dimensions of the hologram, the dimensions of the object, 

reference and illuminating sources, and by the aberrations of the 

lens hologram. The contribution that these various factors make to 

size^f the focal spot of a lens hologram are examined below. 

2.3.2. Diffraction limitatiou. 

When an idealized lens hologram, i.e. a point hologram, is 

jaluminated with a spherical wave the reconstructed waves are never 

perfectly spherical)  even for an aberration free hologram, because 

of diffraction effects caused by the hologram's finite size. The 

effective diameter of a point hologram may be governed by the limiting 
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aperture during the recording or reconstructing process or by the 

resolving power of the recording medium. If a point hologram of 

effective radius r
h 

is illuminated by a plane wave the spot 

diameter s formed by the reconstructed wave is given by14  

s = 0:4D1 	...10 
r
h 

where f is the focal length of the hologram and s is defined as the 

radius at which the first minimum in the Airy disc occurs. 

If the reference and object beams completely fill the 

recording medium the effective size of the point hologram will then 

be determined by either the dimensions of the recording medium or by 

cue, the maximum spatial frequency that the medium can faithfully 

record. Providing r
2 
 /2z
r
2 
 and r

2 
 /2z o2  4 	the radius of the pth 

-Q.,  

bright fringe measured from the centre of the point hologram, having 

a focal length f, is given by 

2 
r = 2)\pf. ...11 

The fringe separation Ar at a radius r is, therefore, 

L1„r 	 ...12 

providing Ar/r O.. The smallest L.r that an emulsion can resolve 

is 1/Dc and so the maximum radius rh  up to which fringes can be 

recorded is
19 

rh =C>N„f 

When the spot size is emulsion limited and when the point hologram 

is illuminated by a plane wave the spot diameter is found by combining 

equations 10 and 13 to give 

_ 0,61 
cx: ...14 
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Equation 14 gives the diameter of the focal spot 

corresponding to an ideal point object. In the case of a lens 

hologram the object is an Airy disc and this equation represents 

the additional spread brought about by the holographic process. If 

rT  is the radius of the lens (assumed to be perfect) the spot 

diameter at the focus of the lens hologram is 
f - 

+ -- 

	

rL 	rh 

when the reference and reconstruction beams are planar. When the 

size of the hologram is limited by the width of the wavefront emerging 

from the lens fL/rL = f/rh and so the spot diameter becomes 

	

s = 1.22X_L 	,..16 
rL 

where II and f are the focal lengths of the lens and the lens 

hologram respectively. 

2.3.3. Source size.  

So far it has been assumed that a hologram can be made by 

interfering the rave radiating from the object with a perfectly 

spherical reference wave, and that the reconstruction is obtained 

using a periectly spherical illuminating wave. In pactice, however, 

b)th reference and illuminating sources have a finite size and this 

co contributes to the spread in the diameter of the focal spot formed 

by the reconstructed waves. 

In the absence of other limiting effects the focal spot 

diameter formed by the reconstructed waves is of the order of the 

sum of the diameters of the reference and illuminating sources
15
. 

The diameter, sr, of the focal spot formed by focusing a Gaussian 

90 laser beam of diameter 2w using a lens of focal length ris given by' 

s  = 	o 61 X ...15 
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Xfr  
or = 0.63 ---- ...17 

If fr/w is made much smaller than f/rL 
the effect of a finite 

source size becomes negligible. 

2.3.4. Source line-width.  

When a light source of frequency 1) has a finite line-width 

A-Von:1y a limited number of fringes Walcan be recorded. Therefore, 

the finite line,-width may determine the maximum radius of a point 

hologram. From equation 11, it follows that in the absence of ether 

limiting factors this radius is given by 

rh = 
and, from equation 10 the spot size diameter formed when the hologram 

is illuminated with a plane wave is 

s =
\ 0.43 Hf 

  

e..19 

  

   

A spread in the spot diameter also occurs during the 

reconstruction process whenever the illuminating source has a 

finite line-width. This spread increases with increase in the 

hologram's rpatial frequency, i.e. with increase in the angle between 

the reference and object wave. If the maximum angle between these 

two waves is 4m the spot size diameter in the absence of other 

limiting factors when a point hologram is illuminated by a plane 

wave is 
15 

s =-73-  f sin0m 	...20 

Providing Om  Is not too large sinam'.= Qm  = rh/f. If the same 

source is used for the construction and reconstruction processes 

r
h 

is given by equation 18 and equation 20 then reduces to 
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Xf s = 1.41 [ ...21 

The total spread resulting from using a source of finite 

line-width in the constructing smi reconstructing processes is 

given by the sum of equations 19 and 21, i.e;  

s = 1.84. {Af 
V 

...22 

2.3,5. Hologram aberrations.  

Whenever a hologram is illuminated by a wave having a 

curvature or angle of incidence different from that of the 

original reference wave the reconstructed wave will suffer from 

aberrations. Meier7 has examined in some detail the aberrations 

produced by a hologram in terms of the phase difference V between 

the reconstructed wavefront and a perfectly spherical aberration 

free wavefront. 

From a practical point of view aberrations in a scblieren 

system will affect the size of the focal spot and the quality of 

the resulting record of the test space. According to Rayleighls 

criterion for aberration free imsgery the phase difference 0 should 

not exceed i/-“see for example refs 21 and 22). Holder and North23  

have found from their practical experience that a phase difference of 

the order Tv is tolerable for most schlieren applications. 

It folloqs from Meier's aar.1ysis that in the Gass of point 

hologram increases with increasing radius and that if changes 

between the reference and illuminating beams occur in only one plane 

0' is given by 
4 = 	r 	s 	

2 	2 
r3 0 	r

2 
A 	

2 

X 8 	
- P 	...23 



where SI  O, 	F and D are the five coefficients for spherical, 

coma, astigmatism, field curvature and distortion aberration 

1-2spectively. 

If a point hologram is used to replace a schlieren lens tn. 

in a parallel beam system the radius of curvature, ze, of the 

illuminating beam is infinity. If this illuminating beam is 

inclined to the z-axis at an angle gy and the coordinates of the 

point object and reference source are (0,02z0) and (0,0,zr) 

respectively the five aberration coefficients reduce to the 

expressions tabulated in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Generalized aberration coefficients 

for a point hologram when illuminated 

by a parallel beam. 

S 

A 

_ __.3 a -  1 C - tan() 3.ii - [1.7 	

r 
z 	z 
o _ 

ao ar z 	
1 

& o 	z  rj 

2 tan Q 
Ie  
1 a 	- 	l '1 
' 
.-
o 	

z 	i  F 
r.1  

tan2g[1-  - I z 	z o ri 

distortion coefficient, D, is 7iero. 

When the reference wave is plane S is zero and the 

fominant aberration is coma. On the other hand if the curvatures 

of the reference wave and illuminating wave are vastly different the 

dominant aberration is spherical. Table 2 lists the aberration 

coefficients when the radius of curvature of the reference wave 

is equal to infinity and to -2f for a point hologram illuminated 

by a parallel beam. The angle A may be interpreted as representiLg 

the angle of deflection produced by the test object and is usually 



sufficiently small for tang to be put equal to G. Making this 

approximation and substituting These 	coefficients into 

TABLE 2  

Aberration coefficients for a point 

hologram illuminated by a parallel 

beam when the raAjus of curvature of 

the reference wave equals of and -22. 

Z = OD r zr  = 	-2f 

S 	1 
 

C 	1 

A 
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0 

-tang/f2  

 tan2Q/k 

tall2g/f 
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3/4f3  

-tang/2f2  

tan2G/f 

tan2G/f 

equation 23 then gives 
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For small deflections fOr <(1. Therefore the radius for which 

the total phase abe:'ration is less Ulan 	is given in these two 

cases by 

 

, for zr = OD ...25a 

 

r , for Zr = -2f ...25b 

Equation 25b shows that when a parallel beam schlieren point 

hologram is made using a spherical reference and object wave of radio;' 

-22 and +2f respectively its maximum aperture must be serverely 

limited in order to keep the total phase aberration belowTc. On the 
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other hand equation 25a shows that if the point hologram is made 

using a plane reference wave and the angle of deflection produced 

by the test object is small, very large point holograms can be made 

whilst still keeping the total phase aberration less than T. The 

minimum angular deflection that can be detected is given by 

0•61)\  A . 	= 	...26 
min 	rh  

Substituting this value of A into equatior 25a therefore gives an 

expression for the maximum radius of a point hologram having a total 

phase aberration less than lt, i.e. 

1.28 f ...27 rh,max 

The magnitude of all these limiting factors are evaluated for 

a number of practical systems in the next section dealing with the 

ezperimental aspects of maiang lens holngrams. 

2.4. MAKING LENS HOLOGRAMS. 

2 .l. Introduction.  

From the expressions just derived it would appear that the 

F-nuiber (f/2rh) of a lens hologram may have a value less than unity 

(see equations 13, 18 and 25a). However, this would generally requipo 

an object lens having a similar F-number and in practice a spherically 

corrected lens having an F-number less than unity 1.0 unlikely to be 

readily available. As diagnostic methods in combustion do not 

usually reTaire optical components having such exotic dimensions only 

the properties and construction of holograms of conventional lenses 

will be considered.Before describing experimental details the orer 

of magnitude of the quantities discussed in the previous section are 
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calculated. 

The light source used was a Scientifica and Cook Electronics 

D16/2 helium-neon d.c, gas laser set to give a uniph-,se output of 

approximately iintd. As the Doppler width of the neon line is of the 

order of 1.5x1O'Hz the output frequency, centred on 63281 (i.e. 

4.7x104Hz), consisted of about five axial modes each separated by 

about 3.0x108Hz. The beam emerging from the laser cavity had a 

radius of 0.3mm and was expanded using a microscope objective of 

2cm focal length. from equation 17 it follows that the source has 

an effective diameter of 2.7x10-4cm. 

In Table 3 are listed the various numerical quantities 

associated with making lens holograms from two spherically corrected 

lenses using the above B16/2 laser. The maximum fringe frequency 

corresponding to the edge of the lens hologram can easily be recorded 

by a variety of commercially available photographic emulsions7a; in 

flc.; it is possible to record spatial, frequencies in excess of 

3Y104cm
-1  using suitable plates. Although the spread in the 

diameter of the lens hologram's focal spot due to the laser's 

fir.. to line width is negligible it is not so from the point of view 

or its finite effective diameter. Apart from this it is seen that 

the hologram's focal spot diameter is at least equal to twice the 

diameter of the Airy disc of the lens and is independent of the 

focal length of the lens hologram. 

These calculations show that sufficiently good quality lens 

holograms are a practical possibility and can be made using a B16/2 

laser and commercially available photographic plates. Although a 



TART E2 

Three examples of the properties 
of lens holograms 

Parameter 
Focal length of lens 

hologram 
20cm 	50cm 173cm 

IFocal length of object lens 

Radius of object lens 

Spread in diameter of focal 
spot of lens hologram due to 

t) finite size of source used 
for object and reference 
beams 

ii) diffraction by object 
lens 

iii) diffraction by lens 
hologram 

iT) finite line width of 
laser light source 

Resultant diameter of focal 
spot of lens hologram 

Maximum fringe frequency 

Maximum aberration free 
deflection 

Minimum detectable deflection 

50cm 

3cm 

5.4Ym 

6.4pm 

6.4 pm 

0.04pm 

18.313m 
' 948cm-1  

15.0mRd 

92JJRd 

50cm 

3cm 

5.41.1m 

6.4JJm 

6.4pm 

0.1pm 

18.4pm 
- 1 948cm 

5.43 1.11M 

37pR3 

173cm 

7.5cm 

5.4Pm 

8.9JJm 

8.97m 

0.3pm 

23.5Wm 
 ' - 68/cm 1  

4.5 •mRd 
t 	14pRd 

26. 
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lens hologram is not as perfect as the original object lens it can 

be used as a substitute for the lens and is capable of detecting 

deflections up to about 10mRd and is therefore suitable for using in 

a schlieren system for combustion diagnostics. 

2.4.2. Mach-Zehnder method - Plane 119.ference wave. 

To test the feasibility of the proposed method of making 

holographic replicas of lenses using a planes reference wave the 

Mach-Zehnder interferometer shown in Figure 2.2 was set up. 

The beam from the 1mW B16/2 laser was expanded using a 2cm 

focal length microscope objective, L, and collimated by a 5ft focal 

length schlieren mirror M. The expanded beam was made parallel by 

adjusting the lateral position of the microscope objective until a 

single broad interference fringe was cbtained as a result of 

interference between the beams reflected off the back and front faces 

of the first beam splitter. An object lens, Lol  was rigidly mounted 

in the test beam between Ml  and S2  so that it brought the parallel 

tent beam to a focus beyond S2. By adjusting the orientations of the 

mirrors and beam splitters the axes of the test and reference beams 

could be maae parallel or inclined to one another. The recording 

plate H was mounted perpendicular to the reference beam beyond the 

focal point P at a distance equal to the required focal length of the 

lens hologram. A stop was also placed beyond the object lens in the 

test beam to avoid light from the edge of the test beam pa3sing 

around the object lens and falling onto the plate, H. 

With the arrangement shown in Figure 2.2 the centres of the 

reference wavefront and the spherical wavefront emerging from the 

object lens coincide and the resulting hologram has the appearance 



Optical arrangement for making lens holograms using a Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer. 	L, short focal length lens; M, Ml, M2, mirrors; 

S1 '' beam splitters, Lo object lens; P, focal point; 
117 recording plane. 
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of a set of concentric interference fringes with its centre falling 

on the optic axis of the system. When the axes of the test and 

reference beams are inclined to one another the interference pattern 

still consists of a set of concentric fringes but new the centre 

of the circular fringe pattern no longer coincides with the centre 

of the test beam. If the angle of inclination between the two beams 

t. 2rL/fL the centre of the concentric fringe pattern falls at the 

edge of the lens hologram. 

A number of lens holograms were made with this arrangement using 

a 50cm focal length telescope objective as an object lens and 

Ilford R52 plates, having a quoted resolving power of 180 line 

pairs/mm, as a recording medium. 

2.4.3. Simplified method - curved reference wave. 

As the construction of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer of 

large aperture requires adjustable yet rigidly mounted large flat 

beam splitters and mirrors a simpler optical system for making lens 

holograms was designed. 

Figure 2.3 illustrates the design of e. simple system used for 

making off axis lens holograms. The beam splitter S was a thin wedge 

prism while the reflector M was the plane face of a piano-convex 

lers. The advantage of using these components was that it was 

particularly easy to remove the disturbing effects caused by back 

reflections. The method of mounting adopted was the same as that 

used in the interferometer described in Chapter 7. It is seen from 

the diagram that the object lens, Lo, provides both the object wave 

and the reference wave. If d is the separation between S and M, and 



M • 

Optical arrangement for making lens holograms using a simplified 
form of interferometer. L, object lens; S, thin wedge beam splitter; o  

plane glass reflector; H recording plane; d, separation betweon 
S and M. 



the beam is brought to a focus on Ss  the focal length of the lens 

hologram so formed is 

1 = 1 
SH SH d 

...28 

Again -1sing Ilford R52 plates and a 50cm focal length 

telescope objective as an object lens a number of lens holograms 

were made. By making d small it was possible to make holograms of 

N,iry long focal length. It was also possible to make lens holograms 

having a focal length as small as 20cm. It was not possible to 

make lens holograms of focal length much smaller than this on 

account of the differences in intensity of the two interfering waves. 

One consequence of this method of making lens holograms is 

that its F-number is always greater than that of the object lens. 

In general it is given by 

F
h 

= FL 1 	2d
1.1§1 
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When d = oo this reduces to the Mach-Zehnder case in which Fh  = FL. 

2.4.4. Fringe structure.  

Figure 2.4a shows how the separation between the fringes of a 

lens holograru becomes progressively less on moving out from the 

centre of the interference pattern. This photograph is a x5 

enlargement of part of the original lens hologram recorded on an R52 

plate using the optical system shown in Figure 2.3. The focal length 

is of the order of 6 meters and the maximum spatial frequency of the 

fringes corresponds to about 8/mm in the original. 

Ideally the variation of transmittance of the plate should be 

proportional to the amplitude variations of the interference pattern 

incident on the plate during the recording process. Fortunately in 



(B) 

Fringe structure of a lens hologram. (a.) part 
of a x5 enlargement of a Water f.l. lens 
hologram. 03) enlargement of 28 fringes/mm on 
Ilford R52 plate. 

FIGURE 2.4 



off axis systems it is not necessary
15 to process the plate precisely 

so as to fn.11 on the linear portion of its amplitude transmittance 

chBracteristic24  - it is 	more important to avoid excessive 

granularity and to keep the profile smooth. Figure 2.4b shows a 

.230 microscope enlargement of the fringe structure recorded on an 

Ilford R52 plate, corresponding to an original fringe frequency of 

about 28/mm. The grain is just becoming comparable to the fringe 

width and this represents perhaps the maximum spatial frequency 

that can be recorded on these plates without introducing too much 

irregularity into the profile of the fringes. Random irregularities 

of this nature result in unwanted scattered light, in the form of 

background speckle, being superimposed on the transmitted and 

reconstructed waves. 

Operating on the non-linear part of the plate's amplitude 

transmittance characteristic results in a 'squaring up' of the 

fringe profile and theoretical-'1y25 should manifest itself by the 

appearance of subsidiary foci. This has in fact been observed
19
. 

Examination of the light intensity along the optic axis of such 

a non-linearly professed lens hologram has revealed subsidiary 

foci at f/2, f/3, f/4, etc. This contrasts with the positions of 

the subsidiary foci for a Fresnel zone plate which occur at f/31  

f/5, etc. Although the fraction of the incident light that is 

diffracted into the primary focus of a Fresnel zone plate is greater 

than for an ordinary lens hologram
25'26'27 the opaque rings of the 

Fresnel zone plate must ruaSk out some of the information present in 

the illuminating wavefront and so produce a poorer quality image. 



Interference pattern formed by the mutual interference of the trans- 
mitted illuminating wave, I, and the primary and conjugate waves, P and 
C. 
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Separation of primary and conjugate waves by illuminating a lens hologram 
off-axis. 
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Converting the lens hologram into a phase lens hologram should 
2s-177 

theoreticql1y increase its diffraction efficiency to approximately 

2.5 times that of a Fresnel zone plate without this loss of image 

quality. 

2.5. USING LENS HOLOGRAMS. 

2.5.1. Introduction. 

To test the usefulness and quality of lens holograms as optical 

elements a number of simple optical systems were set up consisting 

solely of lens holograms recorded on Ilford R52 plates. Because it 

was impractical to make lens holograms with focal lengths smAller than 

- 2.0cm using these plates it was not possible to transluminate objects 

much wider than a few centimeters. 

2.5.2. Wavefront reconstruction.  

Figure 2.5 illustrates what happens when an on axis lens 

hologram is illuminated by a planar wavefront. The interference 

pattern shown is the resultant intensity distribution brought about 

by the mutual. interference between the two reconstructed waves and 

the illuminating wave. Figure 2.6 shows how these three waves can 

be separated by using an off axis lens hologram. 

2.5.3. 222of lens holograms for visualization.  

The simplest method for visualizing changes in refractive index 

is shadowgraphy. Figure 2.7a shows the optical system used to obtain 

the shadowgram illustrated in Figure 2.8a of a coal gas diffusion 

f.lame stabilized on a bat's wing burner. In this case an 8mW helium-

neon laser was used to illuminate H1  and the shadowgram was recorded 
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( a) 

Optical systems used for the visualization of the phasd and solid 
objects illustrated in Figure 2.8. (a) shadow system. (b) schlieren 
and ordinary imaging system. 111 , H„, off-axis lens holograms; .0, 

• ,object; P, recording plane; S,ThosItion of schlieren stop. 
HI , fol. = ± 20cm. H2, fel. = ± 50cra. a .= 475cm, b = 125cm, c = 350cm, 
.d.-= 125cm, e = 70cm,:f = 60cm. 
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on an R52 plate in approximately l/5th second. 

By placing a suitable schlieren stop at S in Figure 2.7b 

e premixed coal gas diffusion flame stabilized on a micro-burner 

c.nd standing sound waves developed in air between a iMHz transducer 

and a reflector plate were photographed. These are shown in 

Figures 2.8b and 2.8c. Figure 2.8d shows an image of an OBA 

nut and bolt photographed using the optical system in Figure 2.7b 

but without the schlieren stop. The flame and tha bolt were 

recorded on R52 plates using an 8mW laser while the sound waves 

were recorded on an FN. plate using a 2mW laser. The exposure 

time was the same in each case and equal to 10 minutes. 

The comparatively good quality of the photographs in Figures 

2.8c and 2.8d was because the objects were sufficiently small for 

it to be possible to select a reasonably uniform part of the 

transluminating beam. The speckle in Figures 2.8a and 2.8b arises 

from nonuniformities in the lens hologram's fringe pattern as well 

as from the finite grain structure of the fringes themselves. 

2.6. CONCLUSIONS.  

Under certain circumstanstances it has been shown that the 

aberrations of a lens hologram are for most practical purposes 

insignificant and it has been demonstrated experimentally that they 

can be used to replace conventional optical elements. One 

consequence of this is that one could arrange to have a pile of 

photographic copies of lens holograms for use under adverse conditions 

of, for example)  extreme heat or in the event of explosion and 

simply replace them whenever they become too badly damaged. Also 
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(A) 
	

(B) 

(C) 
	

(D) 

Photographs taken using lens holograms. CO shadow 
of bat's wing diffusion flame. (B) schlieran of a 
premixed flame on a microburner. (C) schlieren of 

z staading sound waves. (r) profile image of an 
OBA nut and bolt. 

FIG Rr: 2.b 
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the theoretical possibility of making large disaster lens holograms 

suggests that it should be possible to make cheap substitutes for 

large schlieren lenses and mirrors. One application is to 

combustion rigs or wind tunnels of large working sections in 

wh:.ch optically flat viewing windows could be made to incorporate 

the holographic elements. A suitable optical system is shown in 

Figure 2.9. Among other advantages of this scheme ic that it 

avoids long path lengths of the parallel beam in the laboratory. 

From the exposure times used 4.n Figure 2.8 it was estimated 

that approximately 1.2joules are required for an exposure on FP4 

plates for unit magnification. As this is quite readily 

available from a quite modest Q-switched ruby laser pulse lasting 

as little as a few tens of noncseconds it implies that lens 

holograms can be used, in spite cf their inefficiency, for studying 

extremely fast transient events such as for example travelling 

detonations. 



An example of an application of lens holograms for studying large 
cross sections such as in wind tunnels. W, window incorporating 
lens hologram; T, test section. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE 'DOPPLER' METHOD 

OF VELOCITY MEASUREMENT.  

3.1.  INTRODUCTION. 

Velocity measurements are of vital importance in combustion 

research as they are essential for the understanding of moving 

phenomena such as lamina and turbulent gas flows, the flow of 

particulate fuels and aerosols, the propagation of flame fronts, 

detonation fronts, and shock ffonts. The various teal-wives that 

exist for making such measurements all require the simultaneous 

recording of both a distance and time interval. Until now the 

velocity of moving phenomena of interest in combustion has generally 

hen deduced by measuring the time of traversal of a known distance, 

u;ing methods such as cin6 or streak schlieren photography, timing 

between ionization probes a known distance apart, or repetitive 

illumination of particles suspended in a gas. The new method 

proposed here can be thought of in terms of using interference 

fringes to mark a phase or solid object and then recording the fringe 

separation and the beat frequency as a measure of respective 

distance and time intervals. In these terms its merit lies in the 

non-interfering nature of the well articulated distance marker and 

the use of the beat wave as a convenient clock. 

The theory of this method of measuring the velocity of any 

moving object by applying schlieren-interferometry to Doppler-shifted 



laser light is given. It is shown how the microscopic shifts in 

frequency may most conveniently be measured by the method of beats 

and that the observed beat frequency may be interpreted as the motion 

of interference fringes across the front of a photodetector. Apart 

from the simplicity of the method it has the great advantage of 

not requiring any other optical components than are necessary in 

a conventional schlieren system. 

The Doppler velocity method can be used for measuring the 

velocity of flows and propagating phenomena of interest in combustion. 

In the former case one is concerned with the physical motion of a 

medium (e.g. a cloud of fu61 droplets) while in the latter in the 

motion of some phenomenon through a medium (e.g. a flame). 

The Doppler principle has been applied to the study of 

moving objects since its formulation by C. J. Doppler28  in 1842, 

who developed a theory to explain the colour of the light coming 

frr'm moving stars. In the presentation of his theory he drew an 

analogy between light and sound waves and showed that if a source 

of radiation moves towards a stationary observer the observed 

frequency,L1ob,is given by 

ob 
= 

-1)1 [c o 	u 

 

...3.1 

  

where u is the velocity of the source, c is the velocity of 

the radiation and 1  is the observed frequency when u = 0. On the 

other hand if the observer moves towards a stationary source the 

observed frequency is 

vob = 	: Lim 	 ...3.2 
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kthough both these equations may be correctly applied to sound 

waves only the first may be applied to light waves since for light 

ca\y relative velocities are meaningfUll  and in the ease of a 

moving observer the source always appears to move relative to the 

observer. however, in practice this difference is of little 

consequence in practically all cases of interest in combustion 

as u/c is generally very much less than unity and equation 3.1 

approximates to 

= 1) [11. + 1L 	...3.3 

which is identical to equation 3.2. 

A. H. L. Fizeau29  in 1849 was the first to apply the Doppler 

principle for estimating the velocity of a moving star by 

measuring the shift in wavelength of the spectrum lines emitted 

by the star. Conventional spectroscopic techniques are probably 

capable of resolving30  spectrum shifts in the visible of down to 

about 0.005a and so the minimum velocity that can be measured this 

way is of the order of 30m.s. In more recent years the velocity 

of rapidly expanding plasmas formed by the focusing of laser 

radiation into a gas has been determined (for example by Ramsden 

and Davies31) by direct spectroscopic measurement of the wavelength 

shift of light scattered off the plasma front. The 	wavelength 

shift, which was observed by Ramsden and Davies was well within the 

capabilities of standard spectroscopic methods and corresponded to 

a velocity of the order of 10
5
m.s

1
. Their method differs 

fundamentally from Fizeauls because it makes use of an external light 

source and does not have to rely on any spectral emission from the 

moving body itself. 



Tho microscopic wavelength shifts caused by slowly moving 

bodies cannot be measured directly. Instead, it is more convenient 

to use an interference method. Thus when two waves of different 

frequency are superimposed interference occurs and a beat frequency 

develops. The advent of lasers has made this method of measuring 

Doppler shifts particularly simple and the method to be described 

here may be applied to any moving body that either scatters, 

reflects or refracts light. This is in contrast to all previous 

heat frequency methods (for example refs 32 - 37) which have only 

been applied to moving scatterers. 

Yeh and Cummins
32 

were the first to used beats for measuring 

the change in frequency of light scattered off small moving 

particles suspended in water. Figure 3.1 shows that in this and 

=.:ulasequent3337 applications of the method the direction of the 

reference beam was always arranged to coincide at the photodetector 

the di:.•ection cf the scattered beam. Alignment difficulties 

exist in all those methods, except perhaps in the system used by 

Rudd37. Problems of alignment do rot occur in the method proposed 

here as there is no necessity to ensure that the angle between the 

deflected and reference waves is zero at the photodetector. Whether 

the moving object is a scatterer, reflector or refractor the angle 

of deflection may be precisely defined using a parallel beam 

F'chlieren system in which the schlieren blind has a suitably 

positioned selective aperture - see Figure 3.1h. It is this 

utilization of the schlieren principle38'39  that provides such great 

versatility to the proposed method and enables it to be applied to 
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both moving solid and phase objects. 

3.2. DOPPLER SHIFT EQUATIONS.  

3.2.1. Introduction. 

In this section a general Doppler shift equation is first 

derived and then applied to a number of systems of interest in 

combustion. When a moving body is illuminated or transluminated 

by a stationary source equation 3.3 must be slightly modified as it 

is then necessary to take into account both the motion of the body 

relative to the source as well as its motion relative to the 

observer. Consider Figure 3.2 in which the source is situated in 

a medium of absolute refractive index ,n, and the observer is in 

a medium of absolute refractive index on.. If the interface (which 

may be either discontinuous of diffuse) between the two media moves 

with a velocity u in a direction inclined at an angle y to the 

interface's normal the source will appear to approach a point in the 

surface of the interface at a velocity u cos (*TT - rit y), where 

cit is the angle between the incident beam and the surface of the 

interface. The frequency of the radiaticn emitted by the source, 

providing u/c<...,1 will therefore appear to the point in the surface 

to be given by 

=  

	

p 	
V1  1 + 12  cosa.Tr - Pf +V d ...3.4 

_. 	c,1 
Similarly this point will appear to move away from the obsPrver 

situated in medium 2 at a velocity u cos(er- V + X + g) and so 

to radiation coming from the point will have a frequency given by 

[ 

	

1)2 	= .q 1 - it cos (Z 7( - fif + Y 4-  Q)
] 
.3.5 

2 



0 ni  

ReP,mcbv e index 
inter r&C e and/or solid 

scatterer .  

Diagram showing notation used to define the 
directions of the incident and deflected beams 
relative to the direction of a moving interface. 

.FIGURE 3 -2 
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Substituting equation 4.4 into equation 4.5 and writing ci/c2  as 

1n2  therefore gives 

= 	_y) - in2sin(ci + 	. . . 3 . 6 
1 

which is the general Doppler shift equation. 

Frequently it is possible to greatly simplify this equation 

for in many practical cases of interest in combustion ( and Of  may 

be made equal to zero. In the case of a solid object moving in the 

same medium as the source and observer a further simplification can 

be made as 212  is equal to unity. Farther simplification can be 

made in the case of gaseous phase objects by making use of the fact 

that for gases (n - 1)0. and hence the angle of deflection A mast 

always be small. 

3.2.2. Doppler shift equations for a scatterer.  

Equation 3.6 may be applied to a scatterer moving in the same 

medium as that contemning the source and observer without any loss of 

geLerality by putting )' = 0 and /n2  = 1. A practical application 

is, for example, the motion of fuel droplets in air. The observed 

frequency is in this case 

P, 	1 + 	r[sing'— sin( 0 t 0.1} 	 ...3.7a ob 	1
r 
	cit.  

As it is proposed to select the light scattered through a particular 

angle using a selective aperture in a schlieren blind it is possible 

to define the angle of deflection very accurately even when 0 is 

made very wall. In this case 

...3.7b = 	- -11  co 	s ¢' 
ob 	1 	01 

A further simplification can be made by arranging for the illuminating 

beam to be perpendicular to the direction of motion. When this is 
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done = 0 ana so 

-,i) 
ob 	 11 

	
. 1 
	...3.7o 

It ie a simple matter to extend the application of equation 

3.7a to a scatterer moving in a medium of refractive index 

different to that containing the source and the observer. This 

would be of value when monitoring gas flows using tracer particles. 

3.2.3. Doppler Eihift equations for phase objects. 

Equation 3.6 is now applied to the three moving phase objects 

illustrated in Figure 3.3. In all cases the source and the observer 

are in a medium of refractive index on,. 

Example 1: 

An isolated phase object moving through its surroundings. 

The anslysis given here could, with slight modification, be 

applied to turbules or large transparent fuel droplets. In 

Figure 3.3a 	= 0 and y= 0 at the interface at A. Equation 3.6 

therefore reduces to 

= 1  - 1n2sir1.3 	...3.8 
1  

At the second interface B P/2 = 	el and 	= *fraild so the  

observed frequency is given by 

r 	u r 
-1)ob = 11212.  ; ringl - 2111 sin(Q1 Q2 2 

where 2111 = o2/ci. Combining these last two equations 

gives 

/) 	1) 	2  b 	1 	c = 	1 - singl o 1 	-I 
...3.10a 

where Q = 91 
+ Q2' the total angle or deflection. When 

is moll this reduces to 

...3.9 
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1)b = 1)111 1JJ 	
...3.10b 

ExAmple 2:  

Interface between medium 2 and medium 3 moving relative to 

medium 1. Grazing incidence. 

This situation applies to propagating or moving flame, 

detonation and shock fronts with the transluminating beam incident 

tangentially. At the interface A in Figure 3.3b 9(2.  = 0 and ul  = 0 

and so there is no change in frequency on crossing the interface. 

At the next interface B s62  = 0 and y2  = 0 and so the frequency in 

medium 3 is given by 

"1)3 

where 2n3 = c2/c3.  There 

u 1 	2113 8i1°2.] 2 

can be no change 

...3.11a 

in frequency on crossing 

the interface at C as u
3 

= 0 and so equation 3.11a represents the 

frequency observed in medium 1. It may be put in a more 

convenient form by expressing Q2  in terms of the total angle of 

deflection Q where 9 = 03  + Q2. If Snell's law can be applied to 

the interface at C sin82  = 3nisin8, where 3n, = c3
/C
1
. The Doppler 

shift equation then becomes 

1)ob 
	I/ [1 - .171: sinl 
	

...3.11b 

If the total angle of. deflection is small this reduces to 

Vob = .. .3 .11c 

Example 3:  

Interface between medium 2 and medium 3 moving relative to 

medium 1. Normal incidence. 

As u1 = 0 there is no change in frequency on crossing the 



5, 
interface at A in Figure 3.3c. The frequency in medium 3 after 

crossing the interface B where 0'2  = 	and )r2  = 0 is given 'by 
-03 	1), [1 -FO_ 

2n,)1 
c2 -  

where 2n3 = 02A3. As u3  = 0 there is no change in frequency on 

crossing the interface C and so this last equation also represents 

Lie observed frequency. Replacing c2  by 01/1n2  therefore gives 

1)1 [1 1  1n2(2'3 - 

 

...3.12b 

  

In examples 1 and 2 it has been shown that the observed 

frequency is independent of the refractive index of the phase 

object except in so far as it determines the angle of deflection 

of the tramsluminating beam. Also for a given angle of 

deflection the expressions that have been derived are the same 

for both phase objects and solid scatterers. It is shown later 

in section 3.55 that the result in example 3 is consistent with 

conventional interferometry theory. 

3.3. INTERFERENCE BETWEEN TWO  W: VES OF DIFFERENT FREQUENCY.  

3.3.1. Introduction, 

Expressions have been derived in section 3.2 relating the 

observed Doppler shifted frequency to the original frequency of 

*Ghe incident beam. In all the cases of interest it has been shown 

that the observed frequency is given by 

kbb - 1)3. 1 

(see equations 3.7c, 3.10b and 3.11c). Solving for u gives 

u 
	el 	 ...3.13b 

...3.12a 

...3.13a 
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(1)ob - 11)  is simply the beat frequency-pi-it), that arises when 

two craves of fiequency -01  and 11:/lab  are interfered with one another. 

Equation 3.13b can therefore be put in the form 

u = - 
X1 .0 	

...3.130 

where X1 = 1//)1. Thus knowing Xi
, u can be determined by 

selecting 8 and measuring 3b. 

3.3.2. Theory of interference.  

In Figure 3.4 S represents a schlieren blind with a 

selective point aperture Sob  and a reference point source Si. 

PP' represents a viewing screen and X is the distance along the 

optic axis between the screen and the schlieren blind. y is the 

distance of the point of observation P from the optic axis 

measured along the screen)  and 	is the angle the screen makes with 

',he normal to the optic axis. m and 1 are the distances between P 

and Sob and S1  respectively. ji is the angle between the two 

interfering beams at the point P. The distance between Sob and S1  
is d and between Si  and the opti, axis is a. 

The resultant amplitude A at P is equal to the sum of the 

amplitudes originating from Sob  and Si, i.e. 

A = Aobcos27T(/) t ) 	A1cos2/f(it - Aob °b 	1 >1 1) ...3.14 

The instantaneossillumination I at P is given by A2 hence 

I 	= Aob 	\,,o -2cos227PYb  t 	+ ,) 
—ob °' 

+ AobAl  cos2nNb+-01)t 

+ AobA, cos2r1Sb-1).i)t 

+ Al2c0S2211(0it 51/4-  1  P 
d 
l) 

ob 1 (°0b 

62\1 	(Vob 9f3.3Ij ...3.15 
ob 1 
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Co-ordinate system used in the theory of interference 
between two waves of different frequency. SJ,, Sob,  point sources of light of frequency VI  end -VW 
P, point of observation; P'P, viewing; screen. 

.FIGURE 3-4 
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When the iime constant of the photodetector is much larger than 

c,b 	1 	o but amOler than (70 b  -1d1  )-1  the observed illumination '  

P becomes 

ob 1)2e°827riCi)ob -1)1)t -(5‘112ob 'A-1) 	(firob9f1 )1 I = ob  + I1  + 2(1 I 

...3.16a 
where Iob = A 2/2  and I1  = Al2/2. 

From Figure 4 and using equation 3.13a it can be shown that if 

(ycov.:1; + (d-a))2/(X  ysihg)24:1 and (ycos,  - a)2/(X + ysinE)2<a 

I 	= 	Iob + 1 + 2 (Iob1)2cos27r T,  t - 	+ 

...3.16b 

where 

"V
b = (-fib 

(cos, 	 sin /<€ 	s, -1;1° 
1‘ - d X 

...3.17a 

...3.17b 

...3.17c 
Ow  = 

d2 2XX ad Xug ...3.17d °O.()  1 41 X-21 

3.3.3. Fringe velocity. 

Equation 3.16b is a progressive wave and represents an 

interference fringe pattern travelling in the y--direction. 

X represents the fringe spacing in the interference pattern. If 

the photodetector is to record the motion of the fringe pattern its 

entrance aperture should ideally be less than 	If 0 is 

independent of time the fringe velocity of is given by 

V. = -dbXi 	...3.18a 

Substituting for -Vb  from equation 3.13c and for 	from 

r) -1  and 11 -1  



equation 3.17b gives 

of 

 

u Q 

 

...3.18b 
J~ cos 	 -rising) 

1 
7—risiagi) 
1-'1)° 

When 	= 27 this reduces to 

of = c1 	
...3.18c 

and represents the velocity of the interference pattern along the 

optic axis. 

Whenji= 0, i.e. the viewing screen is perpendicular to the 

optic axis, the ffinge velocity becomes 

U Q 
of 	 ...3.18d 

The ratio vf/u represents a velocity magnification produced by ti'e 

interference process. This is discussed further in section 3.4. 

3.3.4. Moire fringeanalogy.  

The physical sigrificance of the equations derived in this 

section can perhaps be better understood by considering the Moire 

patern produced by overlapping two gratings inclined at a small  

angle to each other. The angle of inclination is analogous to g, the 

line spacing is analogous to wavelength, and the Moire fringes are 

analogous to the interference fringes. 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the Noire patterns produced when the 

tiro overlapping gratings differ in line spacing by 0,25:, and 24 

respectively. Whatever the difference in spacing of the two 

overlapping gratings is it is seen that the Moire fringe spacing 

viewed on a screen perpendicular to the optic axis; is always the 

same. This is in agreement with equations 3.17b and 3.13c. When 

the differenoein line spacing is doubled it is seen from Figure 3.5 
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that the angle the Noire fringes make with the viewing screen is also 

doubled. Therefore, as the fringe pattern propagates along the optic 

axis there must be a doubling in the observed beat frequency. As the 

Moire pattern propagates along the optic axis it also appears to move 

across the viewing screen whenever there is a difference in line 

spacing of the two overlapping gratings. This is in agreement 

with equation 3.16b. 

3.4. THEORY OF THE DOPPLER. INTERFEROMER.  

3.4.1. Introduction. 

Figure 3.6 represents the simplest form of Doppler interferometer. 

Sob is an aperture in the schlieren blind S placed in the focal 

plane of the schlieren lens L in such a position that it selects 

light deflected through an angle Q. S1  represents a reference point 

light source which may be either independent of, an unperturbed 

part of, or a perturbed (i.e. deflected) part of the transluminating 

beam. The only requirement concerning its origin is that it and the 

Doppler shifted beam should contrioute to Om  in such a way as to make 

it independent of time. 

In order that 0 should be independent of time it is seen 

from equation 3.17d that restrictions must be placed on both 

(°10b - 01) and Xu0Alci. As u/ci  and Q are always very small the 

fifth term in the equation is negligible and so the effect of any 

time variation in u is generally insignificant. Therefore the 

problem becomes one of ensuring that (0
ob 

 - 
I
) is independent of 

time. 	(0012  - 0) represents the phase difference between the 

Doppler shifted beam and the reference beam at Sob  and Si  and is 
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Essential elements of a Doppler interferometer. 
S1? Soh) selective apertures in a schlieren 
blind 5; 0, angle light, is deflected by a moving 
object; 00‹, angle reference beam makes with the 
optic axis. 

FIGURE 3-6 
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...3.19 
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X.1(x) varies with time so will the phase 
If \.:)b(''') or  

difference. For changes in this phase difference to be unimportant 

it is essential that the optical structure of the phase object, 

whose velocity is being measured, relative to the optical structure 

of the reference beam should change, if at all, only slowly in 

comparison with -Ob. I.e. 

ck 00b 	<1 /4(1b 
	 ...3.20 

3.4.2. Shadow velocity. 

In Figure 3.6 Sob  only transmits light that has been 

deflected through an argle Q by the test object 0. The illumination 

on the screen may therefore be thought of as a selective shadow 

showing only the regions in the test object which are capable of 

proaucing deflections through an angle Q. 

If u is the velocity of the object and M is the magnification 

of the system the velocity (117 the shadow vs  is given by 

vs 
= Mu 	...3.21 

When the shadow at P is conjugate with 0 the magnification of this 

optical system may be defined as the ratio of viewing distance to 

object distance (measured from the schlieren lens). By applying 

the lens equation (M = 1 — v/f) it immediately follows that 

M = 	X/f 	...3.22 
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By similar triangles it .can also be shown that when P is not 

conjugate with 0 the magnification is still given by this last 

expression. In this case M may be interpreted as being the ratio 

of distances between P and the optic axis and  0 and the optic axis. 

The shadow velocity may be related to the fringe velocity by 

eliminating u between equations 3.18d and 3.21 to give 

vs 
	of 	...3.23 

This can be put in a more convenient form by expressing ji in terms 

of the angles (4 and4x.used in Figure 3.6. For paraxial rays it is 

immediately obvious from figure 3.6 that 

...3.24a 

...3.24b 

...3.24d 

Kiminating a, b and d from these four equations, making use of 

equation 3.22, and solving for 0 4..hen gives 

= 	_ (61  4" 	)  
M ...3.25 

When this is substituted into equation 3.23 one finally obtains 
cx 

vs = 	of 1 	...3.26 

It follows that when the reference eource S1 falls on the 

optic axis (i.e.0c= 0) the interference fringes travel in the same 

direction and with the same velocity as the shadow. When oc is 

finite and positive the fringes become narrower and the fringes 

move slower than the shadow. As S1 moves closer to Sob the 
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interference fringes become wider and the fringe velocity is greater 

than the shadow velocity. Thus, whatever the fringe width one can 

see qualitatively that the rate of passage of fringes past any fixed 

point always tends to remain constant. 

3.4.3. Minimum beam width.  

Clearly beats can be observed only while the object is still 

within the transluminating beam. The number of beats, and hence the 

accuracy of the beat frequency measurement, will therefore depend on 

the width of the beam. As the time required to observe N beats 

ia N1)
b
1 an object having a velocity u will move a distande wa given 

by.  

wo 
u is 
Vb 

...3.27a 

during the period of observation. Thus for N beats to be observed 

the tz.ansluminating beam must have a width at least equal to wo. 

wo may be interpreted as representing the minimum beam width 

necessary to obtain a beat freauency measurment to a given accuracy. 

By making use of equation 3.13c it may be expressed in a more 

convenient- form. i.e. 

X1 
w
a 
= •N ...3.27b 

The application of equation 3.27 implicitly assumes that the 

shadow is capable of forming N fringes if allowed to interfere with 

e reference beam originating from a point source on the optic axis 

the schlieren blind. To calculate the number of fringes so formed 

i6 is necessary to consider the diffraction effects produced by the 

selective aperture Sob. Diffraction is important becanse Sob  has to 



be made very small  so that the angle of deflection CI is defined 

as accurately ai possible. The width of a selective shadow of 

a phase object having a continuonsly changing refractive index 

gradient formed using an infinitesimally small  selective aperture 

would be zero using a geometric theory but infinity wide using a 

wave theory. The angular width S2 of a selective shadow' 

broadened by diffraction - see Figure 3.7 - as a result of using 

a selective aperture having a finite diameter sob  is approximately 

given by 

2 Xl  n 

s
ob 

where n is the number of diffraction orders (including the central 

maximum) that the detector can see. The width of the shadow w
s 
is 

given by 

w
s 

= ..C2- X 	...3.29 

and the time T it takes to pass a small photodetector is 

...3.30 vs 

In general of  is not equal to vs 
and so the distance wf  the fringe 

pattern moves during this time is 

wf = vfT 	...3.31 

The number of fringes seen by the photodetector in this time 

interval, is 
wf  

. k .3.32 
X36  

where 	is given by equation 3.17b. When the viewing plane is 

perpendicular to the optic axis 

,..3.33 
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Increase in the width of a geometric shadow as a result of 
diffraCtion by the selective aperture, Sob. 



Combining equai:lons 29 to 32 one obtains 

v f
X.C . 

 N = 	 ...3.34 
V 

Substituting equations 3.26, 3.28 and 3.33 into equation 3.34 and 

then making use of equations 3.25, 3.24b and 3.22 one finally 

obtains 

N = 2nb 	...3.35 sob 

which is independent of both 0 and t):. Thus, by making sob  very 

much snarler than b, N can be made large; it also minimizes the 

error in 0. 

There is no point, however, in making N greater than 

wog/XI (see equation 3.27b) as beats cannot be detected once the 

object has moved out of the transluminating beam. If N, given by 

equation 3.35, is less than w00/X1  the number of beats recorded is 

'diffraction' limited while if it is greater than. wo4/X1  it is 

beam width limited. 

About 84 of the light in the selective shadow falls in the 

central maximum and unless the sensitivity range of the photo-

detector is very large n appearing in equations 3.28 and 3.35 may 

be taken to be slightly less than Imity 

The fractional error in the beat frequency measurement is of 

the order of 1/N. If the accuracy is to be increase for example by 

a factor of two in a diffraction limited system by doubling the 

number of beats equation 3.35 indicates that it would be necessary 

to halve the diameter sob. However, the lower limit of sob  is set 

by the sensitivity of the photodetector. Halvingsob  will reduce 

66 



.t1:0 flux passirg through the aperture by a factor of 4 and 

(according to equation 3.28) increase the angular divergence by 

a factor of 2. If the incident bean, completely fills the 

selective aperture there will consequently be a total reduction 

in fringe intensity by a factor of 16. This may be below the 

threshold of the photodetectorrs response and so simply reducing 

the diameter of Sob 
may not in practice correspondingly increase 

the accuracy of the frequency measurement indefinitely. 

Figure 3.8 illustrates how the accuracy of a diffraction 

limited system can be increased even when there is a loss in fringe 

intensity. G is a ruled grating or instantaneous photograph of the 

moving fringe pattern itself. The lens L projects all the light 

transmitted by the grating onto the photodetector P which records 

a signal each time the fringe system moves a distance equal to ono 

grating spacing. The size of the signal is the same as that produced 

by a single fringe multiplied by the number of fringes covering 

the grating at any particular time. If there are N fringes in the 

interference pattern and M clear rulings in the grating the number 

of beats seen by the detector is increased from N to (N M - 1). 

If sLt 
represents the smallest selective aperture that can 

be used with a particular detector the accuracy of the beat frequency 

measurement can be increased as follows. In a diffraction limited 

system the number of beats may be doubled by halving the selective 

aperture diameter. From what has been said before this will 

immediately result in a fall in intensity of each fringe by a factor 

of 16. If the photodetector can just detect a single fringe when 
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Use of grid, 4 to increase the flux of light falling on the 
photodetector, P. 



the selective aperture has a diameter su  it requires at least 
	6, 

:2.6 fringes in front of C.T before it can respona when the aperture 

Is reduced to 	In other words the first and last 15 fringes 

passing the grid do not contribute to the recorded beat frequency 

signal. Therefore, the effective number of beats is in this case 

given by (N + M 1 - 30) and for N fringes to contribute to 

the beat frequency signal M must be chosen such that 

N = N + M - 1 - 30, 

i.e. M must be made eva3 to 31. 

Whenever a grating is used to increase the accuracy of a 

frequency measurement in a diffraction limited system N appearing 

in equations 3.27, 3.34 and 3.35 should be replaced by 

(N + M - 1 -K) where K is a factor that depends on the diameter 

sob and the sensitivity of the photodetector and may be calculated 

as indicated in the above example. 

3.5. PRACTICAL DOPPLER INTERFEROMETERS. 

3.5.1. Introduction.  

Doppler interferometers may be classified according to how 

the reference beam is introduced into the system. Figure 3.9 

illustrates the three basic types of interferometer in which the 

inference beam is (a) independent of, (b) an unperturbed part of 

and (c) a perturbed part of the transluminating beam. 

3.5.2. Independent reference beam. 

By using tine system in. Figure 3.9a the width of the reference 

beam can be adjusted independently of the test beam and it is 

possible to obtain a region of overlap almost anywhere. The 
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Cc) 	• 

Three basic types of Doppler interferometers. (a) inde'aendent -
reference beam. (b) unperturbed reference beam. (c) perturbed. 
reference beam. 

PI CURE 3-9 



alignment of the mirror M is not at all critical as the foregoing -71 

analysis has shown the method to be independent of the orientation 

of the axis of the reference beam. The longitudinal position of 

tbE-, • 	detector will depend on the width of the entrance aperture 

and on the fringe spacing of the interference pattern. By 

adjusting the effective distance between P and S, possibly using 

an auxiliary lens or lenses,a position can always be found where 

the fringe spacing is at least equal to twice the width of the 

photodetector's entrance aperture. 

3.5.3. Unperturbed reference beam. 

Many of the mounting and alignment problems of the previous 

system are absent in the unperturbed reference beam arrangement 

illustrated in Figure 3.9b. In this case the reference beam is 

of limited width and so the region of overlap in which interference 

can be observed is more restricted. When auxiliary lenses are 

used to achieve the desired overlap the fringe spacing is still 

given by A1X/d but the actual distance X of the schlieren blind 

from the viewing plane must be replaced by its image distance. 

3.5.4. Perturbed reference beam.  

In the previous two systems it may be necessary to attenuate 

the reference beam somewhat in order to match its intensity with 

the deflected beam. Figure 3.9c illustrates a particularly simple 

system for measuring the velocity of solid particles in which the 

intensities of the deflected beam and the so called perturbed 

reference beam can easily be made equal. This is achieved by 

arranging for the apertures Sob  and Si  to select light symmetrically 

scattered in the forward and backward directions. With this 

arrangement the best position for the photodetector is in the 

conjugate plane of the object for it is here that the two scattered 

beams exactly overlap. 



In the equations derived earlier it was always assumed that 

the reference beam was unperturbed and of exactly the same 

freTaency of the transluminatirg beam. However, in this case both 

beams are Doppler shifted. The frequency of the deflected beam and 

the reference beam are given by 

- 01 
jj 

1141 11- 01 	...3.37 c1 

and so the observed beat frequency (1)ob -1)1) is given by 

1)10 	
u4 

••• 
...3.38 

where (91 +00 has been replaced by Q, the total angle between tae 

reference and deflected beams. 

Consipteacv between interferometry and the Doppler effect.  

In section 3.2.3 an expression was derived for the Doppler 

shift in frequency produced when a light beam passes both normal 

to its direction of motion and I:6s refractive index interface. When 

this Doppler shifted wave is comUned with an unperturbed reference 

wave a beat frequency 14)  = (mob develops. Rearranging 

equation 3.12b, which was derived by applying the Doppler 

principle, one obtains 

910  = 	11a2(211  - 1)  
On expressing all quantities in terms of free space values this 

reduces to 

. u ( 
0-3 
n_ 	

o  n2 
 ) ...3.39b 

It is easily shown that the same result can be arrived at 
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by applying conventional interferometry theory to the system 

illustrated in Figure 3.10. Under static conditions the optical 

path afference between the reference beam and the test beam is 

given by 

on1L - on2(L-x)- onjx = p)\0 	...3.40 

Clearly as x increases so p will change and for every integral 

change in p there will be a corresponding cyclic chrnge in intensity 

which passes through a maximum and minimum. The rate of change of 

p with time that occurs when x changes with time may be considered 

analogous to t. Solving equation 3.40 for p and then differentiating 

both sides with respect to time one obtains 

4.2 = _ 1 ( 	Liz 	...3.41 
dt 	X0  o j o'2 dt 

On replacing dp/dt and dx/dt byllb  and u respectively equation 3.41 

then becomes identical to equation 3.39b. 

3,.L), CONCLUSIONS. 

A self consistent theory has been given describing in detail 

the nature and limitations of a new method for measuring the velocity 

of moving objects by applying schlieren-interferometry to Doppler-

shifted laser light. This is particularly useful in combustion 

research because it now provides a very simple means of measuring 

the velocity of phase objects such as propagating flames and 

detonations. The fact that it is also capable of measuring local 

velocities has the added advantage of being able to detect local 

fluctuations in velocity that may be associated with various instabil-

ities in flame and detonation propagation. 
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Interferometer for observing the beat frequency 
signal prodaded by an interface moving parallel 
to the trans-luminating beam. 
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It has been shown that the limitations of the method 

depend on the accuracy of the angle of deflection and of the beat 

frequ.ency measurements as well as on the threshold sensitivity of 

the photodetector. For the most accurate velocity measurements it 

is necessary to uJe a diffraction limited rather than a beam width 

Limited system. However, this will give a velocity value averaged 

over a comparatively largo distance. In a diffraction limited 

system this limitation may be conveniently summarized by the 

expression 

ZN.0 
w u 	

Xli 
= — %1 2n) 0  ...3.42a 

where w is the distance over which the velocity measurement is 

made and Au/u represents the fractional uncertainty of the 

velocity measurement. Spatial and velocity uncertainties can be 

kept to a minimum by making the right hand side of equation 3.42a 

as small as possible. In the first place this may be done by making 

n small. In practice this this means that sob  mint be made very 

small so as to diffract the light over a large area. However, 

there is no point in making n much smaller than 1/2 as its effect 

then will not appreciably contribute to reducing the uncertainty. 

Under the most favourable conditions (i.e. sob very small and hehoe 

n small) the uncertainty equation becomes 

11..a 
o • u. •••3•42b 

In the case of gaseous phase objects usually encountered in 

combustion research does not generally exceed 1/50 zadians and so 

for such objects this uncertainty becomes, at best 
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w u --r` 	50 1 o  ...3.42o 

Thus a measurement in u correct to 1% cannot be made unless the 

t:an,31uminating beam width is at least of the order of 5x103)\1. 

Whoa the wavelen&'.. of the beam is 6x10-5om w.0 must be at least 

3mm. These expressions do seem to indicate that previous Doppler 

v3loci1y measurements aging focused laser beams cannot possibly 

very accurate results. Thus if the beam is focused down to 

a beam width of the order of 10A1  and the atgle of deflection is 

t.- /ti the velocity error must be at least At. 

Apart from describing the behaviour of the Doppler 

interferometer the theory presented here can be used to explain 

the motion of interferogram fringes of a moving phase object 

in which the reference beam is inclined to the test beam. 



CHAPTER 4 

'DOPPLER' VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 

4.1. INTRODUCTION.  

The combination of high brightness and good spatial 

c.:herency of a gas laser makes it an ideal light source for 

Dn-ler shift measurements and permits the Doppler method of 

measuring velocities proposed in Chapter 3 to be tested. A number 

of practical systems relevant to combustion are described and it 

is demonstrated that the method may be successfully applied both 

to moving solid objects, in the form of a rotating grating, 

wires and discs simu3ating ,clouds of particles, and to moving 

phase objects in the form of progressive sound waves and 

moving flame fronts. 

4,2. APPARATUS.  

4.2.1. Introduction. 

One great advantage of the Doppler velocity method is that 

no more optical components are needed than are already used in a 

conventional parallel beam schlieren system. The only other 

accessaries required are a photodetector of suitable sensitivity 

and frequency response, and some form of frequency meter. 

4.2.2. Light source.  

The coherency requirements of the light source can be 

estimated by considering the interference process which results 
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in the formation of fringes in the Doppler interferometers 

illustrated in Figure 3.9. Fringes can only be formed in the 

of overlap of the two interfering beams when they are 

colvent both spatially and temPorally4a. 

A helium-neon gas laser, giving a uniphase output, may be 

used in all three of the interferometers illustrated as they 

have effectively perfect spatial coherence and even under the worst 

possible conditions have a temporal coherence distance longer than 

30cm41  . However, such good coherency is not absolutely essential 

for the Doppler velocity method. 

Spatial and temporal coherence requirements are a minimum 

in the Doppler interferometer illustrated in Figure 3.9a because of 

the point to point correspondence between the test and reference 

beams and because of the facility of being able to arrange for zero 

optical path difference between the two beams. The perturbed 

refe/ence bean. interferometer in F.1.gure 3.9c requires the 

trancluminating beam to be spatially coherent over the cross section 

of the object producing the selected deflections. In the case of 

a solid object this distance is zero. The essentials of this 

interferometer are very similar to Young's two aperture interference 

experiment in which it is well known that some interference fringes 

can be formed using even white light4Db. Tdeally to obtain a large 

number of sharp fringes the beam must be highly spatially coherent 

over the cross section producing the deflection; this requires 

the source to have a very small effective size4Da  . Temporal coherence 

of the source is important only in so far as it must be capable of 



forming a finite number of fringes. Even a 50k wide line source 

can form over 100 fringes. The temporal coherence length of ,such 

zcolrce is less than 0.1mm and so the optical path difference 

13€044.een the test and reference beams must always be kept less than 

this. In principle, therefore, it would appear that thermal sources 

could be used for the Doppler velocity method but because of 

aligment problems and their low power outputs (because of their 

email effective size) the availability of gas lasers with vastly 

superior properties makes them redundant. However, if a gas laser 

is unavailable it is possible in certain circumstances to make a 

useful velocity measurement using a tungsten filament lamp as a 

light source. 

Apart from the preliminary work a 8cientifica and Cook 

Blectronice B18/3 8mW d.c. uniphase helium-neon gas laser was 

used for all the velocity measurements described here. The laser 

cavity supports about five axial modes separated in frequency by 

approximately 3x108Hz and each having a line width less than 10
6
Hz. 

The exact line width of each mode depends on the power output, the 

cavity length and stability, and the reflectivity of the cavity 

mirrors. The output from the laser is, therefore, modulated at a 

number of brat frequencies as a result of mutual interference 

between the various axial modes41. In this case the lowest beat 

frequency would be of the oder of 3x108Hz. 

4.2.3. Detector. 

The two requirements governing the choice of 	detector 

ace sufficiently high sensitivity and high frequency response. An 

79 
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An upper limit for the Doppler beat frequencies likely to be 

encountered in combustion studies may be estimated by considering 

ea,,:vontinuous refractive index interface travelling at sonic 

v.-31ocity perpendicular to the diagnostic beam. The beat frequency 

in this case is g5vien by 

= u 2f t 	 ...4.1 
N1 

!) =3.4x104Cm.s-1, = 2.9x10-4, and 	= 6.3x105cm the upper 

limit ofi)b  is of the order of 1.3x107Hz. This is twenty times 

smiler than the minimum beat frequency of the laser output and so 

the presence of axial modes should cause no difficulty in 

measuring frequency shifts by the method of beats. If it is intended 

to work at beat frequencies as high as 307Hz the response time of 

the detector must be at least 10Ons. A detector that satisfies 

this response time requirement and which is also extremely 

sensitive to very low levels of illumination is a photomultiplier. 

The detector used in all the measurements described here was 

an EMI 9529B photomultiplier with an 810 cathode having a spectral 

respouseup to 75008. 

42.4. Frequency metering.  

The most convenient method of measuring the frequency of a 

limited train of beats is to display and photograph the beat signal 

using a cathode ray oscilloscope. Alternatively an electronic timer 

can be used. Such an instrument counts the number of beats seen by 

the detector in a preset time interval. This method is particularly 

suitable for examining a continuous train of beats. Another method 

would be to measure the time interval for a preset number of beats 

^ 	t.. 	 0 •S. 
	 7 
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to pass in front of the photodetector. Both these methods of 

frequency measurement may be performed using an Advance TC3 

Timer Counter. 

4,2.5. QpIical acoaratul. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the essential features of the optical 

apparatus used in all the Doppler velocity measurements described 

here. 

The beam emerging from the laser was focused onto a small 

pinhole P of the order of 50,Um diameter. This had the effect 

of eliminating7b  any diffraction rings caused by dust on the 

cavity mirrors and on the short focal length lens L1. After 

collimation the beam was passed through the test object and brought 

to a focus on the optic axis using a schlieren lens of focal length 

between 50cm and 200cm (depending on the sensitivity required). 

Deflections produced in the test space could be selected by making 

two pin holes in the schlieren blind S as shown. These wore usually 

about 0.1mm in diameter and lcm separation. It was found 

convenient to first form a fringe pattern close to the schlieren 

blind using a short focal length lens L4  (..-,10cm focal length) and 

then to enlarge this using another short focal length lens L5  

(c-,1cm focal length) to any desired size suitable for the detector. 

If necessary the position of the fringEa could be calculated from 

the lens eqvation by considering the object to be located at the 

point of intersection 0 of the back projection of the test and 

reference rays. However, in practice this was often found to by 

unnecessary as the region of overlap of the test and reference beams 
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was usuellI quite large as a result of diffraction by the selective 

apertures and could, therefore, be located without much difficulty. 

Whenever a grid G was used to Increase the flux of light falling on 

the photodetector, it was placed in line with the fringe pattern 

and the lens L
6 

*49.s used to form a reduced image of the grid either 

directly onto the detector or onto a ground glass screen 

immediately in front of the detector. 

4.3. LINEAR TRACK VELOCITY MEASUREMENT OF A RADIALLY RULED  

ROTATING GRATING.  

4.3.1. Experimental details&  

A preliminary test of the Doppler velocity method was made 

using a Scientifica and Cook Electronics B16/2 d.c. helium-neon 

gas laser, set to give a uniphase output of about imW. As the 

output from this laser was very low the first test had to be made 

on an object that was very effi3ient in scattering light into at 

least one well defined direction. A linear optical grating is ideal 

from this point of view. So that the Doppler shift in frequency 

could be continuously monitored and to make the initial setting up 

of the system as easy as possible, it was considered that the most 

suitable test object would be an effectively infinitely long 

continuously moving grating. 

For all these reasons the first test of the Doppler velocity 

method was made on a radially ruled rotating grating made by 

Optical Measuring Tools Ltd., High Wycombe, Bucks. This grating 
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had 5600 lines, a mean track diameter of 9.7cm, a track width 

of 1.4cm, and could be rctated using a variable speed motor up 

to about 600 rpm. Figure 4.2 shows the optical system and 

illustrates how two pin holes in the schlieren blind, separated 

by about 1.2cm, were used to select the light scattered by the 

grating into the +1 and -1 diffraction orders. The width of the 

transluminating beam was about 4mm and the focal length of the 

schlieren lens was 50cm. The two diffraction orders were allowed 

to interfere with one another and the resulting interference 

pattern magnified and projected onto a 0.5mm wide entrance aperture 

placed in front of the photomultiplier using the two lens 

combination illustrated in Figure 4.1. With the motor running at 

approximately half speed the beat frequency signal developed across 

a 100k.2 resistor of the photomultiplier, set to an anode voltage 

of 0.7kV, was displayed on a Telequipment oscilloscope, set to a 

sensitivity cf 0.01V/cm, and was found to correspond to approximately 

30kHz. 

4.3.2. Results.  

The optical system illustrated in Figure 4.2 is in fact a 

'perturbed reference beam' Doppler interferemeter and so the linear 

track velocity of the moving grating may be estimated by applying 

equation 3.38. Substituting 1)13  = 5x104Hz, 	= 6.310.0-5cm, and 

G = d/f = 2.4x10 2Rd into this equation gives a velocity of 130cm.s-1  

which corresponds to a rotation of about 260 rpm. This is consistans 

with the speed rating of the motor. 
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Optical system used for separating the +. and 
diffraction orders produced by 

(a) a rotating grating, 
(b) rotating spokes, 
(c) rotating discs, and 
(d) progressive sound waves. 

T, position of test object; L3, schlieren lens; 
S, schlieren blind; D, viewing plane; F, frozen 
fringe paUern. 

FIGURE 4.2 



4.4. VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS OF MOVING RODS AND DISCS. 	£6 
4.4.1. Experimental 4etails.  

In this and all subsequent experiments an 8mW B18/3 laser 

was used. The apparatus was essentially the same as that 

illustrated in Figure 4.2b and c. The object whose velocity was 

being measured was either a wire spoke or spokes, or a 

transparency of an array of discs attached to the periphery of a 

fly wheel that was fixed to the spindle of the vaxiable speed motor. 

The diameter of the wire spokes was about 0.3mm and the diameter 

of the discs was about 0.5mm. Figure 4.3 shows a projected image 

of these two objects with and without the schlieren blind in place. 

In both cases the two apertures in the schlieren blind selected 

light that was diffracted symmetrically about the optic axis. The 

line joining the centres of the two apertures was set parallel to 

the direction of motion during the time the objects were traversing 

the 3mm wide laser beam. To increase the sensitivity of the 

optical system selecting the angle of deflection a schlieren lens 

having a focal length of 173cm was coed. In order to .form fringes 

of good visibility in the interference pattern it was necessary to 

arrange the selective apertures to both coincide with the intensity 

maxima of the diffraction pattern.; i.e. the illumination of each 

pin hole should ideally be the same. 

Beat frequency measurements were made by displaying and then 

photographing the output from the photomultiplier on a 547 Tektronix 

oscilloscope fitted with a lta plug-in amplifier. Figure 4.4 shows 

oscillogram traces of the beat frequency signals obtained a) during 

the transit of a single spoke and b) and c) during the amowsive 

transit of two spokes. In b) the spoke sep,..?ation was equal to the 

beam diameter and in o) equal to a spoke diameter. In all cases the 

anode voltage applied to ke photomultiplier was 0.8kV and the 



(A) 

(C) 

Projected image of (A) a wire and (C) an array of 
discs. (B) is a selective shadow of these objects 
obtained using the optical system in Figure 4.2 

FIGURE 43 



(A) 

(3) 

(C) 

REIMII 

Oscillogram traces of Doppler beat frequency s4.gnals 
produced by (A) a single spoke, (B) two spokes 
separated by one laser beam diameter and (C) two 
spokes sepacated by one spoke diameter. 

FIGURE 4.4. 
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oscilloscope sweep speed was 0.5ms/cm. The oscilloscope sensitivity 

in Figure 4.4a was 0.05V/cm and in Figures 4.4b and c was 0.1V/cm. 

4.4.2. Results,  

The beat frequency was determined from the oscillograms 

illustrated in Figure 4.4 by measuring the distance in which 15 

oscillations occured. Assuming that the turning points of an 

oscillation could be determined to 1/10th of a cycle the beat 

frequencies were estimated to be a) 1.00xIU4Hz, b) 1.04x10 z 

and c) 1.07x104Hz, all ± 1.3%. 

Measurements made on the schlieren blind gave a selective 

aperture separation d equal tc 0.772cm - 0.2% and a mean aperture 

diameter of 0.041cm - 2%. Although the distance between the 

schlieren blind and the schlieren lens could be measured to - 0.2% 

the actual focal length of the lens cannot be defined much better 

(according to the manufacturer) than - 1%. 

The mean angular separation 0 between the two deflected beams 

is given by d/f and is equal to 4.46x10-3Rd. The finite size of 

the two pin holes makes the range of angular acceptance equal to 

4.4680-3Rd ± 5.3%. If the uncertainty in the mean pin hole 

separation and the foga length of the schlieren lens as also taken 

irto account the uncertainty in:Q is increased by a further 1.2%. 

A pin hole of finite size must transmit a range of Doppler 

shifted frequencies as a result of accepting a finite range of 

angular deflections. The frequency range &O is equal to ut0a/Xl. 

If the frequency spectrum is spread symmetrically about the centre 

of the pin hole the transmitted light will behave as if it is of a 
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single pure frequency eqaal to the centre frequency of the spectrum. 

However, this additional spread in the line width of the source works 
thp 

out to be less than or at most of the order of/Doppler line width of 

neon line of the laser anA is of little consequence. It would 

appear from this .chat it is the error in measuring the mean 

separation of the two selective apertures that determines the 

uncertainty in 0 rather than the finite size of the pin holes 

themselves. In view of this the value of 0 is taken to be equal to 

4.46x10 3Rd - 1.2%. 

Substituting the above values for -.0-b  and 0 into equation 3.38 

therefore gives for the linear velocity of the moving spokes: 

a) 142cm.s
-1
, b) 148cm.s

-  and c) 152cm.s
-
, all - 2.5%. 

Examination of Figure 4.4a shows that the number of 

oscillations in the beat frequency signal corresponds to roughly 

N = 20. According to equation 3.27b if the system is beam width 

limited the number of recorded oscillations should be about 22. 

If the system is diffraction 	equation 3.35 predicts that 

the maximum number of oscillations that one should be able to 

detect in the system used here is of the order of 38 (where n has 

been put equal to 1 and b = d). It appears, therefore, that the 

system used was beam width limited and that an impro7ement in the 

accuracy of the velocity measurement could be made most easily by 

increasing the width of the laser beam.  
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4.5. VELOCITY OF SOUND MEASUREMENT. 

4.5.1. Experimental details.  

The Doppler velocity method was next applied to a moving 

phase object in the form of a progressive sound wave. This method 

of measuring the velocity of sound could possibly be used in the 

development of the 'ultra-sonic' diagnostic method described in 

the next chapter. 

The apparatus used was the same as described in the previous 

section except that in this case the laser beam passed through an 

acoustic field generated by a 498.6kHz x-cut quartz crystal - see 

Figure 4.2d. Again the +1 and -1 diffraction orders were selected 

using a schlieren blind with two appropriately spaced selective 

apertures. 

It was necessary to increase the frequency response of the 

photomultiplier circuit by reducing its load resistor from 100k 

to lka. To restore the output signal to a reasonable value it 

was necessary to increase the anode voltage applied to the 

photomultiplier to 1.2kV. This then gave an output beat frequency 

signal of approximately 0.1V peak to peak. Rather than displaying 

and measuring the beat frequency signal on an oscilloscope the 

output from the photomultiplier was fed into an Advance Electronics 

TC3 Timer-Counter which gage a digital record of the beat frequency 

accurate to 1 part in 10
6
. It was found that if there was any high 

frequency noise on the beat frequency signal the Timer-Counter gave 

eratic readings. This problem was overcome by reducing the noise 

level of the signal fed into the Timer-Counter by first passing the 
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output from the photomultiplier through a wide band tuned 

filter. 

4.5.2. Results,  

The meem separation d of the two selective apertures was 

3.15mm - 0.2%. This was found from a measurement of the separation 

of an enlarged projection of the two diffraction orders, formed in 

the focal plane of the schlieren lens, using a projection system 

of known magnification. The foacl length of the schlieren lens 

was 173cm - 1% and so the angn)Ar separation between. the two 

diffraction orders was estimated to be 1.83x1C 3Rd - 1.2%. 

The beat frequency measured using the Timer-Counter was 

found to be 997.2kHz - 0.0001% . This was obtained using a scan 

time of lOsec. 

Substituting the above values for Gi andVia  into equation 

3,38 gives for the velocity of sound in air, at a measured room 

-1 	-1 
temperature cf 21.5°C, 3.47x104cm..e 	* 1.2% ( i.e. - 0.04cm.s ). 

This is in good agreement with the accepted value of 3.45x10
4cm.s. 

4.6. MEASUREMENT ae THE VELOCITY OF A MOVING FLAME.  

4.6.1. Experimental details.  

The method was next applied to a flame)  as another example 

of a phase object. A coal gas diffusion flame stabilized on a 

'bat's wing' burner was made to move across the test space by the 

mechanical device illustrated in Figure 4.5. It was the aim of 

this study to measure the velocity of some facet of the flame, defined 

by the selective aperture in the schlieren blind, as it passed a 
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Device for mechanically moving a flame front - across a 
transluminnyting light beam. F, end on view of bat's 

.wing flame; 14, fly—wheel; P, pivot; R, push rod. 

FIGURS 4.5 



region close to the centre of the transluminating beam. 

Again a perturbed reference beam Doppler interferometer was 

used for this measurement. However, unlike all the previous systems 

used the reference beam was only very slightly perturbed. Figure 4.6 

illustrates the plan view of the optical system and shows which parts 

of the transluminating heam were used as test Ana  reference beams. 

It was necessary to attenuate the reference beam using a neutral 

density filter so as to match its intensity with that of the test 

beam. Figure 4.6d is a photograph of the filtered shadow of the 

flame and Figure 4.6e shows a magnified photograph of the interference 

fringes formed by overlapping the test and reference beams. 

Comparison of Figures 4.6d and 4.6a clearly illustrate wLich facet 

of the flame is defined by the selective aperture in the schlieren 

blind shown in Figure 4.6c. 

A two lens projection system was used to focus the interference 

pattern, which had a fringe spacing of 0.3cm, onto a 0.05cm wide 

aperture placed in front of the photomultiplier. The beat frequency 

signal, developed across a 1001E11 load resistor of the photo-

multiplier set at an anode voltage of 0.8kV, was displayed and 

photographed on a Tektronix 547 oscilloscope. 

4.6.2. Results 

The separation of the two selective apertures was 0.549cm 

- 0.2%, and the diameters of the apertures were 0.050cm and 0.1100m 

.. 5% for the reference beam and the deflected test beam respectively. 

As the focal length of the schlieren lens was 173cm - 1% the angle 

-3 of deflection G was taken to be 3.17x10 Rd - 1.2%. 
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Figure 4.7 shows the resulting oacillogram trace as the 

fringe pattern, shown below, moves across the photodetector. The 

beat frequency determined from this oscillogram trace, which was 

recorded at a sweep speed of 10ms/cm and at a sensitivity of 

0.27/cm, was estimated to be 362Hz 1.3$ by averaging over 15 

cycles. 

Substituting the above values for A and 1)b into equation 

3.38 gives a value of 7.20cm.s-1  - 2.5$ for the mean velocity of 

the flame front during the period of the measurement. 

Taking N = 15 to be the number of recorded beats 

equation 3.27b shows that this velocity measurement represents 8-1 

average velocity over a transluminating beam width of 0.3cm. 

Multiplying this value by the fractional error in the velocity 

measurement gives a figure equal to 0.4)Ni/Q, which is in good 

agreement with the uncertainty relationship previously proposed 

in Chapter 3. 

4.7. CONCLUSIONS.  

It has been confirmed that the theory proposed in Chaper 3 

to explain the principle of the Doppler velocity method 

satisfactorily describes all the observations made on moving 

solid and phase objects. From a practical point of view it has 

been found that the alignment of the perturbed reference beam 

Doppler interferometer is particularly simple and that interference 

between the deflected and reference beams can often be obtained 

without 	complete overlap of the tiro beams. Velocities from 

a few centimeters per second up to the speed of sound have been 
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(A) Oscillogram trace of Doppler beat frequency.  
signal produced by a moving flame as the fringe 
pattern (B) moves across the photodetector. 

FIGURE 4.7 



9e,  
measured with an error of between 1.2 to 2.5%. 

It would appear that the uncertainty relationship given by 

equation 3.42b may be used for assessing, at least approximately, 

the limitations of the Doppler velocity method. To assess the 

potentialities of the method to propagating combustion phenomena 

it is necessary to know the maximum angle A through which the 

transluminating beam is deflected. In general Q- increases with 

increasing velocity and is greatest for detonation and shock fronts 

and smallest for flames having the lowest burning velocities. For 

a premixed flame having a burning velocity of 50cm.s
-1 

and a lcm 

beam traverse Q is of the order of 10
-2Rd. If the wavelength of 

_1 
the transluminating beam is 6.3x10-5cm, X/4 = 6.3x10 'cm and so 

if the velocity u is to be measured correct to 1% the beam width, 

or the distance over which the velocity measurement is averaged, 

must be at least 6.3mm. In the case of detonation and shock 

fionts the angle of deflection is given by (2;)*  where 6 depends 

on the temperature, pressure and composition changes that occur 

across the front. For a (large) deflection of 101Rd and a beam 

traverse of lcm the beam width need be only 0.63mm for the error 

in the velocity measurement to be of the order of 1%. These 

distance estimates have been calculated using an uncertainty 

relationship derived on the basis that the beat frequency could be 

measured to the nearest whole cycle. If it is possible to measure 

to a ffaction of a cycle the distances -calculated here may be reduced 

propo:•tionately. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE ULTRA-SONIC METHOD  

OF GAS DIAGNOSTICS 

5.1. INTRODUCTION.  

The tendency in combustion to work at ever higher temperatures 

necessitates the development of special diagnostic techniques. 

Apart from being at a high temperature combustion systems may 

also be highly luminous, for example in augmented flames and plasma 

jets, and even transient as in travelling detonations and shock 

fronts. The extreme brightness, monochromaticity and the possibility 

of extremely short duration Q-switched pulses makes a laser an ideal 

light source for studying such systems, Many of the purely optical 

methods of gas diagnostics depend on the variation of the refractive 

ina.nc with temperature and composition. However, the temperature 

dependence of the refractive index of a gas decreases with 

increasing temperature and such methods are not always suited to 

high temperature diagnostics. Because of this the possibility of 

a combined ultra-sonic and optical diagnostic method has been 

investigated. Apart from the desirability of having a new 

diagnostic tool capable of furnishing additional information on 

both temperature and composition, an ultra-sonic method has certain 

advantages over purely optical methods. For example a 100°K change 

in temperature in air at ID80°K produces a 4.0 change in the 

velocity of sound and it may well be easier to measure this 
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velocity change than it would be to interpret the significance of 

a 1/30th of a fringe shift in a lom thick column of air undergoing 

a similar temperature change. 

The measurement of the velocity of sound as a diagnostic 

tool was first proposed by Mayer42  in 1873. Suits43 	developed 

a method using a weak shock wave originating from an electric 

spark, and obtained its velocity from a streak photograph. The 

method has been improved by Edels and Whittaker44  who were able 

to use somewhat stronger shock waves. Rather than following a 

propagating shock front Marlow, Nisewanger and Cady45  were able 

to determine the spatial distribution in the velocity of sound 

behind a shook wave from an instantaneous photograph of the 

wavefronts in an ultra-sonic beam. Non-visual sound velocity 

measurements have been made46'47 using a pulsed ultra-sonic beam 

technique in which the transit time between a transducer and 

receiver is measured electronically. 

This investigation is intended to examine whether or not it 

is possible to obtain the spatial distribution of the velocity of 

sound from an instantaneous photograph of an ultra-sonic beam 

propagating through hot gases from a burner port or jet. If it is 

possible one could then use sound waves to assist, for example, in 

finding the spatial distribution of temperature and composition 

in the boundary layer produced by rapidly quenching a simple 

reaction. A system relevant to combustion is the rapid quenching 

of dissociated oxygen issuing from an oxygen plasma pt by aspirating 

the hot gas through a cooled porous heat sink. If the flow 
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distribution within the gas can also be determined this would then 

provide a new method of measuring reaction rates at high temperatures. 

After initially discussing the various factors that affect the 

propagation of ultra-sonic waves in gases the results of a prelimin-

ary investigation into the visualization of ultra-sonic waves in 

air at room temperature are given. These results are then used as 

a basis for solving the more difficult problems of the visualization 

of sound waves in gas flows which are discussed in the next chapter. 

5.2. PROPAGATION OF SOUND WAVES IN GASES. 

5.2.1. Introduction.  

To apply the ultra-sonic method it is necessary to know how 

the velocity of sound depends on the temperature and composition 

of the gas, and what factors affect the amplitude and hence 

visualization of the pressure waves. This can be found by setting 

up and solving the equation of motion describing particle 

displacement in a compressible fluid. The wave equation for 

particle displacement ,per. in an idea ly perfectly compressible fluid 

in a one dimensional system48a  is 

d2g = do d2E .„5.1 
dx2 	dp dt

2  

where p andjo are respectively the fluid's pressure and density. 

It follows that a disturbance travels tinough the fluid with a 

velocity v equal to 

V = 
..2

2 ...5.2 

CP/ 

Further simplification requires a krowledge of the equation of 



state of the fluid. When the disturbance is sinusiodal and of 

frequency 1)s  a solution of equation 5.1 is 
r 

„go 	in't 1)8 I t  ;1 ...5.3 

For ideal gases equation 5.2 may be simplified using Boyle's 

law. For ren1 gales it is generally sufficient to use an equation 

of state that includes the second "Arial coefficient49. Thorpe5°  

has calculated, using such an equation, that for ethylene at 25°C 

and at one atmosphere the velocity of sound is 0.36$ below the 

ideal gas value. At higher temperatures the departure from the 

Ideal value would be expected to be even lees than this. However, 

as it is not anticipated to be able to measure the velocity of 

sound to better than iP4 the ideal gas equation for the velocity 

of sound is considered to be sufficiently accurate for present 

purposes. If the above wave equation is modified4a  to take into 

account the various loss mechanisms that exist in a real fluid 

the solution becomes 

=,g0  03—e4X  sin2T1-1)
6  [t V 
. — 	...5.4 

The various factors that determine the velocity of sound v 

and govern the magnitude of the attenuation coefficient CI are 

discussed below. This is followed by an examination of the various 

ways in which a sound wave can mark a transluminating light beam. 

5.2.2. Velocity of sound.  

As it is sufficient to consider most gases to obey Boyle's 

law equation 5.2 be3omes 

...5.5 



where R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute 

temperature, M is the molecular weight and Cy  is the specific 

heat of the gas at constant vollime. In the case of gas mixtures 

M and Cv appearing in this last equation must be replaced by an 
•IMP 

effective molecular weight M, and an effective specific heat Cir. 

These two quantities may be evaluated from a knowledge of the 

partial pressures of the various constituents43'51. Thus, 

.M. 
171 = ...5.b 

4Epi 

= vk ...5.7 

Dispersion 8a occurs in the velocity of sound whenever the 

time required for the exchange of heat between the various degrees 

of freedom and states of equilibrium of a gas is comparable with 

the heating and cooling period of the compression wave. Ina pure 

nonreacting gas time lags exist in the transfer of energy from 

translational to rotations] and vi.hrational energy states. It is 

the transfer of energy to vibrational states that is of most 

interest here. At sufficiently low frequencies it is possible for 

this exchange of energy to be complete while at high frequencies 

this may well not be so. If Co  and 	represent the limiting low 

rrequency and high frequency specific heats the velocity of sound 

is given by 

R 
(Co  + C 00

21-2 co  
2+ c c..02.r2/ 
o 	OD 	/ 

...5.8 



where tx1= 27T1.,
)s 

and 1.: is the relaxation time for the 

departure from equilibrium to be reduced to lie of its originel 

value. When c.fir>> 00/003  the velocity of sound va, is given by 

= IF-(1 + 	)1. 	...5.9 03 	M 	C0) L 
Simi3arly uhenttSt<<Co/Cm  the velocity of sound vo  is given by 

[itT /, 	R 	—5.20 
o = m 	

co/ 

The point of inflection of equation 5.8 occurs at a frequency 

given by 

1).  = 1 (2e) 
2Ar \Col ...5.11 

At low temperatures vibrational energy states contribute 

only slightly to the specific heat of a gas and so 00/Cm  is only 

very slightly greater than unkty. Conscquertly dispersion effects 

are small. At very high temperatures more and more vibrational 

states contribute to the specific heat and so 00/Ca, increases. 

For a diatomic gas this ratio has a maximum classical value of 

1.4. 1).  can be calculated from equation 5.11 providing 1 is known. 

The dependerce of 1/2 #'' on temperature has been calculated from 

the list of experimentally determined relaxation times "t tabulated 

by Cottrell and McCoubrey.48  and graphs of this dependence are given 

in Appendix 1 for a number of gases of interest. 

Velocity dispersion also occurs in a reacting system. In the 

case of a partially dissociated gas the velocity of sound is giver 

b 43 y  
(1'2AB + C W2  

v =  

[I: 
+ R

i 	

v  ...$.12a 
Ic2B2  + 0 20a2  I v 	— i 



where A and B are given by 

1 	1 
A= 

F2D - o i f-3.  _ 1 
+ 	f 2  - 1 

i
v 

	

	
...5.12b 

LI' + f  

...5.12c 

k is the rate consoant of the reaction, D is the dissociation 

ellsrgy and £ is the fraction dissociated. At nigh frequencies 

this equation greatly simplifies to 

vim ; [mal  (3.  + -4 
12 

Cv) 

M and C
v 

appearing in these last two equatioas apply to the gas 

mixture and may be evaluated using equations 5.6 and 5.7. The 

simplicity of equation 5.13 arises because the period of 

oscillation is very short compared with the time required for 

the react-Lot. to proceed to its new equilibrium state. Providing 

one works well away from the centre of a vibrational dispersion 

band equation 5.13 is only a function of temperature and 

composition. 

5.2.3. The attenuation of sound.  

The amplitude displacement 	of a propagating sound wave 

may be attenuated as a result of viscous and heat conduction losses, 

and also as a result of dispersion losses. Thus the attenuation 

coefficient Oc. appearing in equation 5.4 may be written as the 

sum (octr 	+0(ii) where Ccr, CCh  and Cci  are the viscous, heat 

conduction and dispersion attenuation coefficients respectively. 

B 	= [1 - fl + IL-1 
[RT2 

C 
1 + f v 	f  



C -ir  and OCh  are given by
52a 

2712V2 4.4, 
s 

V3  3,0 

2A282  (y - 1) K 

p 
where 7  and v are frequency and velocity of sound, 

OC 

OCh = 

...5.14 

...5.15 

It is the 

viscosity, ,o the density, 'the ratio of specific heats (Cp/0.7), 

K the thermal conductivity, and Cp  thee specific heat at constant 

pressure of the transmitting gas. When K is replaced by the 

kinetic theory expression53 

K = 
(9y - 5)1cv  

4 

one obtains for the combined viscous and corduction attenuation 

coefficients 

2)&)s27? 

v 
+ h = -1)(9y - 5)1 	.4.17 

3 	4 

  

This equation has been used to calculate (c +0Ch)/4.12  for a 

number of gases and temperatures and these are tabulated in Table 4. 

cCa is given by488  

.5.18 

where 	lm  - 	1.0. 1-1 ) —.5.19 v Co 

is the frequency at which the dispersion attenuation is a maximum 

and equal to() m  where 2 	2-  
7f0s v

CO 
- v 

Q  OC = 	 ...5.20 
m 2v 	v v 0 oo .... _ 

To evaluate equation 5.18 it is necessary to make use of the 

1111111 ClCd.  = 
(1 2+Om2) /  
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expressions for vo  and vac  givenIn section 5.2.2. This in tarn 

requires a knowledge of the contribution that vibrational energy 

states make to the total specific heat of the gas. This difficulty 

does not exist when experimental data on vo and voo  are 

available. In principle it is possible to make the effects of Na 

amfol  by working at a frequency well away from the centre of the 

dispersion band. 

TABLE 4  

Somui attenuation coefficients 

CX:=Cc +CC v h 

°Ch 
0 v 

GAS s 

273°K 1000°K 3000°K 

Air 0.71 0.29 1.34 1.72 1.87 

N
2 0.71 0.29 1.29 1.61 1.68 

02 
0.71 0.29 1.60 2.08 2.27 

CH
4 

0.77 0,23 0.62 0.86 1.02 

CO2 0.78 0.22 1.50 2.07 2.64 

Ar 0.57 0.43 1.89 1.99 2.22 

5.3. REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATIONS IN AN ACOUSTIC BEAM. 

5.3.1. Introduction.  

An expression is derived below relating the refractive index 

variations in an acoustic beam to the beam's mean acoustic power 

density assuming sinusoidal pressure waves. This is then used to 

compare the various methods of marking a transluminating light 

beam and to assess their temperature dependence. 



5.3.2. Pressure variation in an acoustic beam.  

The instantaneous pressure disturbance in an acoustic team 

is given by54a 

v2/o 	2 

dx 
...5.21 

where in the absence of attenuation ,1; is givea by equation 5.3. 

Differentiating equation 5.3 and then substituting into equation 

5.21 therefore gives the following expression for the pressure 

variations in an acoustic beam 

p = po cos2114) It - s 	v 	...5.22a 

where 

Po = 	0 a 271-0 pv 	...5.22b 

5.3.3. Mean rower density of an acoustic beam.  

The mean power density P is givea by the sum of the mean 

kinetic and potentic.1 energy densities multiplied by the velocity 

of sound54b. I.e. 

P = -go 47T 	 Gov 2 2 2 

...5.23 
2 

5,3.4. Optical marking by an acoustic beam.  

For adiabatic pressure changes the refractive index n of a 

gas is related to its instantaneous pressure p by6a  

(10 po 	...5.24 

where Cc= n - 1 andgo 	dr is the value of 	at some reference 

pressure pc). If the ambient pressure is pa  the local pressure 

p in the acoustic beam is equal to 

108 



...5.25 p = pa 	cos2iedsi-t 

The instantaneous value of in the acoustic beam is therefore 

P ki/y 	15, 
= 	 ▪ „==- cos 244)(t,  — (-1) 13. s 	v Po 	;Pa 

...5.26 

where it is assumeu that the amplitude of the pressure wave is 

very small compared with the ambient pressure. By combining 

equations 5.22 and 5.23 it is possible to express po• in terms 

of the mean acoustic power density of the acoustic beam, i.e. 

O = (2P,pv) 
	...5.27 

Equation 5.26 can be used as a basis for assessing the magnitude 

of the marking of the transluminating light beam when using 

interferometry, deflection mapping and shadowgraphy. 

In interferometry the degree of marking, i.e. the number 

of interference fringes, depends on the optical path difference 

between regions of compressior and rarefaction. If Z is the 

thickness of the acoustic beam the number of interference 

fringes N is given by 

N = (r Ao  max min)  ...5.28 

where 6 max and  6.min are the maximum and minimum values of 6 
given by equation 5.26 and X0 	the wavelength of the 

transluminating light beam. Substituting equations 5.26 and 

5.27 into equation 5.28 gives 

2 ZS°  

y\polripau-vo 2P 0-  ...5.29 



In deflection mapping the angular deflection A of a 

transluminc.ting light beam is given by 6h  . 

= 	Z dx ...5.30 

where Wax can be found by differentiating equation 5.26. Hence 

dx 	

= a fial4 	 Pioj* 
sin2P1 I-' - 	...5.31 di 

	l 

l Po 	y pa  v 

where po  has been replaced by equation 5.27. The maximum angular 

deflection is therefore given by 

0 	= 	pa-'311‘ 2-11V 2P.io max 	S o I
Po 	

.—.....1 
	2 

a v Z 	...5.32 
Y P „  

In dhadowgraphy the fractional change in illumination 

brought about by stretching or compressing, but not folding, 

an initially planer  wavefront is given 10;76c 

2i 
JLI 	z 1 

dx 
...5.33 

where 1 is the distance from the centre of the sound beam to 

the viewing careen. Differentiating equation 5.31 and 

subdUtuting into equation 5.33 gives 
2 1 

= 6 	:"— 
„„ 2  

	

q 	 - Z1 1 cos200 	...5.34 
of 

o t p 	42

2  

y Pa 	ir3  

The maximum fractional change in illumination in the shadow 

record of a sound wave is therefore 

AI 	f  Par at.)82  [21 
u 	

Icpa Z 1 ...5.34 I 	o po   

Equations 5.29, 5.32 and 5.35 can be used to estimate the 

degree of marking in the various types of optical records of 

1J) 

1 

•••• 	 ••••• 
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sinusoidal sound waves. They show how this marking depends on 

the acoustic power density and frequency an3 may also be used to 

show how it varies with gas tem?erature. For air at NTP and  a 

light beam of 0.589ym these three equations may be expressed in 

a more convenient form as follows 

N 	= 	6.5x10 3  F Z 	...5.36a 

max = 3.6x10-6 
	Z 	Radians ...5.36b 

= 	6.9x10-3 	Z 1;)Is2  1 

where P is in mW.cm-21  Z and 1 are in cm, and Vs  is in MHz. 

Because ,o and v are functions of temperature it follows that 

the marking will also be temperature dependent. If the pressure 

is kept constant 

No< T4/.25 

-1.50 
max Q 0,<T • 

I  

-..5.37a 

...5.37b 

...5.37c 

Normalized plots of these temperature dependences are shown in 

Figure 5.1. 

5.4. THE TRANSDUCER.  

5.4.1. Introduction.  

The basic requirement of the transducer is that it must be 

capable of producing effectively plane sound waves of known 

frequency. For good visualization the effective width of the 

acoustic beam should be as large as possible. Limitations in its 

width may arise either from the finite cross sectional area of the 
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transducer or from the nature of the system being studied. 

The minimum frequency of the transducer is set by the required 

spatial resolution of the velocity measurement. This is clearly 

set by the wavelength of the sound waves. Ideally for the best 

spatial resolution the highest possible frequency should be used. 

Unfortunately, however, the attenuation of solAnd waves, as a result 

of vlscous and conduction losses, increases as 1E1
2 

Table 5 shows 

1 % 
how the attenuation distance (defined as oc._ ) in air depends on the 

frequency of the sound waves. The attenuation distance in other 

gases may be calculated using the data in Table 4. 

TABLE 5  

Sound attenuation distances 
in alr 

Temperature 
oK 

Attenuation distance 1/0c (cm) 

0.5MHz 0.7MHz 1.0MHz 2.0104 

273 30.0 15.4 7.6 1.9 

1000 23.4 11.8 5.8 1.5 

3000 21.4 11.0 5.4 1.4 

It is clear that frequencies much greater than 2MHz would be too 

strongly attenuated to be of any practical use and this, therefore, 

represents an upper frequency limit. 

As dispersion attenuation can be even greater than that 

produced by viscous and conduction losses it is necessary to 

work at a frequency well away from the centre of a dispersion 

band. The approximate centre frequency of these bands for a 

number of gases at various temperatures may be estimated from the 

curves in Appendix 1. When the coupling medium between. the 



'lip 

transducer and the test gas is air and its temperature ranges 

from about 300°K up to about I000°K it is seen that the sound 

frequency must be kept much greater than 0.005MHz to avoid 

strong dispersion attenuation. This represents a lower frequency 

limit. When the ultra-sonic method is applied to the study of 

an oxygen plasma jet having a temperature of up to say 3000°K 

the curves in Appendix 1 bhow that the lower frequency limit is 

increased and should now be much greater than 0.1MHz. 

Of all the ultra-sonic transducers reviewed by Carlin58a 
 

the only one capable of generating sound waves in the frequency 

range 0.5MHz to 2.0MHz is an electrically driven piezoelectric 

x-cut quartz crystal oscillator. The thickness of a piezoelectric 

crystal decreases with increasing frequency. As it is easier to 

cut and to mount a thick crystal it was finally decided to have 

two 5cm diameter x-cut quartz crystal discs made (by Gooch and 

Housego Ltd. in conjunction with Brooks Crystals Ltd., Cornhill 

Factory, Illminster, Somerset) ha-ing thickness vibrational 

frequencies corresponding to 0.5MHz and 0.7MHz. The methods used 

for mounting, driving and monitoring these crystals j,re Lew 

described. 

5.4.2. Transducer construction and performance.  

The crystal mountings used were based on a design described 

by Arnold, McCoubrey and Ubbelohdo56 and are illustrated in 

Figure 5.2. The crystals had an approximately 70 degree bevel 

and were held by three equispaced mounting clamps that located onto 

the apex of the bevel. The crystal faces were either gold or 



(a) tension screw 

1/..Zt7.7  
--J-007P7, 	  

6BA 
tension 

reflector 	screw 
plate 

peg 

lead wires 

foil 

Crystal holder designs. (a) peg clamps and reflector plate, 
(b) foil clamps, (c) wire clamps. 
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silver coated. Electrical connection was made between each of the 

coated crystal faces and two of the three clamps, which also acted 

as terminals, via narrow metallic tongues deposited across the 

bevelled area. The tongues were made of a soft solder and were 

a few thousandth of an inch thick. It was not possible to solder 

lead wires directly onto the crystal faces or even onto the tongues 

as the resulting damping proved to be too great. 

Three different clamp designs were tried. Tile first consisted 

of three brass pins, one of which was spring loaded, having V-shaped 

cut-outs at their tips for locating onto the apex of the crystal's 

bevel - see Figure 5.2a. The second type consisted of three 

copper foils held under tension as illustrated in Figure 5.2b. The 

tension in each foil could be adjusted independently by turning the 

appropriate tension screw. With this design the area of contact 

between the clamp and crystal could be made very small. In the third 

type of clamp three or four strands of wire were used in place of 

each copper foil. This has the advantage of reducing the area of 

contact even more. However, there in a practical limit as the clamp 

must be able to withstand the mechanical vibrations and local heating 

that occurs when the crystal is oscillating. It was noticed that 

wear occured both in the wire and foil clamps as well as in the 

soft solder tongues over the area of contact with, the clamps. 

Strengthening the tongues at the apex of the bevel by using a small 

piece of gold foil proved unsatisfactory because of the additional 

damping. As wear was less using the copper foil clamp this was the 

design finally adopted whenever high acoustic,power densities 

. . 	„ 



were needed. 

A single valve self oscillating circuit was used to drive 

the erysta155b. This had the advantage of being able to operate 

at both low and high powers by simply adjusting the supply 

voltage between 100V and 420V. Details of the circuit are shown 

in Figure 5.3. It was found to work satisfactorily, without 

modification, at both 0.5MHz and 0.71Hz. The acoustic pcwer 

output was strongly dependant on the damping in the crystal 

mounting anal on the values of the capacitors Cl, C2  and 03. Th3 

values indicated were those giving maximum power output. 

Regarding performance, the quantities of interest are: 

constancy of frequency, uniformity of amplitude over the crystal 

face, And the magnitude of the acoustic power density. The 

power density was monitored using a torsion-wire acoustic watt-

meter and is described in section 5.4.3. 

The frequency of the two crystals showed an insignificant 

negative drift of the order of 1 part in 105  as the power output 

- was increased from 75mW.cm-2 to 200mW.cm 2  . The frequencies of 

the two crystals, when operated at 75mW.cm-2  were measured on a 

TC3 Advance Electronics Timer Counter and found to be 0.49862MHz 

and 0.69960MHz. 

To check the uniformity of the amplitude of oscillation over 

the crystal face the optical system illustrated in Figure 5.4 was 

set up. In this arrangement the upper face of the crystal was 

given a mirror finish by coating it with silver. This enabled 

straight line wedge fringes to be formed as a result of interference 
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between light reflected off the crystal face and fl an inclined 

glass slab placed a few millimeters above the crystal. A 3mW 

helium-neon gas laser was used as a light source. As a dark 

fringe changes to a bright fringe whenever the optical path 

difference between the two interfering beams changes by ir;\ (i.e. 

tilt,  crystal lace is displaced by - >Y8) the observed time averaged 

fringe pattern becomes washed out whenever the change in path 

length exceeds 	Figure 5.5 shows the appearance of the 

interference pattern a) when the crystal is not oscillating, b) 

when it is oscillating at a power output of 60mW.cm-2 and c) when 

it is oscillating at 220mW.em-2. These photographs show that as the 

power output is increased so more and more of the crystal face has 

an amplitude of vibration exceeding >'A. Although the crystal 

is clearly not vibrating uniformly, the regions having a large 

amplitude of vibratiou are randomly distributed over the crystal's 

surface and so the transducer should prove to be a satisfactory 

source of effectively plane ultra-sonic waves. 

5.4.3. Acoustic Dower considerations  and its monitoring. 
ext 

The acoustic power densities neel4for their visualization 

using interferometry, deflection methods and shadowgraphy may be 

assessed using equations 5.36 and 5.37. The normalized 

temperature dependence of the methods has been plotted in 

Figure 5.1. The marking produced by sound waves of a giver 

frequency and power density at 1000°K and 3000°K is shown in 

Table 6 as a fraction of the marking produced at 273°K. 



Optical system for recording the interference fringes shown in Figure 5.5 
demonstating uneven amplitude of oscillation over the crystal face. 
S, beam splitter; W, glass slab; X, silvered crystal face; 1, interference 

pattern. 



(B) 

Interference fringes obtained using the otical 
system in Figure 5.4 (A) crystal off, (B) W 
mW.cm-2, and (0) 220 mW.cm-2. 

FIGURE 5.5 
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TABLE 6  

Relative marking of sound waves 
at different temperatures. 

Method of marking 
Degree of marking relative 
to that at 2730K 
273°K 1000°K 3000°K 

Interferometry 1.0 0.74 0.56 

Deflectiwi 1.0 0.14 0.03 

Shadowgraphy 1.0 0.20 0.05 

Table 7 shows the factor by which the acoustic power density must 

be multiplied in order to restore the marking obtained at 1000°K 

and 3000°K to the value at 273°K. 

TABLE 7  

Power compensation factors 

Method of marking 	' Power compensation factor 

273°K 1000°K 3000°K 

Interferometry 1.0 1.8 3.2 

Deflection 1.0 51 1100 

Shadowgraphy 1.0 25 400  

The clearest record of an acoustic beam in a system in which 

there is a large temperature range ie obtained using the method of 

visualization that Is least sensitive to temperature changes. Table 

6 shows that on this basis interferometry should be the best method 

of marking the sound waves. Equation 5.36a and Table 6 may be used 

to see whether the degree of marking is in fact sufficiently large 

to be detected. Assuming that the maximum possible power density 

that can be obtained from the transducer is 250mW.cm 2  and that 

Z = 3cm N works out to be 0.31X at 273°K and 0.17)1 at 3000°E. 

Although these quantities are Frutil they should be large enough for 
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for the de&ection of the acoustic wavefronts. 

The next best method of marking is shadowgraphy. A 

quantitative assessment of the magnitude of the marking can be 

made using equation 5.36c only when41/I is small, i.e. when 

the deflections are small. However, one can say qualitatively 

that if the calculated value of1-WI is say greater than 0.1 it 

shaild be possible to obtain a photographic record of the shadow 

of the sound waves. When P = 25omW.cm
-2 Z = 3cm, 1 = 20cm and 

s  = 0.5MHz,AI/I = 1.63 at 273°K and 0.08 at 3000°K. Shadowgraphy 

therefore seems a feasible method of visualization up to almost 

3000°K. There will, however, be vast differences in the quality of 

the record in regions corresponding to low and high temperatures. 

Deflection methods of markIng sound waves are the most 

dependant on temperature. According to equation 5.36b and Table 6 

the maximum angular deflection for P = 250mW.cm-2, Z = 3cm and 

1)s = 0.5MHz is 85x10-4 at 273°K and 2.5x10-6Hd at 3000°K. These 

deflections are too qmAlI  to be of much use for marking the sound 

waves. 

:f the effects of attenuation are taken into account the degree 

of marking will be even smaller than that calculated above. However, 

this may be more than compersated for in the case of shadowgraphy 

and deflection methods by the fact that on account of their finite 

amplitude the sound waves are almost certainly not sinusoidal and 

have steeper refractive index gradients than are predicted by the 

above equations. (The wavefronts of a sound wave tend to steepen 

whenever (1:Vdt)/v = (20:/avA/v is no longer negligible compared 



to urity54c'57. For P = 250mW.cm-2  this ratio is of the order 

of 0.01). 

The application of the ultra-sonic method does not require 

a knowledge of the absolute acoustic power output from the 

transducer. Nevertheless an idea. of its magnitude would be useful 

if the exact refractive index distribution within the acoustic 

field were also known for then precise predictions of the 

limitations of the method could be made. In practice, however, 

it has been found that the main requirement is to be able to 

'ompare power outputs for then it is possible to use the results 

of an experimental observation made at a particular power setting 

and under certain conditions to predict what observations should 

be possible at different power settings and under different 

conditioas. 

An acoustic wattmeter suitable for comparing acoustic 

power settings and for giving an idea of the absolute acoustic 

power densities was made and is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The 

principle of the device is based on an acoustic radiation pressure 

measurement. If A is the cross-sectional area of the acoustic 

beam and F is the force the acoustic beam exerts on the vane 

attached to the torsion wire the acoustic power denoity is given 

by54d,55a,58b 

P 	a . 	..5.38 A 	r A 

whera tis the torsion constant of the wire, A the angular 

deflection and r the distance from the wire to the centre of the 

vane. The torsion constant was determined from a measurement of 
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Acoustic torsion wattmeter. V, cardboard vane; T, torsion 
wire; P, pointer; 3, centimeter scale; x, linear deflection; 
F, force exerted by beam on vane. 	a = 1 .2cm, b = 1.0cm, 
c = 0.007inch, d = 6.0cm, r = 10.00m, R .= 13.0cm. 

FIGURE 5.6 
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tho period of oscillation of a mass of calculable moment of inertia 

attached to the ',are and vas found to be equal to 1.26x104  1% 

dyne.em.Rd 1. Instead of measuring 0, the linear displacement x of 

a pointer attached to the vane was measured. Replacing G by x/R and 

then substituting "15 = 1.26x104  4yne.nm.Rd 1, r = 10.0cm, R= 13.0cm, 

v = 3.43x104cm.s 1  and A = 14.402 for the 0.5MHz crystal and 15.9(,c
2 

for the 0.7MHz crystal into equation 5.38 therefore gives for the 

final expressions used for assessing the acoustic power densities: 

P = 23.0x mW.cm 2 
	

for the 0.5MHz crystal 
...5.39a 

P = 20.9x mW.sm72 
	

for the 0.7MHz crystal 

-..5.39b 

where x is measured in cm. 

Although this wattmeter may suffer from certain disadvantages 

as a result of the possible effects of attenuation, streaming and 

standing waves the last is unlikely to be important at high power 

levels and Medwin59 suggests that the first two are probably self 

compensating. Not only is the watometer simple and direct reading 

but by using the crystal mounting illustrated in Figure 5.2b it can 

be used to monitor the power radiated from the back face of the 

crystal at the same time as the waves propagating from the front 

face are being photographed. 

5.5. VISUALIZATION OF SOUND WAVES.  

5.5.1. Introduction,  

Because of the desirabilItY of simplicity schlieren and shadow 

methods were considered to be preferable to interferometric methods. 



Also, as measured power densities of the order of 200mW.cm
2 

have 

been obtained from the transducer previously described the 

refractive index gradients are certainly much steeper, due to their 

finite amplitude, than was predicted for sinusoidal waves and so 

makes these methods of visualization much more favourable than were 

suggested by the previous calculations. 

There are obvious advantages in using a Q-switched ruby laser 

light source as regards duration, brightness and coherency, aad 

hence in the application of the ultra-sonic method to highly 

luminous systems. As, at this stage, the problem is essentially one 

of visualization the initial investigation may be carried out on any 

got -lumineus system and so there is no great need for the extreme 

brightness of a laser source. The main requirement is a source 

having a time duration less than -08
-1
. This can be obtained 

without much difficulty from a suitably designed spark gap. Such a 

source was eventually chosen as it also had the advantage of 

avoiding some of the incidental pr-blems caused by the extreme 

coherency of laser sources. 

It is shown how the preliminary visualization of standing 

sound waves was made using a continuous light 1130111Cee The 

limitations of both the schlieren and shadow methods are examined 

and in particular it is shown how the shadow method of visualization 

of sound waves in air at room temperature depends on the acoustic 

power density. 
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5.5.2. Light source.  

Two argon-jet spark light sources were constructed having 

23 
a similar design to that used at the N.P.L. . Their effective 

:`_'] .ash duration was found to be sufficiently short to enable both 

0.5MHz and 0.7MHz sound waves to be photographed. The first spark 

gap had an output of 0.125.Toule and was built using one TCC low 

inductance 0.0;HF capacitor charged to 5kV. In later work the 

light output was increased to 1Joule by placing two 0.01p 

capacitors in parallel as shown in Figure 5.7a, and overcharging 

them to 10kV. 

The spark gaps could be fired in the conventional way by 

applying a voltage pulse to a trigger electrode via a trigger 

transformer. Figure 5.7b shows diagiamatically two ways which 

were used to develop a voltage pulse across the primary of the 

trigger transformer. Method i) was used for firing the spark gap 

for all the investigations described in this chapter, while 

method ii) was used for the investigations described in the 

following chapter. In method ii) it was possible to fire the 

spark gap at any we-arranged time after a particular event occured. 

The advantage of being able to do this will become apparent later. 

Figure 5.8 illustrates how a continuous light source, in the 

form of a high pressure mercury vapour lamp, was used for aligning 

the spark gap. An image of the mercury arc was formed at the centre 

of the spark gap using the condensing lenses L1  and L2. Both the 

spark gap and mercury vapour arc could then be imaged onto the pin-

hole, Al  using the condensing lenses L3  and L4. With this 
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arringc.acnt 	o tsy to align the rc„,t of the optical system 

using the continuous light source only. This light source wau 

also used for the visualization of the standing sound waves. 

5.5.3. Preliminary visonlization of sound waves In air.  

As there is no clear indication in the literature45'6°-64 

which has been fully reviewed by Bergmann52 up to the year 1938, 

on the minimum power density and depth of acoustic field 

necessary for the good visualization of progressive sound waves 

in air it was first necessary to carry out a preliminary 

investigation into this problem. For convenience this was carried 

out using in the first place etanding sound waves and a continuo's 

light source. 

The dark field schlieren system used for the initial 

vismlization is shown in Figure 5.8. The schlieren stop K was 

sufficiently large tc just mask out all the direct light. Standing 

cound waves 'ould be formed in the approximately lom wide gap 

between the 0.5MHz crystal (operating at a relatively low power) 

and the reflector plate using the czystal holder illustrated in 

Figure 5.2a. At this stage no direct metnod of acoustic power 

monitoring was usdd. However, an idea of its magnitude could be 

assessed from the observation that when a ground glass screen was 

placed behind the schlleren stop it was just possible to detect 

two or three reasonably well defined patches of high illumination 

on either side of K. These were identified as the diffraction 

orders produced by a grating structure and illustrated the fact 

that plane standing sound waves constitukLa phase grating. Exactly 
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3:52 
the same diffraction pattern was observed after repositioning 

the --Tystal holder so that the transluminating beam passed only 

through the progressive sound field. 

The presence of the standing and progressive wound waves 

could most simply be detected by placing ones eye immediately 

behind the schlieren stop such that at least the I 1 diffraction 

orders passed through the pupil. The sound waves appeared as regions 

of bright illumination against a dark background. As the eye can 

detect extremely low levels of illumination this is perhaps the most 

sensitive unaided method of visualization that exists and it was 

possible using this method to detect the presence of progressive 

sound waves up to a distance of 30cm from the crystal face. However, 

the distribution in the illumination 	was not completely uniform 

and had the appearance of two or three diffuse columns of high 

intensity. This indicated that not all of the crystal's surface 

was oscillating with equal amplitude and is in agreement with the 

previous interferometric observations described in 5.4.2. 

The diffraction pattern formed by the standing waves is 

illustrated in Figure 5.9a and was photographed on an Ilford k1P3 

plate at an exposure time of 100ec. The optical system used was 

the same as in Figure 5.7 except that K was replaced by a 

photographic plate. The cptical specification of the system is give 

given in 031. The 'star' like appearonce of each maxima was 

caused deliberately by placing a triangular aperture in front of 

the gap containing the standing waves, so as to make the diffraction 

maxima visible by separating them from the diffraction pattern 
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(A) 
	

(B) 

(J) 

Diffraction patterns produced at the focus of the 
schlieren lens (A) by standing sound waves (B) by 
by a triangular aperture. (0) schlieren photo-
graph of standing sound waves. 

FIGURE 5.9 
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produced by the parallel gap. Figure 5.9b shows the diffraction 

pattern produced by the t:7iangular aperture only (i.e. with the 

0S1 

S: 25owatt Hg vapour lamp + green filter 

A: 0.1mm diameter. 

L
c: 100cm f.l. 

L
s
: 185cm f.l. 

M : 0.87 (magnification using. Li) 

tranducer turned off). By using the negative of Figure 5.9b as the 

schlieren stop K in Figure 5.8 the schlieren record of the standing 

sound waves illustrated in Figure 5.90 was obtained. This was 

recorded on an Ilford BP3 plate at an expo;e of 60sec. 

It was not possible to record progressWe sound waves with the 

above optical system by simply replacing the Hg-vapour lamp by a 

0.125joule spark gap. With the present transducer this could only 

just be done using Ilford XK (blue sensitive) plates and by 

modifying the optical specification to that given in 0S2 so as to 

increase the 13ght flux falling on the photographic plate. 

082 

S: 0.125J argon jet spark. 

A: 0.37mm diameter. 

L: 50cm f.l. 

L
s: 185cm f.l. 

M : 0.36 

These observations suggested that the acoustic field was not 

sufficiently intenFe for it to diffract an appreciable amouni; of 

light around the schlieren stop and so affect the photographic plate. 

Because of this the tramiducerls circuit uas redesigned so as to 
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increase its power output by roughly an order of magnitude. It is 

this modified circuit that is shown in Figure 5.3. 

5.5.4. Limitations of the schlieren method.  

Increasing the acoustic power density to between 100 and 

200m11.cm2 (when several diffraction orders become visible) did not 

appreciably improva the schlieren record of the progressive sound 

waves even after replacing the 0.125Joule spark by the 1Joule spark. 

This was because the exposure levels were probably so low that one 

was operating on the tail of the photographic plate's (Ilford XK) 

characteristic curve. 

To overcome this problem it was necessary to either increase 

i) the acoustic power density and depth of acoustic field ii) the 

brightness of the spark, iii) the size of the pin hole, or iv) to 

somehow raise the background level of illumination falling on the 

plate. As the crystal was probably working at its maximum power 

output for continuous operation, and as ii) and iii) had also been 

increased to their maximum values (see 0S3) the only way left was to 

increase the background level of illumination falling on the plate. 

This was most conveniently done by making the diameter cf the 

schlieren stop slightly smaller than the diameter of the focal spot 

of the schlieren lens. Figure 5.10 show three photographs of 0.5MHz 

progressive sotuid waves taken on Ilford XK plates using the optical 

system illustrated in Figure 5.8 and the specification given in 0S3 

in which the diameter of the schlieren stop Ka2b,c  was a) slightly 

greater, b) equal to and o) slightly less than the diameter of the 

focal spot of the schlieren lens. Although it was not possible to 
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Schlieren photographs of 0.5MHz progressive sound 
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FIGURE 5,10 
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S: 1J argon jet spark. 

A: 0.57mm diameter. 

L: 50cm f.l. 

L 180cm 1.1. 

M: 0.36 

Ka: 2.3mm diameter. 

Kb: 2.0mm diameter. 

K_: 1.6mm diameter. 

maintain the acoustic power densities exactly equal for each of the 

three photographs it is, nevertheless, quite clear that allcwing 

some undeflected light to fall on the plate greatly extended the 

amount of marking. K co'ild not be reduced much more than shown as 

the effects of the background light soon swamp those caysedby the 

diffracted light. 

For optimum marking the size of the schlieren stop relative 

to the size of the focal spot therefore depends, amongst other 
Acoustic 

things, critically on the4ower and dth (i.e. the amount of 

licht diffracted around K) and so it was concluded that this 

method of visualization and rem-ding would only be suited for 

studying systems in which there does not exist appreciable 

distributions in the properties of the acoustic beam. 

5.5.5. The shadow method.  

To see how the degree of marking in a shadowgram of sound 

waves depends on the viewing distance, 1, and the acoustic power 

density the optical system shown in Figure 5.11 was set up. 

Figure 5.12 illustrates how the shadowgram of both progressive 

and standing 0.5MHz soundwaves, at an acoustic power density of 
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Shadow system for visualizing sound waves. S, argon jet 
spark light source; L1,1,, condensing system; L 1  
collimator lens; T, souna waves; 1, distance be€ween 
centre of sound beam and viewing plane; P, photographic 

plate. 

FIGURE .5.11 
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20 45 
	70 100 145 cm 

Shadowgrams of progressive (top) and standing (bottom) 
sound waves at various viewing distances, 1. Sound 
frequency 0.5Aliz, power density 100mW.cm-2, and 
acoustic beam width 4.5cm. 

FIGURE 5.12 



nominally I00mW.cm-2  and an acoustic beam width of 4.5cm, depends 

on the viewirg distance (measured from the centre of the crystal) 

from 5cm up to 145cm. Details of the optical system are given in 

0S4. 
oA 

S: 0.125J argon jet spark. 

A: 0.3mm diameter. 

L: 50cm f.l. 
1: variable from 5cm to 145cm. 

M: 1.0 

Examination of the photographs in Figure 5.12 revealsthat 

for small 1 very sharp asymmetrical marking of the progressive 

wavefronts occurs. This indicates that the compression fronts are 

steeper than the rarefaction fronts and that the waves, therefore, 

do not have a sinusoidal profile. It is also seen that the 

visibility of the wavefronts is not particularly critical on the 

viewing distance and that relatively good marking can be obtained 

over a range of 1 covering several. centimeters. The best marking 

occurs in the neighbourhood of 1 = 20cm. Below this the marking is 

sharper as the light deflected out of a compression front only 

partly fills the rarefaction region. At distances greater than 20cm 

the deflections overfill the rarefaction region and 011 into the 

compression front and as a result introduces a loss in marking 

contrast . 

The effect of reducing the acoustic power density was next 

investigated. Figure 5.13 shows five shadowgrams (photographed on 

Ilford AK plates) of 0.5MHz sound waves at various acoustic power 

densities between approximately 3mW.cm-2  and 70mW.cm-2. (It was not 

140 
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Shadowgrarns of progressive sound waves at various 
acoustic power densities, P. Sound frequency 0.5MHz, 
viewing distance 20cm, acoustic beam width 3.0cm. 

FIGURE 5.13 



possible to measure the very low acoustic power densities using 

the acoustic wattmeter described in section 5.4.3. In these cases 

the acoustic power levels were estimated by monitoring the amplitude 

of the oscUlator voltage on an oscilloscope. This was then 

converted into apws derlAty using a calibration curve obtained 

at higher power levels by extrapolation.) In all cases the acoustic 

beam width was 3cm and the crystal holder used was the one 

illustrated in Figure 5.2b. Details of the optical system are given 

in 0S5. 
ggi 

S: 1J argon jet spark. 

A: 0.57mm diameter. 

L
c: 50cm f.1. 

1: 20cm. 

M: 	1.0 

It is clear from these photographs that the shadow method has 

an extremely large range of acoustic power detection and is the most 

suitable method of recording the acoustic wavefronts. It has the 

added advantage of extreme simplicity. 

5.6. SUMMARY.  

The essential features governing the propagation of ultra-

sonic waves in gases haOebeen discussed and expressions relating 

the velocity of sound to both temperature and gas composition are 

given. 

Acoustic power density measurements suggested that the sound 

waves radiating flora a specially constructed quartz crystal trans-

ducer were not purely sinusoidal, and this belief was confirmed 
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experimentally by an examination of the structure of a 

shadowgram of the sound waves recorded at small viewing distances. 

Althaugh this conclusion invalidates the quantitative application 

of the various equations describing the optical properties of the 

acoustic field (which were derived assuming a sinusoidal profile) 

they can probably still be used for predicting the temperature, 

power and frequency depanden.zes of the various opticel methods of 

visualization. 

It was shown theoretically that the least temperature 

dependant (and hence most desirable) method of recording sound 

waves is by interferomatry. However, because of the desire to 

develope as simple a diagnostic tool as possible the less complicated 

methods of schlieren and shadowgraphy were looked into further. An 

experimental study of these two methods showed that schlieren 

methods were unsuitable, and that shadowgraphy was the most 

promising both from the point of view of extreme simplicity and in 

its ability to record acoustic waves having a very large range of 

power densities. 

Having establised the basis of an ultra-sonic method of gas 

diagnostics both theoretica3ly and experimentally it may now be 

applied to practical systems. An analysis of Figure 5.9c gives a 

value for the velocity of sound of 3.40x104an.s-1  3$ (averaged 

over 13 half-wavelengths).This compares well with the accepted 

value of 3.43x10
4
cm.s

1
. In the next chapter it is shown how the 

Ultra-sonic method mar be extended to the diagnosis of gases in 

which temperature and composition gradients exist. 
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CHAPTER 6 

ULTRA-SONIC MEASUREMENTS  

6.1. INTRODUCTION 

Having established the basis for a combined ultra-sonic 

and optical method of gas diagnostics it is now shown how it may 

be applied 'Go flame systems. In extending the method to practical 

systems it soon became apparent that even at relatively low acoustic 

power densities the ultra-sonic beam interacted with the gas flows 

being studied. In particular the disturbing effects resulting 

from the interaction of an ultra-sonic beam with a premixed 

methane-air flame has been examined and a method of overcoming it 

is described. 

The velocity of sound is a function of both temperature and 

composition and so the ultra-sonic method of gas diagnostics has 

always to be used in conjunction with some other information 

concerning the nature of the system being studied. This may take 

the form of either additional experimental data, e.g. the 

distribution of refractive index, or theoretical predictions, e.g. 

equilibrium composition. The number of additional bits of 

information required will depend on how many unknowns there are. 

To simplify this problem the ultra-sonic method has been tested 

here only on simple systems in which equilibrium exists and 

compositions are easily calculable. 

Apart from attempting to measure flame temperatures ultra-

sonic temperature measurements have been compared with thermocouple 



measurements in air and in argon. The temperature of the air 

used in these measurements was below 1500°K and so changes in 

atomicity due to dissociation were insignificant
65
. Should 

dissociation have been important it would have been necessary to 

make use of the various sources652 66  of thermodynamic data 

available. However the temperature dependence of Cp  /0v  was 

significant and had to be taken into account when interpreting 

a velocity of sound measurement. Neither of these problems 

existed in the case of argon. 

It appears that although the measurement error for the ultra-

sonic method is greater tLan that for a thermocouple measurement, 

the interpretation of the results in terms of a gas temperature 

are easier and less liable to error as a resalt of the uncertainties 

and inaccuracies in making thermocouple corrections to compensate 

for the disequilibrium that always exists between the gas phase 

and solid thermocouple junction. This disequilibrium does not 

exist for sound waves - at least as far as translational and 

rotational temperatures are conceined. 

6.2. THE INTERACTION PROBLEM.  

6.2.1. Introduction.  

The disturbing effects that sound waves produce on flames and 

jets under certain circumstances have been observed for many years, 

and Wood54e has reviewed numerous cases dating back to Leccnte's 

discovery of this phenomenon in 1858. Figure 6.1 illustrates the 

interaction produced when a 0.5MHz ultra-sonic beam, of a few tens 

14.5 



Unperturbed flame 

Perturbed flame 

Interaction between an ultra-sonic beam and a flame. 
Sound frequency 0.5MHz, power density ,-..,10MW.cm-2. 

FIGURE 6,1 



of mW.cm-2 was directed towards the flat face of a roof shaped 147 

reacticn zone of a premixed coal gas-air flame stabilized on a 

rectangular burner. It is clear that the boundary between the 

burnt gases and the surrounding air is greatly perturbed and that 

the reaction zone closest to the incoming beam is displaced. 

However, it is not certain whether or not these disturbances are 

also accompanied by a complete inability of the sound waves to 

actually penetrate the hot gases. 

To study this problem further a very large square matrix 

burner, 8cm x 8cm, was made up as illustrated in Figure 6.2a. To 

provide a flat boundary between the combustion products and the 

surroundings the burner was designed so that it was possible to 

sheath the hot gases with an independently controllable air flow, 

roughly lcm thick. A premixed methane-air flame, in which the 

methane flog was 2.5 litre.min-1  and the air flow was 33 litre.min-1  

was used throughout the investigation. A reasonably flat interface 

between the hot gases and the surrounding sheath was obtained for 

a sheath flow of 40 litre.min-1. 

To prevent the crystal and its mounting from over heating, 

they were placed behind a screen, as shown in Figure 6.2b. Each 

time a photograph of an interaction was taken a slide, covering a 

window immediately in front of the crystal, was momentarily 

removed. 

6.2.2. Interaction's dependence on acoustic power density.  

The series cf schlieren photographs shown in Figure 6.3 was 

taken)  using the optical system illustrated in Figure 5.8 and 
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Interaction of an ultra-sonic basin, at various acoustic 
power densities, with a flame. Sound frequency 0.5MHz, 
acoustic b9am width 3.0cm. (A) no flame, (B) no sound 
waves, (C) 23 mW.cm-2, (0) 54 mW.cm-2, (E) 90 mW.cm-2  

FIGURE 6.3 

and 	(F) 114 mW.cm -2. 



specified in 086, to see how the interaction of 0.5MHz sound waves 

with the flame varied with acoustic power density. For the 

0.§.k 

S; 1J argon jet spark. 

A: 0.57 mm diameter. 

L: 50cm f.l. 

L
s
: 180cm f.l. 

K: 2mm diameter. 

M: 0.25. 

purposes of comparison photographs of the sound waves in air at 

room temperature and of the unperturbed flame are shown in 

Figures 6.3a and 6.3b respectively. The dimensions of the 

acoustic beam used for this and all subsequent studies was 3cm 

wide x 2.5cm high and was defined by the size of the window in 

the screen placed immediately in front of the crystal. When 

taking the photographs in Figure 3 the lower edge of the sound 

beam was 0.5cm above the top of the burner and the crystal (not 

shown) was about 2cm to the left of the interface being studied. 

Examination of these photcgraphs shows that when acoustic 

power densities are greater than 50mW.cm 2 sound waves are visible 

in the perturbed region above the flame. However, the wavelength 

of these sound waves is not appreciably different from those in 

Figure 6.3a and suggests that the gas in this perturbed region is 

quite probably air at essentially room temperature. Also, it is 

seen that as the acoustic power density increases so the interface 

becomes deflected through progressively larger angles. It was 

concluded that the interaction between the acoustic beam and the 

flame arises as a result of entrainment of cold air from the 



surroundings at a velocity dependent on the acoustic power density. 

Subsequent observations showed that entrainment can occur 

even at room temperature and that at high powers an appreciable 

wind may develop in front of the transducer. This can most easily 

be visualized in the rapid stream like motion of air borne dust or 

smoke particles in the vicinity of the crystal face. This so 

called 'quartz wind effect' has in fact been observed
67 before, 

and occurs as a result of a non-linear process due to the finite 

amplitude of the sound waves. 

6.3. SOLUTION OF INTERACTION PROBLEM., 

6.3.1. Introduction.  

It was quite apparent from simple dust entrainment 

experiments that the entrainment velocity was very much less than 

the velocity of sound. Therefore it must take a relatively long 

time, in comparison 144.-th the transit time of the wavefronts, for 

the entrained gas to travel a given distance. By photographing 

the sound waves almcst immediately after the crystal starts 

oscillating it should be possible to obtain a record of the sound 

waves in the hot gas before it has been appreciably disturbed. A 

method was devised for rapidly photographing the sound waves in the 

flame at a preset time interval after the slide shielding the 

crystal from the flame was removed. The basis of the method was 

to arrange for the slide on being removed to interrupt a light beam, 

and then with the aid of a photodiode and suitable circuitry cause 

the argon jet spark to be triggered. 

151 
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6.3.2. Design of !slide-triggerl device.  

To get some idea of the time intervals involved a 

preliminary experiment was performed to find out how the 

entrainment velocity varied with distance from the crystal face 

and on the acoustic power density. 

The entrainment velocity for air at room temperature, along 

the normal to the centre of a 0.5MHz quartz crystal, was measured 

using a particle tracking technique68  by stroboscopically 

illuminating entrained bentonite particles at a frequency of 103Hz. 

A chopped 0.5cm wide unexpanded 8mW heliun-neon laser beam was used 

as a source of illumination. The tracks were photographed at right 

angles to this beam at a magnification of C.5 on Ilford EP3 plates 

using a Kodak Specialist Camera. The ana1ysis of a number of tracks 

recorded for different acoustic power densities showed that the 

axial entrainment velocity ve, the distance x from the crystal face, 

and the acoustic power density P may be related by the empirical 

expression 

ve 	= 0.144 P )4:1 	(0; x 45cm) 	...6.1 

where v is expressed in cm.s 1 when P is in mW.cm
-2 

and x is in cm. 

It follows that if the gas is displaced a distance d with a 

velocity ve  given by the above expression the time interval t in 

which this displacement occurs is given by 

t 	= 	2.3 -4- 	...6.2 
P x 

For P = 100mW.om-2 and taking 0.5cm as an acceptable value for the 

perturbation distance d ti.e. the permitted displacement of the 
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interface between the sheath and the flame) this last equation 

indicates that the sound waves must be photographed within a time 

interval of less than 6ms from the instant the slide covering the 

window in front of the oscillating transducer is removed. From a 

practical point of view this means that the slide must be removed 

in a time interval less than this. 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the design of the device used.for, 

rapidly removing the slide from in front of the crystal, and for 

triggering the argon jet spark. When the sprung steel lever WAS 

released it made contact with a light brass pin which in turn 

pushed a thin aluminium slide (6cm x 3cm and weighing 2.3gm) along 

the two guide rails. At the instant the slide began openIng the 

window it also shut a small aperture through which a beam of light 

passed onto a Mallard OAP 12 photodiode. The signal developed in 

the photodiode circuit was used to trigger the argon jet spark 

using the arrangement shown in Figure 5.7b. The opening time of 

the window was equal to 5ms and was reproducible to - 10%. The 

time between the instant the light beam was interrupted (i.e. the 

window started to open) and the moment the spark gap frlad could 

be varied from 0.1ms up to 100ms using a Laser Associates 52/6 

Delay line. 

6.3.3. Testing 'slide-trigger' device.  

Figure 6.5 shows a sequence of photographs, for a range of 

delay times from 5ms to infinity, of 0.7MHz 150mW.cm
-2 sound waves 

incident on the interface between the gaseous products of a methane-

air flame and the surrounding air sheath. The photographs were 
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(D) 

TiM8 sequence of build up of interaction between an ultra-conic 
berm and a flame. Sound frequency 0.5MHz, acoustic beam width 
3,'Jcm. (A) 5ms, (B) 10ms, (c) 50ms, (D) 100ms, (E) infinity. 

FIGURE 6.5 



taken on Ilford XK plates using the optical system illustrated in 

Figure 6.6 aLd the specification given in 087. This system was used 

S: 1J argon jet spark. 

A: 0.28mm x 1.IDmm (set 
perpendicular to axis of 
spark) 

L: 50cm f.l. 

1: effective viewing distance 
20cm. 

M: 1.0 

in preference to the one shown in Figure 5.11 as the lens imaging 

the '1-plane: onto the photographic plate reduces the flux of light 

radiated by the flame from falling on the plate and so reduces the 

amount of fogging. 

Examinntion of this sequence of photographs confirms that the 

entrainment of could air causes the perturbation of the flame, and 

that it takes a finite time to fully develop after the initial 

switching on of the ultra-sonic beam. Figure 6.5a shows that the 

perturbation after a time delgr of 5ms is as anticipated only very 

small, whae Figure 6.5e shows that after 100ms it is practically Sit 

fully developed. 

6.3.4. Discuspion of repulta, 

A measurement of the wavelength of sound within the boundary 

layer shown in Figure 6.5a reveals that it has a maximum value equal 

to 1.7 - 0.1 times the wavelength in the surrounding sheath of cold 

air. If it is assumed that the acoustic properties of these gases 

(of which 75* is N2  and 4 02) are essentially the same as for air 

this may be interpreted as indicating a temperature of 850 100°K. 
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Optical system for imaging viewing plane onto photographic 
plate. S, light source; A, pin-hole aperture; 1, distance 
between centre of acoustic beam and viewing plane. 

FIGURE 6.6 
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Beyond this point the marking of the sound waves is so weak that 

measurements are impossible. 

The reason for this fall off in marking within the column 

of flame gases could arise from a reduction in gas density, a 

perturbation of the acoustic wavefront, an increase in the value of 

the attenuation coefficient and from the presence of dispersion 

effects. 

The effect of a reduction in gas density due to a rise in 

temperature has been given in chapter 5 and a curve showing the 

temperature dependence of sound wave marking using shadowgraphy is 

shown in Figure 5.1. According to the photographs in Figure 5.13 

it should be possible to detect a 3cm wide beam of 0.5MHz sound waves 

down to an acouFtic power density of 3mW.cm
-2
. When 0.7MHz waves are 

used equation 5.36c pzedicts that this limit is reduced by a 

factor (0.7/0.5)2; i.e. the lowest limit of detection of 0.7MHz 

waves should be 1.5mW.cm
2. The power density used in Figure 6.5a 

was 150mW.cm-2  . Therefore, as making is proportional to P it 

should be possible to detect sound waves up to temperatures where 

the marking is equal to (l.5/150)*  = 0.1 of its initial value. The' 

curve in Figure 5.1 shows that for sir this occurs at a temperature 

of 6x273°K, i.e. 1428°K. It is not possible, therefore, to explain 

the lack of marking above 850°K on the grounds of the reduced gas 

density. 

Shadowgrams of tke flame/air sheath interface taken at zero, 

lms, 3ms and 5ms delay show that even at 3ms some perturbation of 

the interface occurs. Because of the method employed for switching 
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on the ultra-sonic beam this initial perturbation takes the form of 

a slightly sheyred indentation of the interface. As a result of this 

the angle that the incident acoustic beam makes with the normal to 

the interface is no longer zero but is spread over a range of angles. 

For an acoustic power density of 150mW.cm
-2 and a window opening time 

of 5ms the maximum value of the skew angle is of the order of tan
10.2, 

i.e. about 12°. For a final flame temperature69  of 1875°K this 

will produce ax argle of deviation in the incident acoustic beam of 

roughly 20°. This is more than sufficient to account for the lack 

of marking at the higher temperatures. However, not all parts of 

the acoustic beam are deflected through this angle. Instead the 

perturbed interface probably has a focusing effect and the 

penetrating acoustic wavefrcnt becomes curved rather than deflected 

in a single direction. The curve in Figure 5.1 shows that the 

theoreti3al marking at 850°K is 0.25 of that observed at 273°K. 

This may be reduced to 0.1 simply by reducing the acoustic beam 

width from 3cm to 1.2cm. Therefore, a perturbation to the acoustic 

wavefront could account for the leak of marking above 850°K. 

The increase iu attenuation of the acoustic beam aS a result 

of the increase in the viscous and conduction attenuation 

coefficients with temperature is too small to be of any significance - 

see Table 4 (page 107) and Table 5 (page 113 ). However, attenuation 

of the acoustic beam in the flame gases as a result of dispersion 

effects is possible. The presence of carbon dioxide, which has a 

relaxation frequency at atmospheric pressure of 0.7MHz at 900°K, may 

well result in strong absorption even at the concentrations (i.e. 
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7% by volume) that exists in the flame gases70. Appendix 1 shows 

how the relaxation frequency of CO2  varies with temperature. An 

exact prediction of the dispersion attenuation coefficient is not 

possible without a knowledge of ::he vibrational relaxation times 

of the constituents of the gas mixture as a function of temperature. 

6.4. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN NON-ABSORBING GASES.  

6.4.1. Introduction.  

To eliminate the undesirable consequenoss of dispersion 

attenuation (possibly due to the presence of 002  and even H2O in 

flame gases) the ultra-sonic method was applied to non-absorbing 

gases. This should then show whether perturbations to the acoustic 

wavefront do contribute appreciably to the loss of markihg by the 

Bound waves. The gases used for this test were air and argon, and 

it was demonstrated that the ultra-sonic method can in fact be used 

to measure the temperature of these gases. 

6.4.2. Electrical gas heater and thermocouple design. 

The electrical heater used for heating the gas flow is 

illustrated in Figure 6.7. The outlet port measured 5cm x 5cm. For 

a given gas flow and heater settings thermocouple measurements showed 

that the outlet gas temperature was constant to - 10
o 
 0 over a region 

extending up to lcm from its centre in a plane perpendicular to the 

flow, and up to 5cm above the outlet. 

Gas flow temperatures were monitored using a 36 swg calibrated 

copper-constantan thermocouple stretched horizontally across the flow. 

The ends of the thermocouple wires, which were 2.5cm long, were 
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FIGURE 6.7. 
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rLgidly held in two relatively massive copper clamps which helped 

to keep the ends of the wires at effectively room temperature. 

6.4.3. Ultra-sonic and thermocouple temperature measurements.  

Three ultra-sonic temperature measurements were made for each 

gu corresponding tothermocouple readings of --20°C (room 

temperature))  --4000C and ---'50000. The flow velocity was 

adjusted for each gas so that the above temperature readings were 

obtained for heater currents of zero)  0.9Amp and 11.0Amp 

res-peCLively. For air the voloumatric flow was kept practically 

constant at 201itre.min
1 while for argon it was 301itre.min 1 for 

all three heater current settings. 

Shadowgrams of 0.7MHz 125mW.cm
-2 sound waves at room 

temperature and at thermocouple readings of --400
o
C and -J500

o
C 

are shown in Figure 5.8 for air and in Figure 5.9 for argon. These 

photographs were taken after a delay of 5ms using the optical 

system illustrated in Figure 6.6 and 0S7. 

Measurements made on these shadowgrams are summarized in 

Table 8. The errors in the wavelength measurements were based on 

the assumption that the wavefronts could not be located to better 

than 0.1),\z,. Column (4) was calculated by multiplying the measured 

wavelength in cm obtained from column (3) by the transducer 

frequency 0.7x106Hz. Column (5) was then evaluated using tables
65 

of the velocity of sound as a function of temperature. 

Thermodouple readings taken at about the same time as the shadowgrams 

were recorded are listed in column (6). 



(B)  

(C)  

0.7MHz ultra-sonic waves in air. (A) at room temperature 
(B) thermocouple temperature of 400°C (C) thermocouple 
temperature of 50000. rower density 125 mW.cm-2, and 
acoustic beam width 3.0cm. 

FIGURE 6.8 
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(B) 

( c ) 

0.7MHz ultra—sonic waves in argon. (A) at room temperature 
(B) thermocouple temperature of 400°C (C) thermocouple 
temperature of 5000C. Power density 125 mW.cm -2, 	and 
acoustic beam width 3.0cm. 

FIGURE 6.9 
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TABLE 8 

Results of simultaneous ultra-sonic 
and thermocouple temperature measurements 

Gas 

(1) 

No. cif ,Xs  
measured 

(2) 

Wavelength 
mm 

(3) 

Velocity 
of sound 
cm.s-1. 
(4) 

Ultrasonic 
temperature 

°K. 
(5) 

Thermocoupld 
temperature 

°K. 
(6) 

air 50 0.4951:0.4% 3.46x104  2961:3 2951'1 
air 21 0.784+1.0% 5.48x104  770±15 6831.10 
air 3 0.827+7.0% 5.79x104  863+121 773±10 

argon 20 0.468+1.06 3.27x104  304+6 29611 
argon 19 0.73511.0 515x104  765-:16 670±10 
argon 13 0.800-11.55,  5.60x104  9042:27 778+10 

inspection of Table 8 reveals that in all cases the ultra-

sonic temperature measurement is higher than the thermocouple 

temperature reading. Also for any given. thermocouple temperatute 

setting the ultra-sonic temperature measurements are always higher 

in argon than in air. 

The ultra-sonic temperaturevalues give a more reliable 

indLcation of the true gas temperature than the thermocouple 

temperature readings. This is because the final temperature of a 

thermocouple junction depends on the heat transfer to and from the 

wire rather than solely on the temperature of the gas in which it 

is immersed. Nevertheless it is possible, in principle, to correct 

a thermocouple temperature reading to the true gas temperature by 

setting up the heat transfer equation for the wire immersed in the 

system being studied, and then solving for Tgas in terms of the 

various heat trarsfer coefficients and other physical constants 

of the system. Because of the complexities of such a correction 
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pmeedul.e it is usually necessary to assume that many of the 

parameters describing the system are spatially independent of 

temperature. It follow:; then that an only approximate correction 

The great beauty of the ultra-sonic method is that 

th.s propagation velocity depends intimately on the translational 

and rotational temperatures and so temperatures deduced using this 

in,Ahod represent the true gas temperature - without the need of 

having to make even an approximate correction. 

6.4.G.. Estimate of diffwence between terper2ture of thecmocouple  

and gas.  

To assess whether the differences between the ultra-sonic gas 

temperature measurements and the thermocouple temperatures could in 

fact be attributed to heat transfer processes between the thermo-

couple wire and its surroundings an estimate of the temperature 

difference between the gas and the wire was made. 

Under steady conditions the heat flow from the gas stream 

to the wire by convection exactly balances the heat losses from 

a:;;s-, :to to radiation and along the wire due to conduction. 

The heat transfer equation for an element of wire of length dx 

is therefore 

gx 	Tx).dx 

47c 

xTx4-wTw4 dx -61CD 
2 2 
d Tx. dx = 0 

4 dx2 

0, 46E43 

where ocis the heat transfer coefficient between the gas stream 

and the wire, D is the diame+er of the wire, Tpx  is the temperature 
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of the gas at a distance x along the wire, Tx 

is the temperature 

of the wire at x, 6-  is Stephan's constant, Ex is the emissivity 

of the wire at x, 42w  is the emi6si-Tity of the surroundings and is 

.3notlon of position, Tw  is the temperature of the surroundings 

az. it, ::7aucti,:.n of position, and K is the thermal conductivity 

of the -45.m. 

In general ckvaries with x on account of its dependence on 

teruperature and velocity. Here, however, it is replaced by an 

efTeciAve heat transfer coefficient for the whole length of the 

wire. In evaluating the radiation term it was necessary to consider 

the heat gained due to radiation from the electric heater as well 

as the heat lost to the surroundings. .This compensating effect 

tended to reduce the magnitude of the radiation correction. Also 

the relatively low junction temperatures and large wire diameter 

all contributed towards making the conduction term the predominant 

loss mechanism. An approximate estimate of the magnitude of the 

radiation correction can be made by considering that all the heat 

lost by the wire is by radiation -niy. This gives a maximum 

possible value for T
gas 

- To where To is the junction temperature. 

The radiation correction was calculated using Kaskan's 

equations"  

where io is the density of the gas, Kg  the thermal conductivity of 

the gas and v is the gas velocity. The corrections calculated using 

this expression are listed in Table J. 

Tgas- To 	K 
n3/4 1.25co 4  4  

joy o w (T -T 4) 	...6.4 
g 
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It is clear from Table 10 that the radiation correction on 

its.own cannot account for the differences between the ultra—sonic 

Ecks temperature measurements and the thermocouple temperatures. If 

oonctictioh is assumed to be the dominant loss mechanism equation 

6.3 beames 

T) = 0 	...6.5 
gx x  

Defri-e this equation can be solved for Tx  some knowledge of the 

.:pa.1.!..1 variation of the gas temperature Tgx is required. Ideally 

it 4_e 'Duet. to try to arrange 	the wire to be stretched along an 

isotherm er._, that Tg  can be taken as a constant independent of x. 

Unfortun,itolg such an assumption in this case would not be realistic 

as the distaqce in which the gas fell from its maximum value to 

room temperature extended over an appreciable length of the wire. 

A more reasonable approach is to assume that the maximum gas 

temperature is proportional to the temperature of the thermocouple 

junction 	= 0) such that Tgo  = aTo. If this proportionality is 

assumed to exist along the length of the wire (i.e. Tgx = aTx) 

the above equation simplifies to 

d
2
Tx m2Tx 

 = 0, 
 

dx2 
...6.6a 

...6.6b where 	 m — 	— 1) 
K D 

The solution of equation 6.6 is 

Tx = E cosmx F sinmx 
...6.7 

At x = 0, Tx  = To  and dT/dx = 0 and so this becomes 



T 	= To cos mx 
	...6.8 

At x = L, i.e. at the end of the thermocouple wire held in the 

clamp the temperature of the wire is equal to the clamp temperature, 

TL. tolving this last equation for m at x = L gives 

1 	-1 (TL) 
m

T. 
= 	L  cos 	m 	...6.9 

'o 

Combining this with equation 6.6b and solving for a gives 

[ 

1 2  
a = 1 

44. 2 K D  - 
cos-1 (1)-1 

To 	
...6.10 

113 7 = aTo  one finally obtains for the gas temperature go  

immediately adjacent to the thermocouple junction 

m 	= T J-1 + K D  cos-1  Cll. ...6.11 go 	0 	 To% 01,2 1. :..., 

Equation 6.11 was used to correct the thermcouple readings 

given in Table 8. The constants used for this evaluation ware 

K = 0.88cal.cm-1  .s-1  .oC-1  ,D= 1.78x10cm,L= 2.5cm and TL = 300°K. 

TTle values used for the heat transfer coefficient are listed in 

Table 9 and were taken from the curves given in Appendix 2 

assuming that the effective gas velocities were 26cm.s-1 and 

30cm.s-1 for air, und 39cm.s-1 and 45cm.s
-1 for argon, for the low 

and high temperatures respectively. 

TABLE 9 

Heat transfer coefficients,X, for 
a 36 swg (0.0178cm) wire in air and 

in argon 

GAS 
-1N  0((cal.cm-2.s -1.o,u 	i 

400°C 500°C 
air 9.8x10

_3 1 	10.5x10 -3 

argon 5.7x10`3 6.1x103 
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Table ID compares the corrected thermocouple temperatures 

0 
with the ultra-sonic gas temperature measurements. The ± 10, error 

in the thermocouple temperature represents only the reading error; 

it does not take into account aay errors that may have been 

introduced in making the corrections. 

TABLE 10  

Gomparision between ultra- 
sonic gas temperature measurements 
and corrected thermocouple 

temperatures 

Gas Uncorrected Radiation Conduction Corrected Ultrasonic 
thermocouple temperature temperature thermocouple gas 
temperature correction correction temperature temserature 

oK K ,,K K K 

air 683+10 17 53 753'1.10 7701.-15 

air 1 773t10 18 64 855-110 863±116 

argon 673±10 14 90 777±10 765±16 

argon 778+10 19 112 909±10 904'228 

The degree of agreement between the two methods of gas temperature 

measurement is quite remarkable, particularly when one considers 

thE, approximations made in correcting the thermocouple readings. 

6.4.5. Discussion of results.  

According to equation 5.35 the marking of sound waves in 

argon should be 1.07 times greater than in air. The fact that 

the marking in argon is poorer than in air is almost certainly due 

to a perturbation in the wavefront of the waves entering the 

interface. This wavefront perturbation probably also accounts for 

the overall poor marking in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. 

In the absence of dispersion effects the marking in carbon 

dioxide should be 3.00 times that in air. However Figure 6.10 



(D) 

(C) 

0.7MHz ultra-sonic waves in carbon dioxide. (A) at room 
temperature (B) thermocouple temperature of 400°C and 
(C) thermocouple temperature of 500°C. Power density 
125mW.cm-2  and acoustic beam width 3.0cm. 

J.7]. 

FIGURE 6.10 
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shows that in spite of this the marking is very much iess than in 

both air and argon. This suggests that in carbon dioxide some 

other form of attenuation must be present, i.e. dispersion 

attenuation. 

6,5 CONCLUSIONS.  

It has been shown that the ultra-sonic method of gad diagnostics 

can be used for the measurement of gas temperatures up to almost 

1000°K. However, there is a problem of achieving good marking of 

the wavefronts and this appears to be due to perturbations of the 

acoustic wavefronts on entering the gas flow being studied wid, in 

some systems, also due to attenuation of the acoustic beam by 

dispersion effects. This may well be tha case in gas flows contain-

ing carbon dioxide. Narking could be improved by working at higher 

acoustic power densities. If this is done there is no obvious 

reason why the method cannot then be extended to higher 

temperatures. 
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C HAP T E R 7 

SUBTRACTIVE INTERFEROAETRY 

7.1. INTRODUCTION. 

Laser rad.:.ation has produced such a favourable mutation in 

interferometer design that is has resulted in the evolution of a 

completely new species of interferometer. As a consequence of this 

interferometry, in particOar subtractive interferometry, has 

bctome a very simple diagnostic tool. 

The design and use of a particularly simple subtractive 

interferometer, suitable for combustion studies, is described and 

it is shown how its performance may be interpreted both in terms 

of Moire fringes and holographic concepts. It is also shown how 

the problem of residual fringes, ever present in practical 

interferometers, can be solved and how the disturbing effects of 

pu-ir quality windows within the test space can be eliminated. The 

use of a high temperature region as a reference state is particularly 

advantageous in interferometry: it is demonstrated how this may be 

done when studying, for example, the changes in phase that occur 

when a heat sink is immersed in a flame. 

Interfarometry is used in combustion research for obtaining 

the spatial distribution of temperature and composition in, for 

example,flame gases and in the gaseous boundary layer separating a 

gas at one temperature and a solid at another. If in a particular 

system the refractive inaex is primarily a function of temperature 
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(composition effects being sometimes negligible) the temperature 

distribution may be deduced from a measurement of the refractive 

index distribution within the system. It is not possible to 

measure the refractive index distribution directly and this has to 

be inferred from a measurement of the change in phase distribution 

that occurs when a beam of light transluminates the phase object. 

The three dimensional neture of most phase objects makes it possible 

to relate changes in phase to a three dimensional distribution in 

refractive index only for certain phase object geometries sum as, 

for example, axially symmetric systems. In combustion this does 

not usually present much of a problem as one can often choose 

whatever geometry is most suitable. However, here the problem is 

not one of interpretation but rather one of recording the phase 

distribution in an unambiguous manner using subtractive interferometry. 

Subtractive interferometry may be thought of as the comparison 

of the wavefront profile of the test beam emerging from a phase 

object with the wavefront profile of the same test beam at a different 

time. In other words it is the stady of the phase changes that occur 

in the test beam in the time interval separating the recording of the 

two wavefronts. Ordinary interferometry, on the other hand, is the 

instantaneous comparison of the wavefront profile of the test beam 

emerging from a phase object with the profile of a reference wave-

front of accurately known structure. 

The need for some form of subtractive interferometric 

technique has been appreciated ever since attempts were made to make 

interferometers of large cross-sectional working area. Cost 
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aizttations make it impractical to manufacture large diameter 

optical components to such close tolerances that the differences 

in wavefront profile of the test and reference beams are much less 

than half a wavelength of light. At best practically all 

interferometers will form at least a few fringes (known as residual 

fringes) in the interferogram in the absence of a phase object in 

the test beam. The subtraction of the effects of these residual 

fringes from the interferogram formed when a phase object is present 

in the test beam to give a 'difference' interferogram is known as 

subtractive interferometry. Various attempts have been made in the 

past to automatically correct an interferogram for the presence of 

these residuals. Up until recently the methods employed (for 

example ref. 6d) have usur-illy been somewhat tedious as a result of 

having to use thermal light sources. The availability of laser 

light sources, and in particular the advancement of double exposure 

holographic techniques have rectently (e.g refs 73 and 74) enabled 

very much simpler methods to be used. 

7.2, PRINCIPLES OF SUBTRACTIVE INTERFEROMETRY. 

7.2.1. Introduction.  

The principles of subtractive interferometry may best be 

understood by considering the theory of an ordinary two beam 

interferometer. By doing this it can ba shown that all inter-

ferometry has to be a form of subtractive interferometry in order 

that the effects of optical imperfections within the interferometer 

may be eliminated. A number of ways of obtaining difference 



interferomgrams a'e described. 

7.2.2. Generalized two beam interferometer theory.  

It is sufficient here to discuss interferometer theory in 

very general terms: the detailed theory and performance of 

numerous interferometers may be found in reference 6 for thermal 

light sources, and in reference 7 for laser light sources. 

Consider the parallel beam interferometer arrangement shown 

in Figure 7.1. Let the reference beam be inclined at an angle 

to the test beam. Let the test space be situated between 0<x<IX 

and let this be imaged with a magnification of +1 onto the image 

plane at x = x/. Let the three dimensional absolute refractive 

index distribution of the phase object be represented by the 

function n(x,-7,z) and let the absolute refractive index of the 

surrounding space, including the refererce space, be nr. 

In general a phase difference 91(xi,y,z) will exist between 

the test and reference beams at the image plane as a result of the 

presence of the phase object in the test beam, defects or mismatch 

in optical components and differences in beam geometry. 

Thus (providing deflections are small) 

21f [n(x,y z ) r] dx 
Aoo 

+ 0d  (x.,5-,z) 

• 27T n L 
Ao  r 

• 2r my sinD 

where o is the free space wavelength of the light used. 

1'76 

S(xi,Y,z) (due to phase object) 

(due to optical defects) 

(due to differences in beam 
length, L, at x1,y,z 

(due to differences in angle 
at the image plane) 
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Co-ordinate system used in generalized two beam interferometer 
theory. T, phase object of refractive index n(x,y,z); x, 
distance co-ordinate along beam; X, thickness of phase object; 
x,, image co-ordinate; Q, angle between test and reference 
b6ams at the image plane. 
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Wherever the phase difference 91(xia,z) between the two 

inc,erfazing beams is equal to a multiple of 211 a bright 

interference fringe occurs in the resulting interference pattern. 

It is more convenient for interpreting the interferogram to express 

the phase distribution in terms of a fringe order number 

distribution N where 

N 	2 -A 
	...7.2 

Converting equation 7.1 into a fringe order number distribution 

gives 	
,-X 

N 	y(x.„z) ▪ xo 	1-2a(x,yz) n 1 dx + Nd(xy/
z) 

0 
	r- 

n L 	n▪ ysing 

X° 	Xo 

where Nd 	/ 
Cx. v z) is the fringe order number distribution of the 

residual fringes arising from the optical defects in the 

interferometer. 

The fringe order number at (x 	
X

.1,0
20) is 

N(xi10,0) = 	[n(xyyyz) — lir  I dx 
Xoo  

Nd
(lci'

01
0) + nr

L 

he  

If the geometry of the phase object is such that n(x,0,0) = nr 

it follows from equation 7.4 that 

nr
L 

Xo  
N(x1,0,0) Nd(xi,010) ...7.5 

Substituting equation 7.5. into equation 7.3 gives 
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tqx 	Ex. )020) = nr] dx 

Nd(xi,y,z) - Nd(xi3O,0) 

nrysing 
...7.6 

If the interferoglsam fringes are counted using the fringe at 

(x.:0,0) as the origin one may write 

N(xi,y,z) - N(xj,0,0) = Ni(xi,y,z) 	...7.7a 

and 

d (xi" y z) - Nd (xi" 	dI.  1 0 0) = N (x. /  y/  z) 	...7.7b 

The integrated absolute refractive index distributiou can then 

be expressed in terms of measurable quantities. Hence 

i
rKEn(x,y,z) - nrldx = Ni(xi,y,z) NdI(xi/Y/z) -CC'Y 

00 	 ...7.8 

where C' is defined by 
n sing 
r 
)N. P  

...7.9 

and is the spatial shear fringe ft-equency along the y-axis lathe 

absence of residual fringes,and a phase object in the test beam. 

7.2.3. 'Infinite' fringe arrangement.  

By making 8, and henceot, equal to zero an aberration free 

interferometer will form, in the absence of a phase object in the 

test beam, an infinitely wide interference fringe. However, 

equation 7.8. predicts that for a practical interferometer a fringe 

order number distribution given by 

N 	z) = N 	z) I 1. y/ 	dI 3.y/ 	...7.10 

will be observed. 



When a phase test object is present in a real 

interferometer adjusted for the infinite fringe condition the 

i:±egrated absolute refractive index distribution is given by 

1 (n(xly„z) - nridx = Ni(xi,y,z) - Na(xi,y,z) 

0 	 ...7.11 

and cannot be evaluated unless NdI 	I (x. y z) is known. This cannot 

be deduced from a simple ?infinite' interferogram of the residual 

fringes as it is impossible to tell just by looking at the 

interferogram whether their order number increases or decreases 

with increasing y and z. To find this information some auxiliary 

experiment is usually necessary. 

7.2.4. 'Finite' fringe arrangement.  

When Q is not zero an aberration free interferogram will form 

in the absence of a phase object in the test beam a set of 

equispaced interference fringes parqllel to the z-axis. However, 

for a practical interferometer equation 7.8 predicts that a fringe 

order number distribution given by 

NI(xyz) = N 	+ gy dI 	c 	...7.12 

will be observed. If the effects of the shear term, C/4, dominate 

the effects of the residual fringes NdI  the residual fringe Order 

number distribution (including its sign) can easily be found. 

If a phase test object is present in a real interferometer, 

adjusted for the finite fringe condition, the integrated absolute 

refractive index distribution is given by 

irx fil(x,y,z) - nddx = Ni(xily,z) NdI(xi'Y'z) -Ccy  00 	 ...7.13 1\ 

18° 
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As the last two terms in equation 7.13 are the same as in equation 

7.12 the combined effect of the residual fringes and the shear 

fringes can be deduced from a measurement of N1(xi,y,z)  in the 

absence of the phase object,and then eliminated. This is 

considerably easier to do than in the case of an 'infinite' 

fringe interferogram. 

7.2.5. Subtractive methods.  

With the tinfinitet and 'finite' fringe arrangements 

described above it was necessary to first evaluate and then subtract 

the effects of the residual fringe distribution before the integrated 

refractive index distribution could be found. However, there is a 

very much simpler subtractive method whereby the refractive index 

distribution can be found without having to acti111y evaluate 

NdI (x v z). The principle of the method is based on the super-

position of two finite fringe interferograms, one made with one and 

the other without or with another phase object in the test beam. 

If N and NI2 are the observed fringe order number 

distributions when phase objects ot' refractive index distribution 

ni(x,y„z) and n2(x,y,z) are respectively placed in the test beam it 

follows from equation 7.8 that 

1 	x 
17- (x,--,Z 

c) 	 I  
0 

n2(x,y,z)]dx = NI1 ~NI2 ...7.14 

If N
11   and N12 are primarily determined by the shear term ecy they 

effectively represent two grating like fringe patterns cf nominal 

fringe frequency equal toCx, but each having slightly different 
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local fringe frequencies due to the differences in structure 

of the two phase objects. When the two interferograms are 

superimposed the slight differences in local fringe spacing give 

rise to Moire fringes. These dark Moire fringes occur at points 

Vaere Mi defined by 

= N11 	N12 
	

...7.15 

to equal to (m + 2) where m is an integer (including zero). Thus 

the first dark fringe corresponds to a contour along which there 

has occured a relative phase shift of 

If equation 7.15 is substituted into equation 7.14 it has 

the same form as the equation for an tinfiael fringe, aberration 

free, interferogram. There is a fundamental difference however. 

Previously the reference state corresponded to nrIthe refractive 

index cf the surroundings, while here it is completely arbitrary. 

Also as the left hand side of equation 7.14 represents the 

difference between two refractive index distributions in the test 

space a constant term (for example the refractive index distribution 

corresponding to a poor quality window or other complicated 

refractive index dis&ribution) could be added to these distributions 

at each exposure and the same difference still be obtained. 

There are a number of ways in which the two interference 

patterns may be combined and the resulting Idifferencel interfero-

gram or Moire fringes extracted. These will now be discussed. 

A) Double moosureidouble plate method.  

The interferometer is adjusted so that the shear term is 

dominant in codrolling the form of the resulting interference 
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fringes. Two interferograms are then recorded on two separate 

photographic plates, one with and the other without the phase 

object being present in the teat space. The two plates are then 

processed (as negatives) to a high density and then carefully 

superimposed to obtain point to point correspondence within 

the test space. 

Outside the phase object the interference fringes of the 

two interferograms coincide exactly and the overall transmission 

of the two plate combination is grey (i.e. 50% clear and 50% 

opaque). In moving in towards the phase object the fringe spacing 

in one of the interferograms changes slightly with respect to the 

other. Eventually a region is reached where the maximum In one 

interferogram coincides with a minimum in the other and the overall 

transmission of the two plate combination reduces to zero (i.e. 

100% opaque). The first black Moire fringe occurs wherever there 

has been a relative phase shift ofiRpand each subsequent fringe is 

separated from the last by 2TC. Grey fringes occur wherever there 

has been a relative phase shift or 2-(< and these too are separated 

frow each adjacent grey fringe by 21(. From the point of view of 

interpreting the resulting Moire interferogram using equations 7.14 

and 7.15 it is the grey fringes that have to be counted as it is a 

grey fringe that occurs at the origin (xi3O,0). The disadvantage 

of this method of obtaining an aberration free order number 

distribution is that it requires two separate photographic recordings 

which then have to be superimposed exactly. 
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B) Double exposure/single plate method.  

The interferometer is again adjusted so that the shear term 

is dominant in controlling the form of the resulting interference 

fringes. Without moving the photographic plate between exposures 

two interferograms are recorded on the same photographic plate, one 

with and the othsr without the phase object in the test beam. The 

plate of the two superimposed interferograms is then processed (as 

a negative). 

The position of the dark interference fringes outside the 

phase object remain unaltered between exposures. These fringes 

and the parts of the other dark fringes within the phase object 

that suffer a displacement of 21 and multiples of 271 are twice as 

great (assuming two equal exposures) as the fringes which suffer 

a displacement of 11-  end odd multiples of T'. The exact effect this 

has on the processed plate's transmission depends on the plate's 

density-exposure characteristic curve. However, the overall effect 

is Ghat in regions outside the phase object the difference 

interferogram is dalk. On entering into the phase object there 

occur alternate regions of first light and then dark deference 

interferogram fringes. The first light fringe corresponds to a 

relative phase shift ofIvwhile the first dark fringe corresponds 

to a relative phase shift of 27i. 

This arrangement is simpler than in method A) in so far as 

only one plate is needed and there is now no problem in obtaining 

exact superpositicn of the two interfelograms. An interpretation 

problem may exist if the spacing of the shear fringes is comparable 
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to the width of the resulting difference interferogram fringes. 

For this reason it is best to make the shear angle 0 as large as 

possible. Although the ambiguity in interpreting the correct 

aberration free order number distribution decreases with increasing 

Cc the processing of the plate so as to mike the resulting 

difference interferogram easily visible, becomes progressively more 

critical. However, ifcc is co large that the difference fringes 

are invisible to the naked eye they can generally be located by 

using a microscope that is capable of resolving the shear fringes. 

C) Holoeraphic reconstruction method.  

The interferometer is adjusted so that the shear angle Gi 

is greater than the maximum angular deflectior produced by the 

phase object. Without moving the photographic plate between 

exposures two interferograms are recorded on the same plate, one 

with and the other without the phase object in the test beam. The 

plate of the two superimposed interferograms is, when processed 

(as a negative) a double exposed hologram of the test space. 

Ideally, therefore, exposures should be so arranged that the 

resulting amplitude transmittance of the processed plate (i.e. the 

hologram) falls on the linear port5on of the platers amplitude 

transmittance-exposure characteristic curve24. However, as the 

hologram is essentillly the same as a s54e-band Lieth and Upatnieks 

type hologram75 the exact exposure and processing procedure used is 

not critical15  . Therefore, the recording of the double exposure 

interferogram is exactly the came as in the previous method. The 

difference between the two methods is in the way the two super- 
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imposed interferograms are subtracted to give the required 

difference interferogram. 

If only one exposulo was taken the interference pattern on 

the processed plate would simpl7 have a grating structure and 

consist of approximately eqnispaced continuous interference fringes. 

When this fringe pattern is illuminated with the same reference 

beam that fell on tne plate during the recording process the 

transmitted light becomes diffracted by the grating. One of the 

diffraction orders of this light is in fact a reconstruction of 

the original test beam and, by using an imaging system can reform 

an image of the original test space. Whether the test space 

contained a phase object or not the image of, the test space would 

be of uniform illumination. 

When two exposures are taken on the same plate, one with and 

one vithout a phase object in the test beam, the interference pattern 

oa the processed plate (i.e. the double exposed hologram) will still 

have basically the same grating structure as before but some of its 

interference fringes will be washed out as a result of maxima in 

one of the interferograms coinciding with minima in the other. 

These regions of wash out occur along contours corresponding to 

relative phase shifts of lc and odd multiples of l< . If this 

double exposed hologram is now illuminated by the original reference 

beam the areas of the hologram in which the fringes have been washed 

out will be unable to diffract and hence contribute to the 

reconstruction of the original test beam. When this partially 

reconstructed beam is used to form an image of the test space the 
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illumination in the image is no longer uniform but is interrupted 

with dark fringes. These fringes correspond to regions in the test 

space in which there has been a relative phase shift of 7C and odd 

multiples of TV between exposures. 

The advantage of this method over methods A) and B) is that 

higher shear angles can be used and hence less ambiguity occurs in 

locating the exact position of the difference interference fringes. 

A holographic reconstruction gives a clear high contrast record of 

these fringes and it is infinitely easier to obtain these than to 

use a microscope to locate the difference fringes in the double 

exposed interferogram. 

7.3. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF INTERFEROMETER 

7.3.1. Introduction.  

The design and performance of an extremely simple 

interferometer is described, and it is shown how It can be used to 

obtain difference interferograms. 

7.3.2. Light source.  

A Scientifica and Cook Electronics B18/3 8mW d.c. uniphase 

helium-•neon gas lase,- was used as a light source. This was 

sufficiently powerful to enable very short exposure times (-J10-2s) 

to be used during the recording process,and not too long exposure 

times (--10s) to be used when making holographic reconstructions. 

Without the excellent spatial and temporal coherency of such a laser 

the method of beam splitting used here would be impossible, and the 

irterfexometer's great virture of extreme simplicity would be lost. 
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7.3.3. Optical system.  

Figure 7.2 shows the interferometer in its final form. Not 

only is it simple to construct and to align but it has theaadvantage 

of 	reciniring no more optical components than are used in an 

ordinary parallel beam schlieren system. If large aperture lenses 

are not available they could easily be replaced by schlieren 

mirrors. 

It is seen in Figure 7.2 that one half of the parallel beam 

between the collimating and schlier'n lenses acts as the test beam 

and the other half as the reference beam. The purpose of the beam 

splitter is to divide the beam into two (division of amplitude) and 

than to superimpose the reference half of o: beam with the test 

half cf the other. Therefore, the neart of the interferometer lies 

in the beam splitting arrangement and this is shown in greater 

detail in Figure 7.3. The test beam was reflected off the front 

surface of the first glass wedge W1  (which was half a Fresnol 

biprism) and the reference beam was reflected off a second glass 

wedge W2  (which was the plane face of a piano-convex lens). As 

only-1/25th of the incident light is reflected off eacli interface 

the intensity of the test and reference beams were essentiAlly the 

same. Wedges were used as beam splitters so that the unwanted back 

reflections could easily be deflected out of the optical System. So 

as to be able to adjust the angle of shear between the test and 

reference beams, at the recording plane, the wedges were mounted as 

shown in Figure 7.3a. 

If d is the separation of the beam splitters, an jl is the 
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Interferometer. L1, .lens for expanding laser beam; H, pin-hole; L2, 
collimator lens; L schlieren lens; W1, W2  beam splitters; L4, imaging 
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(b) 

Design of beam splitter arrangement used' in 
interferometer shown in Figure 7.2 showing 
degrees of freedom. 

FIGURE 7.3 
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angle between the test beam and the optic axis of the schlieren 

lens alter reflection at W1, 
as shown in Figure 7.3b, the angle 

between the test and reference beams, 0, is given by 

...7.16 

where A is the distance between the recording plain R and the_ 

first beam splitter. In the ebsenoe of a phase object in the 

test beam the spatal fringe frequency is (from equation 7.9) 

nr d sing Cx.= 
(A2+2Adcosgi-d2)*  

To achieve a reasonably uniform illumination across the 

width of the beam in the test and reference spaces it was 

necessary to considerably overfill the collimating lens with 

laser light. This was done using a sufficiently short focal length 

lens L1  in conjunction with an 89Wm diameter pin-hole H. The pin-

hole acted as a spatial filter and removed unwanted diffraction 

rings formed by dust particles on the lens Li  and the mirror M. 

The image space was focused onto the recording plane using 

lens L4. It(' keep image distortion to a mimimum the test beam must 

be the one reflected off the front face of the first beam splitter, 

which should be flat. The distorsion of the reference beam as a 

result of its dguble passage through the first beam splitting wedge 

and its reflection off the front face of the second beam splitter 

is unimportant. Apart from a good surface polish, which is 

essential whenever using laser light, the beam splitting components 

given by 

...7.17 
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do not have to be of a particularly good optical quality. 

7.3.4. Choice of photographic plates.  

Apart from the power output from the laser and the resolving 

power and sensitivity of available emulsions, the choice of 

photographic plata also depends on the nature of the phase object 

being studied. The nature of the object is important from the 

point of view of its stability, and its structure and size. The 

stability determines the maximum permissible exposure time. The 

structure and size of the object together with the design of the 

camera determines the dimensions cf the image. Together these 

give a measure of the plate's minimum exposure (erg.cm
-2). Once 

the image size has been set the angle of shear required to give 

the necessary number of shear fringes per centimeter of image, to 

avoid ambiguity in the structure of the fringes in the difference 

interferogram, can '..)e calculated. 

To assess the recording properties of a number of 

photographic plates that may be suitable for recording holograms 

of phase objects encountered in combustion research the interferometer 

was set up to form an image of the test space, at a magnification of 

,-,1/3 and with a spatial frequency of the shear fringes of 25/mm. 

This corresponds to about 8/mm of object space. 

Tests were made to find the exposure times that would give 

the best fringe profiles (for a spatial fringe frequency-'25/mm) 

for a number of different emulsions. Figure 7.4 shows microscope 

enlargements of photographs of the fringes recorded on Ilford HP3, 

FP4 and R52 plates, on an Agfa-Gevaert 10E70 plate and a Kodak 649P 
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Shear fringe structure recorded on (A) Ilford HF3, 
(B) Ilford FP4, (a) Ilford R52, (D) Agfa 10E01, and 
(E) Kodak 649F. 
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plate. Table 11 lists the exposure times and approximate 

exposures (based on an eutimate that the laser delivers roughly 

20 erg.s 1.cm-2 to the recording plane). There was little to 

TABLE Li 

Plate Exposure 
time(sec) 

ExposuEi 	-2  
(erg.s 	.cm 	) 

ILFORD HP3 1/400 1/20 

" 	FP4 1/400 1/20 

" 	R52 1/100 1/5  
AGFA 10E70 5 100 

KODAK 649F 60 1200 

choose between the Ilford R52 and the Agfa-Gevaert and Kodak 

plates regarding smoothness of fringe profile. However, the 

Ilford R52 plata was very much faster than the other two plates 

and was therefore chosen as the most suitable plate to use. 

73.5. Choice of spatial shear fringe frequency. 

Tests were made to see how the spatial shear fringe frequency 

affcts the visualization of the fringes in the difference 

interfefogram. Figure 7.5 shows a set of double exposed holograms 

in which a 2inch diameter premixed flat methane-air flme was used 

as a phase object. The flame gases were sheathed by a fast air flow 

to reduce the effects of flow fluctuations caused by draughts and 

entrainment. The advantage of this phase object was that it 

exhibited a large number of interference fringes and possessed a 

large range of spatial fringe frequencies (in object space) from 

2.2/mm at the outer boundary to 0.2/mm near the centre. These 

frequencies corresponded to 6.6/mm and 0.64m in image space. 
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Effect of shear fringe frequency on visualization of 
difference interference fringes. Spatial fringe frequencia3: 
(A) very small, (B) 1.5/mm, (C) 4.0/mm, (E) 6.5/mm, (F)18.5/mm 
(G) 24.0/mm. --- ((D) and (H) are holographic reconstructions 
obtained from (C) and (G) respectively). 

FIGURE 7.5 
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The maximum spatial shear fringe frequencies used 

corresponded to about 8/mm of object space or 24/mm of image space. 

Ab the higher shear fringe frequencies it was not possible to 

visualize the difference interference fringes easily with the naked 

eye - see Figures 7.5e, 7.5f and 7.5g - and so the holographic 

method was lised. Figure 7.5h was obtained from Figure 7.5g using 

this method. It can be seen that even the closest interference 

fringes can be revolved when using a spatial shear fringe frequency 

equivalent to 8/mm of object space. Figure 7.5d was obtained from 

Figure 7.5c also using the holographic method. In thls case the 

spatial shear fringe frequency was equivalent tO 1.3/Mm and the 

difference interference fringes could be reeolved only down to a 

frequency ofe.-'0.7/Mm. Therefore it would appear that the holographic 

method can resolve difference interference fringes that have a 

spatial fringe frequency that is at the very most equal to half the 

spatial shear fringe frequency. 

When the shear fringe frequency was equivalent to 1.3/mm of 

object space, or less, it was pos.-ible to detect the difference 

interference fringes directly with the naked eye - see Figures 7.6a, 

7.6b and 7.6c. However, ambiguity 	clearly occurs whenever 

the difference fringe frequeacy is of the same order as the shear" 

fringe frequency. It is interesting to note that in parts of 

Figures7.6a and 7.6b very fine difference fringes -,2.2/mm of object 

space can be detected in spite of the fact that the shear fringes 

have a spatial frequency,-0.5/61. 

It was concluded that the holographic method of visualization 



gave the most easily interpretable record of difference 

interference fringes, and that idenlly the shear fringe frequency 

should be as high as possible and at least equal to twice the 

d.fference interference fringe frequency. 

7.4• APPLICATIONS  OF `SUBTRACTIVE INTERFEROMETRY.  

7.4.1. Introduction.  

The whole point of subtractive interferomebry is that firstly 

there is no longer any need to worry about small optical 

imperfections in, and the careful setting up of the interferometer, 

and secondly it provides a means of comparing the structure of a 

phase object with itself at two different times. After describing, 

the optical details of the holographic method of forming a 

'difference' interferogram it is demonstrated how the perturbing 

effects cf a poor quality window in front of a sincill pre-mixed 

coal gas flame, stabilized on a microburner, can be eliminated. It 

is then shown how subtractive interferometry may be used to record 

the refractive iadex changes that occur when a heat sink is immersed 

in a flame. 

704.2. Optical system.  

The double exposure holograms from which 'difference' 

interferograms were to be obtained were all first recorded using 

the optical system illustrated in Figure 7.3. The specification 

of the system is given in 088. The plates used were Ilford R52 and 

the two exposure times were 1/200s each. After processing the plate 

was placed back into the optical system at exactly the same position 

at which it was recorded. This repositioning was not particularly 
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difficult and after a little experience could be done quite 

easily. In prin►:iple it does not matter what position is selected 

for the recording plane providing the processed plate is always 

replaced into the original recording position. However, in 

practice the be results were always obtained when the recording 

plane R coincided with the image plane 

:)SS 

S: BmW He-Ne laser. 

L1: 1.5cm f.l. 

L2: 173cm f.l. 

L3: 
173cm f.l. 

d' 	4.0cm. 

0,2Rd. 

L4: 50cm f.l. 

M: 1/3. 

Next the plate was illuminated by the reference beam only 

as shown in Figure 7.6. Figure 7.6b illustrates the reconstruction 

of the test beam when a double exposed hologram is illuminated by 

the original reference beam. The original test beam was prevented 

from falling on the hologram by placing a small blind B1,as shown, 

between the beam splitting arrangement and the first imaging lens 

L4. It was also necessary to prevent the direct light from the 

reference beam from falling onto the recording plane of the 

difference interferogram, i.e. the second image plane, and this 

was done by placing a second blind B2  in the focal plane of the 

second imaging lens L5. The resulting difference interferograms 

were recorded on R52 plates at exposure times, for unit magnific-

ation between the first and second imaging planes, corresponling 
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Ray diagrams of final section of interferometer shown in Figure 7.2. (A) shows the. 
positions of the first and second imaging planes, II  and 17. R1  is the recording olano 
of a focused hologram while 132  is the recording pla-de of an unrocused hologram. (B) shows 
how when a hologram is illuminated by the reference beam only an imago of the or 
test object can be formed. B, and Bo  are blinds for removing the test beam and the ze'ro 
order of the illuminating beam. 
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to about IDs. 

It was possible to record eomewW., poorer quality difference 

interferograms using considerably shorter exposure times 

equivalent to acout 1/50s. These were obtained from a single 

exposure hologram of the phase object by placing the processed 

plate in the recording plane as before, and illuminating it with 

the test beam as well as with the reference beam. When a single 

exposure hologram of a phase object is illuminated with the 

reference beam only the complete original test beam is reconstruct-

ed. When this (weak) reconstructed test beam is combined with an 

unperturbed (strong) test beam low contrast 'difference' 

interference fringes are formed. 

7.4.3. Subtractive interferometry for eliminating window 

aberrations  

To illustrate the effect that a poor quaaity optical 

window has on the interferogram of a flame the set of difference 

interferograms shown in Figure 7.7 was taken. 'Ale aberrations 

in the window were not so large'that they introduced any serious 

distorsion in the imaging of the test space as subtractive 

interferometry cannot be used to remove such optical defects. 

Figure 7.7a is a difference interferogram of the piece of glass 

used as a window. Micrometer measurements showed that it was 

slightly wedge shaped and that the interferogram revealed a 

wedge corresponding to about four wavelengths in 5cm. 



(C) 

• 
(IT) 

Subtractive interferometry for eliminating the effects of 
window aberrations. (A) interferogrdm of 'wedge' window, 
(B) and (C) interferograms of flame plus window aberrations, 
(D) and (F) focused and unfocused double exposure holograms, 
(E) and (G) interforogams of flame,with affects of window 
aberrations removed, obtained from (D) and (F) respectively..  

FIGURE 7,7 
•••,..m•••=1.••••••••R 
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The double exposure holograms from which Figures 7.L.7b and 

7.7c were obtained were recorded with nothing in the test beam 

dosing the first exposure and with the window and the flame 

during the second exposure. Figure 7.7b is the difference 

interferogram that was obtained when the base of the wedge 

window was at the bottom while Figure 7.7c was obtained when it 

was at the top. These interferograms are the same as would be 

obtained using an ordinary (but aberration free) interferometer 

adjusted for the infinite fringe condition. 

Figures 7.7d and 7.7f are the double exposure holograms 

from which Figures 7.7e and 7.7g were obtained. They illustrate 

how subtractive interferometry may be used to eliminate the 

unwanted fringes produced by the optical defects in a window. 

In these two cases the double exposure holograms were recorded 

with only the window in the test beam during the first exposure, 

and with both the flame and the window during the second 

exposure. 

The difference interferograms in Figures 7.7e and 7.7g 

differ from one another, especially in the neighbourhood of 

steep refractive refractive index gradients, because their 

respective recording planes were not the same. Figure 7.7e was 

obtained from the focused double exposure hologram in Figure 7.7d 

which was recorded in the first image plane, while Figure 7.7g was 

obtained from the unfocused double exposure hologram in 

Figure 7.7f. Figure 7.7f was recorded in the image plane 
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corresponding to an object plane 120cm behind the actual test space. 

An unfocused image will always contain a proportion of high 

frequency fringes and if the recording medium is unable to resolve 

these fringes the derived difference interferogram will also lack 

high frequency detail. 

Figure 7.8b illustrates the quality of the difference 

interferogram that can Pe obtained from a single exposure 

hologram (Figure 7.8a) using the technique described in section 

7.4.2. Although it is clear from a comparison with Figures 

7.7e and 7.7g that this latter method is inferior from the point 

of view of fringe contrast the single exposure method does have 

the advantage that in addition to the interferogram, schlieren 

and shadow records can also be obtained. These are shown in 

Figures 7.6c and 7.8d. 

7.4.4. Subtractive interferometry for studying perturbations.  

Apart from the obvious advantages of having an aberration 

free interferometer, subtractive interferometry enables one to 

compare a phase Abject with itself at two different times. This 

facility may be used for studying the refractive index changes 

(and hence changes in composition and temperature distribution) 

that occur when a heat sink is immersed in a hot gas. 

Figure 7.9a is the 	difference interferogram 

resulting from the iefradtiVe index changes that occured when 

a water cooled heat sink 2"deep x invade, was immersed into 

the combustioa products above a flat 2" diameter premixed 



(C) (D) 
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Difference interferogram (B) obtained from single exposure 
hologram (A). (C) is a shadow and (D) is a schlieren also 
obtained from (A). 

FIGURE 7.8 



Subtraction of boundary effects using subtractive 
interferometry. (A) d!.fference i.nterferogram equivalent 
to subtracting (B) from (C). 

FIGURE 7.9 
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methane-air flame. The fringes in the immediate vicinity of 

the heat sink represent the difference between the two 

interferograms shown in Figures 7.9b and 7.9c,of the flame 

in the absence and in the presence of the heat sink 

respectively. 

By making the column of hot gas completely stable it 

should be possible using subtractive interferometry to obtain, 

for example, an interferogram of the relative changes that 

occur in the refractive index distribution in the centre of a 

cylindrical column of gas before and after a cylindrical heat 

sink is introduced. Providing the column of gas is 

sufficiently wide for at least part of the temperature profile 

to remain a known constant value between exposures this 

temperature region can be used as a reference state for analysing 

the difference interferogram. This method of examining the 

temperature distribution in the neighbourhood of the centre of 

a hot column of gas is subject to less error than in the direct 

analysis of, for example. the interferogram shown in Figure 7:9c, 

7.5. CONCLUSIONS.  

Having established a theoretical basis for the necessity 

and principle of subtractive interfercmetric methods the design 

of an extremely simple interferometer was proposed. The performance 

of this interferometer was examined and tests made on it showed 

that it was suitable for obtaining good difference interferograms 



of flames, providing the spatial frequency of the shear fringes 

was large in comparison with the spatial frequency of the 

difference interference fringes. In the limit it appears that 

the shear fringe frequency must be at least equal to twice 

the difference fringe frequency. It was also satisfactorily 

demonstrated that subtractive interferometric methods may be 

used to eliminate the effects of optical imperfections in 

windows in the test space, and should simplify interferometric 

studies of refractive index diseributions inside, for example, 

columns of hot gas. 

This new facility of being able to subtract boundary 

effects is particularly useful in comLustion research. In the 

past it has always been necessary to first penetrate a boundary 

envelope before being able to study what is happening, for 

example, in the neighbourhood of a cold quenching surface, inside 

the envelope. This requires first finding out what is going on 

in the usually uhinteresting outer regions and any inaccuracies 

arising out of this inevitably reduces the amount of useful 

information that can be extracted from the later analysis of the 

inner region of interest. Subtractive interferometry eliminates 

the need for this unnecessary analysis of the outer region and 

so greatly improves the accuracy of the investigation. 

2C 7 
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CHAPTERS 

SUMMARY 

POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS  

AND APPLICATIONS  

Various methods of making lens holograms have been described, 

their imaging properties discussed theoretically, and their 

practical use successfully demonstrated. 

Developments in the field of holographic optical elements 

will lie in improved methods of manufacture. Figure 8.1 illustrates 

a possible method of making particularly good quality point 

holograms. The method depends on the availability of an unbacked, 

high resolution and transparent emulsion of good optical quality. 

It would have the great advantage of requiring the minimum of 

optical components, and by using a very small pin-hole the quality 

of the diverging lens does not have to be very good. The quality 

of the resulting hologram is limited by the quality of the mirror 

behind the photographic plate. 

From an applications point of view, it is conceivable that 

if the efficiency of holographic optical elements can be 

sufficiently increased by, for example, suitable processing to 

form phase holograms, they may become a general replacement for 

conventional optical elements. At present they are most likely 

to become useful replacements for the more expensive optical 
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Optical arrangement for 
making a point hologram using a 
transparent unbacked photographic 

plate 

FIGURE 8.1 
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components (e.g. large aperture schlieren lenses) that are 

used in conjunction with bright laser sources. The output 

from such a source is more than sufficient to compensate for 

the inefficiencies of the lens holograms. Their cheapness 

of construction also makes tham particularly suited for use 

in optical systems used for stuOing unconfined explosions. 

The possibility of making lens holograms of extremely large 

aperture could provide a means of stadying the very large 

test sections encountered in some wind tunnel experiments: 

in this case the hologram could be made in situ on the windows 

of the wind tunnel. 

The theoretical basis of a method of measuring the velocity 

of phase and solid objects, based on the application of schlieren- 

interferometry and the Doppler effect has been proposed, 

described in detail, and verified experimentally. 

An obvious extension of the Doppler velocity method is 

the measurement of the velocity of solid objects moving through 

phase objects. Apart from having to take into account the effects 

that ochlieren deflections have on the direction of the scattered 

light the effect of possible fluctuations in the phase of the 

transluminating beam will have to be eliminated. 

The most useful application of the Doppler velocity method 

will be in the study of moving phase objects as it is simpler, 

has better spatial resolution, and is more convenient than most 

other available techniques (e.g. streak photography, ionization, 



pressure or temperature probes). The method has the added 

advantage of automatically giving the velocity component 

normal to the propagating refractive index gradient and 

is, therefore, particularly suited to the measurement of 

burning velocities as well as for measuring local detonation 

velocities. The method may be extended and applied to the 

study of an array of objects moving at different velocities 

by performing a frequency analysis of the observed beat 

frequency signal. This gives a measure of the velocity 

distribution in, for example)  a stream of particles or 

randomly moving turbules. 

It has been demonstrated that the visualization of ultra-

sonic waves, using shadowgraphy and a short duration argon jet 

spark, can be used as a diagnostic technique for measuring the 

temperature of gases up to almost 1000°K providing the gas 

composition is known. 

The most promising developments of the ultrasonic method 

will result by working at higher acoustic power densities 

and/Or frequencies as, at present, the method seems to be 

limited by poor visualization at high temperatures and in 

certain gases due to absorption. As the sound wavefronts 

become distorted on entering the hot gases there is nothing 

to be gained by increasing the cross-sectional area of the 

transducer. It should be possible to operate the crystal at 

213. 



higher power densities by using pulsing techniques. Not only 

would this eliminate the mechanical slide arrangement used, 

but it would also improve the synchronization of the light 

source which, if fired just before the end of the acoustic 

pulse, would reduce perturbation displacement effects. 

Interferometric methods of visualization may also be possible 

at high acoustic power densities. While this does not have 

the simplicity of the shadow method its insensitivity to 

temperature makes it particularly attractive. 

The ultrasonic method has applications where solid 

thermometry is difficult or impossible. It is less wetly 

experimentally and easier to interpret theoreticelly than 

spectroscopic methods. The method, if used in conjunction 

with a a-switched laser light source, could be used for 

ineasuring the temperature of, for example, a highly luminous 

plasma jet. 

The design of a relatively cheap, simple and aberration 

free subtractive interferometer has been described and some 

of its advantages demonstrated. 

The ability of being able to obtain aberration free 

interferograms represents the achievement of perfection in 

interferometric experimentation. This greatly simplifies 

interpretation as the problem of the correction for the presence 

of residual fringes no longer exists. The size and shape of 

212 



the phenomenon of interest may force changes in design detail 

and if test sections are much larger than 7cm in width (or from 

the axis of symmetry) the two large aperture lenses will 

certainly have to be replaced by schlieren mirrors. Larger test 

sections may even necessitate using lens holograms. Exposure 

times could be shortened by partial silvering of the beam 

splitting elements. 

As well as being able to obtain 'infinite' fringe 

interferograms one can, by slightly changing the direction of 

the reference beam between the two exposures, obtain sheared or 

'finite' fringe interferograms. These are easier to interpret 

when studying very small refractive index changes. 	Apart from 

the usual interferometric studies the interferometer may also 

be used for obtaining ordinary single exposure holograms which 

can then be examined at leisure using conventional optical 

techniques. These new facilities together with the ability of 

being able to subtract the effects of optical defects and 

boundary layers will make interferometry a more versatile 

diagnostic tool. 
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Relaxation frequency (1/27-a) v. Temperature for carbon 
dioxide, carbon monoxide, methane, oxygen and nitrogen. 
(Calculated from data collected by Cottrell and 
McCoubrey - ref 48). 
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APPENDI.L 2 

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT v. TEMPERATURE AND GAS FLOW VELOCITY 

FOR 36swg WIRE IN AIR AND ARGON AT ATAOSPHERIC 

PRESSURE. 

For Reynold numbers in the range 0.1 (Re <1000 the heat 

transfer coefficient C can be calculated using the relation
71 

Nu 	= Pr
0.3 

 (0.35 0.47 Rs
0.52

), 

where 

Nu = 0,,,D/Kg  

Pr = 	C 77/Kg = 4v/(9?( - 5) 

Re = Diovh, 

where D = diameter of wire (i.e. 1.78x10 -2cm), Kg  = thermal 

conductivity of the gas, Cp  = specific heat of the gas at constant 

pressure, jo = density of the gas, 7/ = viscosity of the gas. 

Over the temperature range of interest here Pr and C may be 

taken to be independent of temperature. For air and argon they have 

the following values: 

Air 	Argon  

Pr = 0.74 	Pr = 0.67 

C = 0.24 cal.gm-1.°C-1 	
-1 .0.1 C = 0.12 cal.gm . C 

When these quantities are substituted into the above expression it 

reduces to 
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APPENDIX 3 

LIST OF SYMBOLS (followed 

by chapter number in which they 

are used) 

a. 	distance between reference aperture in schlieren 
blind and optic axis. 	 3,4 

A 	area 	 5 
A 	aberration coefficient 	 2 
A 	distance between beam splitter and recording plane 7 
A(x,y) 	amplitude distribution 	 2 
A 	'pin-hole' 	 5 

b 	distance between selective aperture in schlieren 
blind and optic axis 	 3,4 

c 	velocity of light 	 3,4 
coPc1Pc2 	velocity of light in media vacuum, 1, 2. 	3,4 
C 	aberration coefficient 	 2 
C(x,y) 	amplitude distribution 	 2 
Cv  ICp 	specific heats at constant volume and pressure 	5 
C 0 pCCC) 	

low and high frequency specific heats 	5 

d distance between ape-tures in schlieren blind 	3,4 
D 	aberration coefficient 	 2 
D 	dissociation energy 	 5 
D diameter of wire 	 6 
d displacement distance of sheath-flame interface 	6 
d distance between interferometer beam splitters 	2,7 

E(x,y) 	exposure distribution 	 2 

f 	focal length of lens (fT  in chapter 2 only) 	3-7 
fL 	focal length of lens Wall other chapters) 	2 

f focal length of point hologram 	2 
f 	fraction dissociated 	 5 
F 	aberration coefficient 	 2 
F 	force 	 5 
G 'grid' 	 3,4 
I 	illumination 	 3-5 
Al 	change in illumination 	 5 

2W 
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k 	reaction rate 	 5 
K2K 	thermal conductivity, of a gas 	5,6 

g 
K 'schlieren stop? 	 5 

1 	viewing distance between screen and object 	5,6 
1 	distance between viewing screen and reference 

point source 	 3 

L
c 	'collimator lens' 	 5 
L
s 	'schlieren lens' 	 5 

L length of thermocouple wire 	6 
L difference in geometric lengths of test and 

reference beams 	 7 

m 	distance between viewing screen and Doppler 
shifted point source 	 3 

M 	magnification 	 3,5,6 
number of clear rulings on grid 	3 

M 	molecular weight 	 5 

n 	number of diffraction orders 	3 
nr 	refractive index of reference space 	7 

n(xly,z) 	refractive index distribution of phase object 	7 

1n2 	refractive index (cil'c2) 	 3 

N(x,y) 	absolube fringe order number distribution 	7 
NI(x'y) observed " ti 

	11 	 II 	7 

N (lc y) 
d ' 	absolute order number distrib. due to aberrations 7 

NdI(x'y) observed " 
T1 	 II 	 11 1$• 	 11 	7 

N order number of intererence fringes 	5 
N number of observed beats in Doppler beat 

frequency signal 	 3,4 

0(x,y) 	amplitude distribution 	 2 

p 	fringe order number 	 4 
p 	pressure 	 5 
pi 	partial pressure of ith constituent 	5 

Po'Pa 	reference and ambient pressures 	5 
p. 	pressure disturbance 	 5 
Po 	amplitude of pressure disttrbance 	5 
P 	acoustic power density 	 5,6 
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r,R 	radius 	 2,5 
,z.;_r 	fringe separation 	 2 
rh 	

radius of point hologram 	 2 

ri, 	radius of lens 	 2 

R 	universal gas constant 	 5,6 
R(xy) 	amplitude distribution 	 2 

focal spot diameter 	 2 
spsob 	diameters of reference and selective apertures 

in schlieron blind 	 3,4 
slit 	diameter of smOlest possible selective aperture 	3 

aberration coefficient 	 2 
S 	'light source' 
Sl,Sob 	'reference and Doppler shifted point sources' 	3,4 

T 	transit time of shadow past photodetector 	4 
T 	temperature 	 5,6 
To,Tg,TwITx temperature of thermocouple junction, gas, surroundings and at a point x respectively 	6 
TL 	temperature at end of thermocouple wire 	6 
T(x,y) 	transmittance distribution 	2 

u velocity of test object 	 3,4 
zu 	uncertainty of velocity measurement 	3,4 

✓ velocity of sound 	 5,6 
v 0 ,I).co 	low and high frequency velocity of sound 	5 
✓ gas flow velocity 	 6 
ve 	entrainment velocity 	 6 

of 	fringe velocity 	 3 
vs 	shadow velocity 	 3 

w radius of Gaussian laser beam 	2 
wo 	transluminating beam width, or distance over 

which velocity measurement is made 	3,4 
wf 	width of fringe system seen by detector 	3 

x,y,z 	spatial coordinates 

X 	viewing distance of screen from schlieren blind 	3 
X 	depth of 	phase object 	7 

Z 	thickness of acoustic been 	 5 
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ill.< 	angle between reference beam and optic axis 	3 
cv, 	maximum spatial frequency resolvable by emulsion 	2 
cx 	particle displacement attenuation coeffident 	5 
,opoa  viscous, heat conduction and dispersion coeff. 	5 

( :. 	spatial shear fringe frequency 	7 
cx. 	heat transfer coefficient 	 6 

c /c 
P If 	

5,6 

X' 	angle between velocity vector and normal to 
moving interface 	 3 

4. 	refractivity (n - 1) 	 5 

6o 	value of ri at some reference state 	5 

max' m
in maximum and minimum values of dc in an acoustic 

beam 	 5 

G 	emissivity 	 6 

-7-1 	viscosity 	 5,6 '( 

G 	angle of deviation (deflection or scatter) 	2-5 
G 	angle between reference and test beam 	7 
G
m 	maximum angle between reference and object beams 	2 

4max 	maximum angle of deflection 	5 

X 	wavelength of light 

)`1 	wavelength of light in medium 1 

)4. 	fringe separation 	 3 

T) 	light frequency 
1)b 	observed Doppler shifted light frequency 	3,4 .o 

1)1 	frequency of unperturbed light 	3,4 
-11 	frequency of light observed in medium 2 	3,4 

Vb 	beat frequency 	 3,4 
Vs 	sound frequency 	 5,6 

1)1 	frequency of laoint of infection in sound 
dispersion curve 	 5 

6.1•) 	line width of radiation 	 2,4 

4.... 	particle displacement 	 5 

'...0 	
amplitude of particle displacement 	5 

. ;--- 	angle between viewing screen and parpendicular to 
.----d 	optic axis 	 3 
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/0 	density 	 5,6 

cr- 	Stephants constant 	 6 
iw 	torsion constant 	 5 
--, 	relaxation time 	 5 (... 

VOhPV'l 	phase angles of light waves at Sob and S1 	3 

0 	resultant phase angle of wave describing moving 
interference fringes 	 3 

9',91(x,Y) 	phase distribution at image plane 	7 • 
gid  dd  (x,Y) phase distribution at image plane duv to aberrations? 

angle between light beam and ,roving interface 	3 

it 	phase aberration 	 2 
g 	angle between two interfering beams 	3 
g 	angle between incident and reflected beams 	7 

CA.3 5 s 

angular width of selective shadow 	3 
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